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The study on Social TV: Communication from Television to Facebook (Workpoint
TV and Thairath TV) is a mixed method research, comprising of content analysis on
ThairathTV’s official Facebook page and interviews the operator on their content
selection and their transmedia production process in order to publicize their television
content on the official Facebook page, as well as the interaction of the users. The study
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CHAPTER 1

GENERALITIES OF THE STUDY

1.1 Background of Study
Television is a mass media that is of interest to a majority of people since its
birth in 1927. The Electronic Television started to broadcast in black and white in 1930
before developing color transmission decades later (Arada Karuchit et al., 2013). Due
to the nature of television technology it is attractive to audience enticing them to view
information and entertainment. Television’s use of audio and visual enables viewers to
experience the world right in front of their eyes.
Television in Thailand originated during the government of P. Pibulsongkram.
The first television station was Channel 4 Bang Khunprom. The broadcast started on
June 24, 1955 in black and white. This evolved to color leading to eventual increase in
the number of channels to 6 (Ubonrat Siriyuvasak, 2004).
The major change in the Thai television industry happened in 2014 with the
advent of digital television. The Spectrum Master Plan 2012 (National Broadcasting
and Telecommunications Commission, 2012) by the National Broadcasting and
Telecommunications Commission (NBTC), proposed the increase of digital terrestrial
television to 48 channels in five years, which would be up to 2019. There was a total of
26 channels that were granted the license, which is 4 times the existing number of
channels (NBTC. (2012 ). TV Digital Watch presented the situation of Thai television
audiences based on data compiled from Nielsen monthly report. It was found that
between 2014 – 2018 the audience number did not grow in a significant manner (TV
Digital Watch, 2018, November 7) . This is congruent to the research conducted by
Mindshare, which also referenced the data from Nielsen. It is found that the number of
viewers in July 2016 was 33,563,000, which was an increase from 32,978,000 in 2015,
a 1.01% growth.
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While the number of television audiences experienced only limited growth, the
number of Internet users grew significantly. The Electronic Transactions Development
Agency (Public Organization) announced the behavior of Internet users survey in 2018,
which revealed that Thais spent an average of 10 hours 5 minutes per day. This is an
increase from 2017 by 3 and a half hour. It is found that most of the users spent the
most time on social media. They spend about 3 and a half hours on social media
followed by watching television, video clips, movies, and listening to music (2 hours
35 minutes), chatting on the phone through Internet applications such as Line, Facebook
Messenger, WhatsApp, Facetime (2 hours), playing games online (1 hour 51 minutes),
and reading books or articles online (1 hour 31 minutes) in a day respectively
(Electronic Transactions Development Agency (Public Organization), 2019).
The consumer behavior data regarding the social network use of Thais from the
Electronic Transactions Development Agency (Public Organization) indicated that
Youtube is the most popular platform (98.8%), followed by Line (98.6%), and
Facebook (96%).
In the Zocial Awards 2019 organized by Thoth Zocial reported that there is a
total of 53 million Facebook accounts in Thailand thus ranking 8th in the world.
Bangkok has 18 million counts, making it the province with the largest number of users
in Thailand (Rolling Your Data, 2019, Febuary 7) . This shows that the new media like
Facebook is popular in Thailand. Therefore, it has a significant influence on the daily
life of people. The audience behavior has changed from watching only television to
multi-screen use. They can access social media through their smartphones or tablet.
Based on this multi-screen usage behavior, television channels have tried to take
advantage of social media characteristics to create a more interactive nature enabling
two-way communication.
Television channels used social media to interact with their audience by having
them share their feelings through comments. They also collect data from activities using
Hashtags. Audiences can also vote for participants in shows through likes or playing
games in the official Facebook page.
The Telegraph, a UK publication, presented an analysis of the near future. The
article explained that government speeches or policy declarations would be presented
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in real time through social media such as Facebook Line instead of broadcasting
through the BBC or Sky News as done in the past (Jenpasit Pooprasert, 2016 ).
TaiSresuda (2017) interviewed Chalakorn Panyachom, Chief Operating
Officer, Digital TV, Workpoint Entertainment Co., Ltd. In the article “Creating Thai
Television Shows that the World Recognizes”. Chalakorn explained that the most
successful Thai television program is the Mask Singer. It has the largest viewership
because it was aired live on Workpoint TV Facebook. It had a total of 8.4 million
viewers on the online streaming platform becoming the second most viewed show in
the world. Mark Zuckerberg used it as an example illustrating the effective use of social
media by television programs at F8 in San Francisco, USA. This simulcast or
broadcasting and streaming live simultaneously greatly expanded the viewership.
Facebook enabled the “Live” function as a means to expand on dissemination
of video content. There are two types of content available on Facebook Live. The first
is User Generated Content, which is the real time broadcast usually done by celebrities,
net idols, or those engaged in social discussions with their fans. The other category is
professionally generated content, which is the simultaneous broadcast of programming
created by professional television or channel producers.
Natavee, Neil, Mavichack, Communications and Corporate Communications
Planning and Strategic Director, M Interaction Co., Ltd. Explained that simulcast on
Facebook Live is popular because the audience can access the content through mobile
devices such as smartphones or tablets. This makes the content easily accessible any
place and any time. The broadcaster using Facebook Live can also measure
effectiveness through the number of views and evaluate responses through the results
of the emoticons and comments made during the program on the official Facebook page
in real time. As a result, digital television stations have started to use social media such
as Facebook to expand their audience base in order to generate increased income
through engagement ("Communication behavior of adolescents in public space on
facebook," 2015).
One of the case studies embracing this new trend examined in this study is
Workpoint TV or digital television Channel 23. A pilot was tested using the content
“Mask Gossip” that was aired on Facebook Live during the commercial break of The
Mask Singer. The program format has two emcees discussing the contest of the week
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and selecting audience comments. In addition, activities such as giving away program
T-shirts for those who are viewing the content on the official Facebook page. It is a
means to increase audience engagement driving higher income from the sponsors
during the commercial break of The Mask Singer on Workpoint TV Channel 23. In
addition to there are many examples of changes in the television industry. Rattiya
Ungkulanont (2017, March 26) indicated that Channel One had expanded duration of
their online content since February, 2017 in order to reach more audiences. The station
announced Facebook Live of their prime time from 18:20 – 22:00 hrs. This is an
increase in simulcast content that used to be available only for certain programs such
as news or boxing matches.
This topic of study aims to examine how the continuous changes in information
technology propelling the growth of social media has become an option for television
content producers. Social media in particular Facebook has become an effective
channel in presenting content and creating audience engagement creating more interest
in the programming. This would lead to increases in viewership and rating that result
in the improvement of the selection, creation, and presentation process migrating
television programming to dissemination on social media.
This study expands on the academic knowledge related to the presentation and
content that have to be transformed to work across different platforms that have
different characteristics. Thus, it is necessary to study the characteristics of the new
platform based on the previous studies that have reviewed how oral storytelling was
transformed to newspapers and production of series from printed novels. The study,
Social TV: Communication from Television to Facebook (Workpoint TV and Thairath
TV), expands on the existing knowledge regarding the selection and presentation of
television programming on to social media. In addition, it documents the time of
transition in the Thai television landscape.
In addition, the study, Social TV: Communication from Television to Facebook
(Workpoint TV and Thairath TV), also provides a means for distilling the knowledge
of television production practitioners to develop future guidelines. This would be useful
in programming production for content that could be presented on social media. Added
value would be generated resulting in increases in the number of audiences through the
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station’s television and social media as well as interactivity across platform to build
community with audiences, who are constant followers of the programming.
The review of relevant literature including the research, “Development of
Content Innovation with Cross-media Content Strategy for Television Program”
Sakulsri Srisarakham (2018) , presented the research gap that Thai television
programming lacks the strenuous examination of the category and content presentation
including the need gratification of media usage.
Based on the rationale presented in the previous section, the researcher would
like to examine the phenomenon through the development of the research questions
presented in the following section.

1.2 Research Questions
1) How do television channels select content and programs for publishing on the
station’s official Facebook page?
2) What is the production and presentation process for content used on the
station’s official Facebook page?
3) What is the response to cross channel content used on the station’s official
Facebook page?

1.3 Research Objectives
1) To study the selection process of content and programs to be published on the
station’s official Facebook page.
2) To study the production and presentation process for content used on the
station’s official Facebook page.
3) To study the interaction between the audience on the station’s official
Facebook page.
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1.4 Scope of the Study
The study, Social TV: Communication from Television to Facebook (Workpoint
TV and Thairath TV), has two unit of study examined in the research as follows:
1) Social Media is used on the presentation of television programming content
including various activities organized by the television station that allow audience
participation. The emphasis is on Facebook as the main social media context used for
the analysis. The researcher did not use data from the Facebook Analytics of the official
Facebook page because it is confidential information. The researcher has chosen to
conduct content analysis using textual analysis. The unit of analysis is at the thematic
level from data collected from the posts. The analysis would be conducted to study the
opinions in conjunction with other elements such as the number of posts, type of posts,
topics presented, and objective of the presentation along with the audience responses,
which are the views and use of emoticons, share, and comment on the station’s post on
social media.
The study would emphasize on Facebook pages of Workpoint TV Channel 23
and Thairath TV Channel 32. However, contextual analysis would be conducted
through the study of other social media such as Instagram, Twitter, Youtube, and Line.
The study would be conducted in the first quarter of 2019. The details of the sampling
methodology would be discussed in Chapter 3.
2) Individual: Producers and those in charge of social media of 2 television
stations that present programming through social media as follows:
(1) Person responsible for social media operations Workpoint TV.
- Pattranit Chaisuwankeeree: Assistant Vice President - Digital
Marketing, Workpoint Entertainment Plc.
- Patchara Opassereepadung: Head of Digital Marketing, Workpoint
Entertainment Plc.
- Noppatjak Attanon: News Editor, Workpoint News, Workpoint
Entertainment Plc.
(2) Person responsible for social media operations Thairath TV.
- Vorapa Harusadangkul: Social Media Supervisor Trend V3G Co., Ltd.
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1.5 Significance of the Study
The study titled, Social TV: Communication from Television to Facebook
(Workpoint TV and Thairath TV), has contribution in two areas as follows:
1) Academic contribution.
(1) To study content and programming selection process for use on the
station’s official Facebook page.
(2) To study the process of content creation on the station’s official Facebook
page.
(3) To study the use of social media in creating interaction on the station’s
official Facebook page.
(4) To spark the interest for future researchers to investigate the use of social
media by television stations in order to expand the examination of the phenomenon to
producers of other television stations.
2) Managerial contribution.
(1) To provide information for practitioners in the presentation of television
programming content on to social media including the production process to attract
audiences and facilitate interaction.
(2) To use information collected from the study for use in content creation to
build engagement on the station’s official Facebook page.

1.6 Definition of Terms
1) Digital Television Station is defined as digital terrestrial television stations,
which are Workpoint TV and Thairath TV.
2) Social Media is defined as the official Facebook page of Workpoint TV and
Thairath

TV,

which

are

www.facebook.com/Workpoint

and

www.facebook.com/Thairath TV.
3) Content of production content on social media is defined as the presentation
method and content which are convention, modification, reduction, extension, and
invention on the official Facebook page, which are Workpoint TV and Thairath TV.
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4) Publishing content on social media is defined as the presentation of content as
text, picture (image), video clip, and live broadcast in each post on official Facebook
page of Workpoint TV and Thairath TV.
5) Audience response is defined as the number of views, showing feelings using
emoticons (Like, Love, Haha, Wow, Sad, and Angry), share, and comment on the
official Facebook page of Workpoint TV and Thairath TV.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE AND RESEARCH
FRAMEWORKS

2.1 Related Literature and Theory
The review of the related literature and theories for the study titled, “Social TV:
Communication from Television to Facebook (Workpoint TV and Thairath TV)” is
presented in the following section.
1) Media Ecology
2) Social Media
3) Social TV
4) Intertextuality
5) Multi-Screen Engagement
6) Type of the National Business Broadcasting and Television in Thailand
7) Television Genre
2.1.1

Media Ecology
The media ecology is comprised of two words, which are media and

ecology. Ong (2002) explained that ecology describes the inter-relationship of life and
the structure of the universe surrounding individuals. Media is defined as the
technology that is relevant to the formation of political culture, social structure, and
beliefs. Therefore, when these two words come together, there is a need to study the
inter-relationship regarding the environment, media, and humans. The aim is to create
structure and content would impact the creation of culture through media.
Strate (2004) indicated that media ecology started with the work of
McLuhan, which is still widely studied today. McLuhan published his works regarding
media ecology in 1951. He analyzed the production of pop culture that reflected and
reinforced attitudes, beliefs, and values of the technological society. He studied
newspaper, advertising, and comics. Over time new media were developed, thus
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expanding the scope to cover electronic media with emphasis on technology and human
fabricated culture continuously as a tool to extend the human condition and experience.
McLuhan (1968) presented the notion that technology assisted in
communications resulting in the extension of experience with no limitation in terms of
time and distance. This is succinctly expressed in the idea that “The medium is the
message.”, which emphasizes the importance of media format. Thus, it can be said that
in each era media has a stronger impact on the feelings and behavior of humans than
the content. This results in the classification – Tribal Era, Literate Era, Print Era, and
Electronics Era. The latest era has led to the start of the information technology and
communications resulting in modernization. People are connected in a global village
consequently leading to changes in mass media as follows:
1) Nature of the receiver has changed.
2) Nature of demographics in terms of receiver’s age has changed.
3) The condition of competition has changed.
4) Way of life has changed.
This is inherent in the era of convergence media, which has continuously
impacted the operations and management of media organizations. New media can be
categorized as the receivers and income. Media organizations all over the world have
adapted to survive. Technology, thus, became an extension that led to the growth of
social media.
Media technology has been continuously developed to the present day
resulting in two major questions. In the book Laws of media: The new science focused
on creating good media that could be further expanded. McLuhan pointed out that
producers and users of media had clearly adapted in the areas of modernity of
technology and understanding what makes media phase out of popularity as well as
what makes it popular again (McLuhan & McLuhan, 1992).
Media ecology could utilize the framework to show that as humans create
innovation, it in turn have an impact on humans. As a result, humans have to adapt their
daily life and media use impacting the choices of media selection. The process of
production and receiving of media communications has changed and old forms have
faded over time.
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2.1.2

Social Media
Information technology or information society have high potential to

collect large amounts of data and immediate response. Technology has been developed
the capabilities to communicate over the Internet. Social media was first developed in
the text mode, later becoming attractive multimedia using images, sound, colors,
moving images, and graphics.
Another component of digital media found in social media can be
categorized as text, which is the important basis of multimedia; still image, which
presents visual elements that communicate more deeply than text; animation or moving
graphics, which show the stages or various phenomenon; sound, which makes content
interesting; and video, which is a combination of all elements to create interactivity.
These components come together to promote development of the online community
(Pimduen Jaturongkakul, 2007).
Punsa Rodart (2012) indicated that social media has the characteristics of
networkable, dense, compressible, and interactive. Therefore, social media relies on
computer, networking, and information technology to access content anywhere,
anytime, and on any device. Multimedia has two types of message presentation, which
are on-demand and live broadcasting. On-demand requires the data to be streamed onto
the network and individual nodes can request the content to play freely. Broadcasting
occurs in real time as data is being presented on the Internet. The data from the video
camera is transferred into the network and published on the Internet allowing a large
number of audiences to access it at the same time.
Social media enables people to communicate with friends they have
known before or after going online. The major component is the profile, or personal
information of the account owner; connecting with friends online; and messaging, or
making the personal content available to the public. Facebook is the most popular social
network today, which enables connection of people through sharing and upload of files.
In addition, it allows people on the network to share their opinions.
Mana Trirayapiwat (2009) indicated that Facebook is the social media
that is described as a social network. It has distinctive ability in linking people who
have common likes, interests, or lifestyle together. Examples, include fan clubs of
celebrities or singers.
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Therefore, communications in social media can be used to analyze
through the lens of media in particular the television station’s official Facebook page.

2.1.3

Social TV
Proulx and Shepatin (2012) defined Social TV as the integration of social

media. It results in the behavior changes of the receiver or audience. In the early days
of television in 1939, David Sarnoff, President of the Radio Corporation of America
(RCA) predicted that, “Television will finally bring to people in their homes, for the
first time in history, a complete means of instantaneous participation in the sights and
sounds of the entire outer word.”. Television has gone on to fulfill Sarnoff’s predictions
in changing the audience behavior. It brought families together to watch television in
their homes through the presentation of interesting content. Television programs soon
became the topic of conversation among peers the next day after broadcast.
In this era of technological advancement, the mobile phone has become
a device that is capable for chatting and sending text messages to one another. This has
enabled the interaction between television program audiences and the station through
phone calls or SMS messages. Eventually, this evolved into the era of social media that
enables a more varied means of interaction. The audience behavior has also changed.
They no longer watch television programs from a television set in their residence all
alone. Today they can connect laptop, smartphone, or tablet to the Internet and create
content to interact with the program they are watching. They can send messages, present
content, or engage with other viewers from around the world. They can create group
interactions through chats about the programming content on social media.
Social TV is the second screen while the first is the television screen that
is used to view the program. The second screen could be the computer, smartphone, or
table, that is used to interact with others who are viewing the program on the first screen.
They could like, check in, invite friends, comment, or engage in other interactions.
These are familiar functions that users have learned to use on social media such as
Facebook or Twitter.
The success of social TV relies on the audiences’ behavior that is
changing. Some audiences may use smart devices as the second screen, while watching
the content on television. However, with advancement in Internet accessibility, social
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media has become integrated in social TV creating a new media ecosystem (Kraingkran
Kanjanapokin, 2012).
Time Warner Research Council study found that social TV application
helps audiences to enjoy the program more. They tend to watch more television because
they can chat with their friends while watching the program. Despite being in different
locations they can know the feedback of other audiences. In addition, they can gain
access to other information related to the television program. For instance, content on
social media could be more in-depth information such as behind the scenes information
MarketingOops.com (2012 ).
The social TV perspective is used to study social media on the station’s
official Facebook page in terms of communications and presentation of content.

2.1.4

Intertextuality
Text is created based on the distinctive characteristics of the idea of

intertextuality that is rooted in tradition. Intertextuality has to have a primary and
tertiary text. Umaporn Maronee (2008) explained that intertextuality explains the
phenomenon of the secondary text, which has traces of the primary text. This has to be
transformed to suit the nature of transmission, while maintaining repetition to make
sure that both the sender and receiver are confident in the commonness of thought. In
addition, there must be variation and invention simultaneously.
Nopporn Prachakul (2009) explained that every piece of content is
created distinctively to express the imagination of the creator. In the creation of content,
the creator might be affected by various factors either knowingly or not.
Intertextuality has two aspects. The first is horizontal intertextuality,
which is the relationship between primary texts that can either be observed or not. It
would be analyzed in terms of genre. (Punsa Rodart, 2012) explained the importance
of studying intertextuality in the genres. It creates the boundaries of the context and
meaning as well as establishes the common understanding between the producer and
audience.
Punsa Rodart (2012) goes on to explain that horizontal intertextuality is
the relationship between primary text with other texts. In television programs or series
this could include secondary text such as documentaries or commentaries. Tertiary text
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is created by the audience that could be in the form with a letter or a post on social
online community.
Nopporn Prachakul (2009) goes on to expand the analysis comparing the
primary to the tertiary text in three forms as follows:
1) Extension is the addition of tertiary text to supplement an unclear
primary text. This could be done through adding details or content in order to
compliment the original primary text.
2) Reduction is the modification or reduction of parts of the primary text.
However, there is no change made to the main or core content, which might result in
distortion of the original text.
3) Modification is the creation to tertiary text that might be different from
the original text in order to fulfill the need of the producers. However, this modification
has to be acceptable to the audience.
This concept of intertextuality is used to study social media on the
station’s official Facebook page in terms of factors and communication process.

2.1.5

Multi-Screen Engagement
Microsoft Advertising (2013) studied that changing audience behavior

after using devices such as laptops, mobile phones, tablets, and gaming console to
communicate and interact with others. The use of a variety of devices resulted in the
need for content producers to adapt the way they produce content in order to serve the
need of the receivers. Producers need to adapt the content to suit the context of the
devices, while the audience would select content they would view on the screen. There
are four type of interactions as follows:
1) Content grazing is going through content that is not relevant to the first
screen. This would mean the search of information that is not connected to the first
screen. For instance, the audience might be watching a program on the first screen,
while searching for information about their work on the computer.
2) Investigative spider webbing is the search for information that is related
to the content on the primary screen. For instance, the audience would search for
summary of the episodes of the series they are watching.
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3) Social spider webbing is the behavior of using multi-screen to connect
and exchange the experience of watching the primary text. For instance, the viewers of
the television program would express their feelings and opinions on the online social
community.
4) Quantum is the behavior of transferring the viewing from one primary
screen to another. For instance, a person might watch an interesting content at a
restaurant and remember it to watch it later on their own television later.
Part of the research Facebook IQ (2018) titled, “Big-Picture Planning:
Understanding in a Multi-Screen World”, examined the use of television in conjunction
with Facebook as a means to communicate with the audience. It is found that 94% of
the audience, who are watching television at home, used the smartphone in much the
same way they used the remote control in the past. Before smart phones people just
changed the channels to find an interesting content, during the commercial break.
However, with the smartphone, the changing of the screen has been moved on to the
device. During the commercial breaks people switch on to Facebook to interact with
others. It can be seen that the interaction on social media increases as people are
updating that they are watching a certain television program.
The Facebook IQ study revealed that the audience used Facebook in
conjunction with television. This resulted in numerous benefits. The first is increasing
the reach to those, who cannot access the television. Producers need to understand that
using one media is not sufficient to reach a large cross-section of the audience. In
addition, it also increases the frequency before and after the broadcast. The second is
the reduction in the cost for running the campaign that traditionally relied only on
television.
The multi-screen engagement concept is used to study exposure to content
that would be used to create programs and its presentation on television that would be
migrated to social media.
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2.1.6

The Type of the National Business Broadcasting and Television in
Thailand
The National Broadcasting and Telecommunications Commission issued

an NBTC. (2012 ) . The television stations need to be allocated a spectrum that can be
classified in three categories.
1) Public Service has the objective to provide services such as promoting
education, public health, national security, and dissemination of news to promote a
good understanding between the government and the people.
2) Community Service has the goal to serve the public by creating value
deemed necessary by the community.
3) Business has to goal for profit. This could be further categorized in
terms of geographic coverage. There are national, regional, and community/provincial
level of geographic coverage.
National Broadcasting and Telecommunications Commission (NBTC)
announced the criteria for the auction of the digital TV license at the national level
(2013, August 14). There are 24 licenses up for auction that can be categorized into
four types as follows:
1) Children, Youth, and Family: Aimed to provide knowledge and
education in various fields. The goal is to develop the quality of life of children and
youth as well as promote family well-being. The content and time of broadcast has to
be suitable for children. There should be no content that contains violence as well as
immoral and illegal situations. There is a total of 3 licenses in Standard Definition (SD),
which are channels 13, 14, and 15.
2) News: Aimed to disseminate truthful news that is comprehensive, free,
and beneficial to the public. There should be no less than 50% of content that suits the
criteria in terms of scheduling and content as defined by the commission. There is a
total of 7 licenses in Standard Definition, which are channels 16 – 22.
3) Standard Definition : This is general content as defined by the law.
There has to be combination of news and public service content of no less than 25%.
There is a total of 7 licenses in Standard Definition (SD), which are channels 23 – 29.
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4) High Definition : The criteria is the same as that of the Standard
Definition license. There is a total of 7 licenses in High Definition (HD), which are
channels 30 – 36.
Numerous production companies joined the auction to secure the 24
terrestrial digital television licenses in December 2013. These channels started
broadcasting in April 2014. Later some of the companies returned the terrestrial digital
television licenses (business category). The NBTC paid a compensation to 7 channels
totaling 2,932.68 million baht. Today, there are 15 remaining digital TV stations.
The Bureau of Policy and Broadcasting and Television, National
Broadcasting and Telecommunications Commission (NBTC) created two reports
regarding the situation of the television industry in terms of advertising revenues and
ratings of terrestrial television programs. The Thailand’s Broadcasting Industry (2018)
(Bureau of Policy and Broadcasting and Television, 2019) report indicated that the
terrestrial digital television industry had a total revenue of 62,827 million baht. When
categorized based on the type of channel, the Public Service channels had a revenue of
4,515 million baht (6.65%). Children, Youth, and Family channels had a revenue of
624 million baht (0.92%). News channels had a revenue of 2,592 million baht (3.82%).
Standard Definition channels had a revenue of 18,045 million baht (26.56%). High
Definition channels had a revenue had a revenue of 67,936 million baht (62.05%).
Another report is the Thailand’s Broadcasting Industry in January 2019
(Bureau of Policy and Broadcasting and Television, 2019, February 7). The report
indicated that the terrestrial digital television industry had a total revenue of 4,667
million baht as of January 2019. When categorized based on the type of channel, the
Public Service channels had a revenue of 261 million baht (5.59%). Children, Youth,
and Family channels had a revenue of 46 million baht (0.99%). News channels had a
revenue of 206 million baht (4.41%). Standard Definition channels had a revenue of
1,285 million baht (27.53%). High Definition channels had a revenue had a revenue of
2,869 million baht (61.47%).
Program ratings information there are 10 most popular channels as of
January 2019, which are 7HD (Channel 35), 3HD (Channel 33), Mono29 (Channel 29),
Workpoint TV (Channel 23), Thairath TV (Channel 32), ONE HD (Channel 31),
Channel8 (Channel 27), 3SD (Channel 28), Amarin TV (Channel 34), and Now26
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(Channel 26). Most of these channels broadcast in High Definition (TV Digital Watch,
2019, February 2).
The information has been used to define the sampling frame for this
study.

2.1.7

Television Genre
Ubonrat Siriyuvasak (2004) explained that each television channel had a

distinct way in presenting the variety of content available. The content can be classified
into different genres based on the content. This is necessary to establish common
understanding between content producers and audience to guide the production. It also
guides audience expectations of the programming. Genres can be classified as follows:
1) News and reality Program/Non-fiction Program include programs
such as news and current affairs, feature and documentary, educational shows, talk, and
commentaries of live broadcasts.
2)

Imaginative/Fiction

Program/Entertainment

Program

include

programs such as television drama/soap opera, comedy, movies, cartoon, game and quiz
shows, light entertainment, music, and sports.
3) Audience Oriented Program include programs with phone-ins and
discussions.
4)

Commercial

Program

include

content

such

as

commercial/advertisement, public service announcement, and social advertisement.
Programs today have a combination of genres creating hybrid shows like
docudramas, which combine documentary with drama.
Kanjana Keawthep (2009) recommended that genres could be applied to
research in numerous ways. First is the convention application, which maintains the
identity of the producer and audience, who are aware of the genre being studied. The
next is invention, which allows modification in terms of viewing aesthetics. Genres
cover various dimensions including the length of the program, means of storytelling,
time of presentation, background scenes, script, and style. Therefore, research can apply
genres in many ways. It could be used to study the text or production as well as other
attributes. In addition, topics such as aesthetics, production value, and use of the content
after creation could be further examined.
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Genres is used to set the criteria in analyzing the different type of programs presented
on the station’s official Facebook page.

2.2 Related Literature
The review of related literature examined in the study, titled “Social TV:
Communication from Television to Facebook (Workpoint TV and Thairath TV)” is
presented in the following section.

2.2.1

Literature on Transmedia Storytelling
1) The book titled, “Convergence Culture: Where Old and New Media

Collide” (Jenkins, 2008) provided detail explanation of transmedia storytelling as a new
means of using new media. The Internet is used as to connect online social media
networks resulting in changes in the production of content by the sender. In the past the
sender had control in creating the message. In this next stage of two-way
communication, the receiver is empowered. User-Generated Content could be created
through the use of comments. Eventually, the receivers can bring their life experiences
to create powerful content on social media.
Transmedia storytelling requires a content producer, who can create
interesting content through modification of stories to suit the characteristics of a variety
of media used in everyday life of receivers. The creation of mood & tone has to fit the
taste of the receiver in order to attract them to engage with the content. This would be
created through the core aspects of transmedia storytelling as follows: (1) Spreadability
vs. Drillability is the creation of powerful content that could be driven across other
media. It is the joint experience that receivers can absorb the story, which the producer
can tell twice. First is during the time of watching and the second is after. Value added
would be created from share value from the story based on the varied experiences of
the receivers. (2) Continuity vs. Multiplicity is about the continuity and multiplication
of the content in multiple versions for variety. (3) Immersion vs. Extraction is when the
receiver truly immerses themselves in the content making it a part of their daily life or
feel that they are truly a part of the story. (4) World building is the creation of
experience wherein the same story could be told differently linking the online and
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offline worlds. (5) Seriality is the division of content into smaller pieces that can stand
on their own used in various channels. The receiver can enjoy the content without
having to worry about the order. (6) Subjectivity is the narration of the story through a
different character to create a new storyline. (7) Performance is the stimulation of the
receiver to create their own content. Therefore, the story should have an open end that
would allow creation of new content with no fixed direction.
Transmedia storytelling therefore works to increase the value of communications. It
enables the use of content that suits the characteristics of each platform and lifestyle of
the receiver.
2) The article, “Development of Content Innovation with Cross-Media
Content Strategy for Television Program” Sakulsri Srisarakham (2018) studied foreign
media organizations. It was found that some of these organizations redesigned their
work process to suit the digital media and adjusted the skills of the employees to have
multi-skills. The article studied Channel 4 in the UK that developed a linkage between
television programming and social media. The target group for this station is young
adults aged between 13 – 24 years. The station utilizes cross-media strategy and
transmedia storytelling. The cross-media strategy creates a work process in developing
content for each platform. In addition, the dissemination and creation of interaction is
done for each platform. The transmedia storytelling is breaking up the story into many
new ones. For instance, there are standalone episodes that end in themselves. All of
these stories all interconnect and the receiver needs to connect the dots to find the core
narrative in order to string the narration in the right and complete order.
From the case study of Channel 4, it is found that in-depth analysis of the
audience was conducted for the development of appropriate content that would connect
to the experiences of target group effectively. Although the viewership rate of those 13
– 24 years of aged dropped on television, the figures grew across all premium platforms.
Therefore, it supports that knowing the audience does certainly pay off. In addition, the
station also connects the content to increase engagement enticing people to share and
comment further expanding the reach of the program.
The innovation connecting content on television to social media builds
on the expansion of content in four ways. The first is the modification on television
programming, while keeping its core distinction, creating a new story through the use
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graphics and video specifically for each type of platform to gain participation from the
audience. The second is the creation of content specifically for each platform.
Resources would be used to create content that would be attractive to different groups
of audiences, who may have different interests. The content would entice the audience
to return to watch the television programming for completion. The third would be
promotion content across different media with related information. This could be
presented using infographics in order to expand the content of the programming. The
fourth is the creation of engaging content, which could build on the programming to
generate interaction. This content should be available in conjunction with the television
programming in order to encourage repeated viewing in other platforms.
The production house also gives importance in connecting television
content to social media through the creation of easy to understand content relating to
the everyday life and experiences of the audience. This would in turn drive the likes,
shares, and comments. It is imperative for television stations to develop a social media
teem in order to create content that connects television to social media. These multiplatform creatives are necessary to create transmedia content. They need to conduct the
research, produce the program, plan the shooting schedule, and release the content
online. The heart of transmedia storytelling is the connection across the various
platforms that need to support one another. The audiences should not be concentrated
on only one platform but it would be preferred that they watch and follow all of the
platforms available.
3) The article, “The Direction and Adaptation of News Reporting in
Social Media Era” Kemmanij Malave (2018) explained that the presentation of news has
many different sources. This in effect has an impact on the interaction that presents the
opportunity to like, share, and comment.
Social media in the digital age results changes in the awareness and form
of communications of people in society. Therefore, newspapers have to adapt by going
online. Journalists have to become multi-skilled in order to enable their ability in crossmedia news production. They have to learn how to present stories in multiple platforms
including image, moving images, graphics, and audio. It is critical to use the appropriate
storytelling mechanism for each platform. Thus, it is important to study news
presentation on social media that is real time. The journalist has to follow up on the
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movement and interest of social media users. They have to take the role of the agenda
setter by following up the content, contacting the news sources, and fact checking.
Journalists should have more information than members of the public because they need
to create and select the news for comprehensive presentation. It is critical to verify the
information prior to presentation on social media. Eventually, when journalists present
news on social media they need to evaluate the feeling of the public to avoid presenting
issues that might result in conflict and violence in society.
Today there are four issues in presenting news on social media. The first
of which is using the main news to be presented online. The second is breaking news.
The third is presenting the news that is exclusively for online. The fourth is presenting
news that is taken from social media.
4) The article, “Analysis of Types, Patterns, Content and Usage of Social
Media in Thailand” Jiraporn Srinak and Kwuanfah Sriprapun (2014) explained that
Facebook has a distinctive characteristic in being interactive. It is used to compliment
traditional media because it is easily accessible. It is not difficult or complicated to use.
This is congruent to the communications on the Internet that emphasizes on the
dissemination of news quickly and cheaply. It could effectively reach a broad audience
quickly.
Facebook is the media that has the capability to present content in the
form of text, graphic, image, audio, video, and multimedia. The audience could interact
with the content immediately. In addition, the user can connect through many
dimensions using the hyperlink function. In addition, the user can update and search
information as seen fit.
The presentation of content on Facebook is usually add-on to the main
programming on television that can be viewed later or as a substitution. The receiver
may not follow the main media directly. They might choose to follow social media to
fulfill their needs. For instance, teens, who live on their own may not have a traditional
media receiver, have a hectic lifestyle. As a result, they use social media as their main
communications. The emphasis is on seeking information, talking to friends and
relatives, as well as to seek entertainment by following the news of celebrities.
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2.2.2

Literature on Social Media as an Online Communications Tool
1) The dissertation titled, “The Role of Cutto’s Wise Words and Bon Bon

on Facebook” Preeyanuch Songsorn (2015) examined the sayings or wise words of two
Facebook pages, Cutto and Bon Bon. It is found that both pages are very similar in
terms of background, font, and symbolism. The only difference is Cutto’s page does
not have images and contact while Bon Bon does.
In terms of the sayings in both pages depends on the background of the
occupation of the Facebook page owner. They both create their own unique identity in
order fulfill the need of the readers, who indirectly use the experience driven advice
about life, feelings, and entertainment in their daily routine.
The wise words in Facebook page are different from the advice presented
in traditional media such as newspaper. Advice on the Facebook pages are designed to
be disseminated on social media. The content is short and easy to understand. It is
designed to be interesting and not complicated. The users can like and share the content
with their friends. The content is available and open to use by the readers for their
benefit.
2) The dissertation titled, “Hashtag: Expectations, Exposure, and
Participation of Users” Jirad Promdirake (2015) defined hashtag as the message or line
that is preceded by the symbol #. It has to be written with no space between the letters
used in order for it to be organized. This would assist in search and joining in the
conversation regarding a particular topic on social media such as Facebook, Twitter,
and Instagram.
Television producers choose to use two different types of hashtag which
are brand hashtag and content and product hashtag. The brand hashtag is the
representation of the product or organization, which can be done in 2 different forms,
which are the organization’s marketing and public relations and representation of the
organizations such as activities. For instance, Amarin TV uses #Amarin TV34 or the
Face Thailand uses #TheFaceThailand. The content and product hashtag can be used to
relate the stories about the posts created by users. For instance, images of roses might
use the hashtag #Rose, #Flowers, and #Love. However, the brand hashtag is the most
popular type used in Instagram and Facebook. It is commonly called the phenomenon
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“tag my shop” in the comment section on Instagram and Facebook of famous
celebrities. This is to create the opportunity for increased exposure.
The study revealed that in each post the number messages with hashtag
would vary depending on the dissemination of information. Putting a hashtag is like
creating a reference to help increase trust in the post. Using hashtag of the news station
would help in the dissemination of various events to be more trustworthy.
3) The study, “Social Media with Changes to the News Reporting
Process” Sakulsri Srisarakham (2012) analyzed the role of social media on the changes
in the process of news production on 3 social media, which are Twitter, Facebook, and
Blog by journalists and editorial team. It is found that news on social media has the
characteristic of being quick in dissemination of information. Journalists forma a
network of information and informants that would enable them to get news from various
aspects.
The news production process on social media is more complex than in
traditional media. This is because it is a quick two-way instantaneous communication
between the audience and journalists or editorial board. The journalist or editorial board
does not have the authority in determining the news agenda on their own. They need to
consider the feedback from the audience to present information. This enables
connection between the news and the receiver based on their interest.
Journalists have the gatekeeper’s role in selecting the media and choosing
the news for dissemination on their own social media. This would increase participation
in the news and editorial process leading to participatory journalism. The change in the
work process of the organization that opens to participation by civic journalists. This
results from the nature of social media that allows interactivity with journalists/editorial
team/news organization with the receiver in real time during the news production
process. There is continuous reporting during the news production process that enables
information exchange between the journalist and the audience. This allows the audience
to participate in the news production process.

2.2.3

Literature on Television Media
1) In the book titled, “Television in Digital Era” by the Academic

Institution of Public Media (Time Shuesatapanasiri, Sakulsri Srisarakham, & Suwit
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Sartsanaphichit, 2014) , Sartsanaphichit provided an explanation about the
transformation to digital. There were three major events that shaped the industry. First,
involves the program producers. They are involved in the preparation of resources
including financing, equipment, people, and know how resulting in the phenomenon
leading to the busy employment market in the beginning. Second, involves the
audience. They need to search for information about television, signal transmission,
coverage, and program numbering allocation. Third, involves the advertising industry.
They need to support the new advertising media that has grown exponentially. In
addition, they need to keep advertising up-to-date to the digital realm such as using
interactive advertising.
In the book Sartsanaphichit explained the digital has played a critical role
changing the perception of speed of life. Today people can no longer wait and this has
extended to their media use behavior. Social networks satisfy these needs quickly. It is
well accepted by the users, who are willing to interact with the media. Television is not
the fastest and most modern media. In order to adapt for the changes in the future media
that comes along with changes in consumer behavior, media organizations have
downsized to run only 2 – 3 departments, which are content, platform, and management.
Sartsanaphichit further explained that all of the content in this world is
one and the same. Expanding on this he explained the multi-screen phenomenon where
users can use to expose themselves to content of their choice all day. Therefore,
program producers have started to focus more on storytelling that can be generated from
the same content. The difference would be in the presentation that suits the
characteristics or the audience or the media used in the presentation. For instance,
storytelling on a big screen such as television might differ from the same content
presented on a smaller screen such as on the smart phone.
The audience behavior has also changed. They are no longer satisfied
with only watching the program. They want to participate during the broadcast to voice
their opinions or exchange ideas with others through the use of social networks. In
addition, they would perform other activities such as collecting information from
multiple screens while watching television programs.
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2.2.4

Literature on the Strategy in Using Social Media for Television
1) The article, “Online Marketing Strategy for Television Program”

Boonnut Chatchavaphan and Warat Karuchit (2017) explained advancement in
information technology resulted in audiences watching television programs on the
second screen. Community of viewers can be brought together through the use of
Hashtag during the broadcast. They can also choose to watch the program since the
time of broadcast or at any time of their choice. In addition, they can choose to watch
segments of the program freely. As a result, program producers have to select quality
content that suits the needs of the audience. These program producers use social media
to expand their audience base, who join activities of shows or television stations.
Consequently, these shows create their own unique distinctive identities to create new
spaces for advertising in order to generate more income.
The strategic plan through social media communications to attract
audiences, who follow television programs, has six steps as follows: (1) The assigned
social media team has to work closely with the program owner and producers in order
to align the objectives in generating additional revenue and a wider audience. The social
media team has to be involved in the pre-production in order to gain better
understanding to better plan strategy for social media communications. (2) The social
media team has to create interesting content to develop a distinctive identity that is
suitable for social media platform, which have different characteristics, in order to gain
a wider audience base. This would result in conversations and interactions between the
program and the audiences. (3) The social media has to develop the influencer plan that
is both directly and unrelated to the content. Interested audiences can help to post issues
about the program before, during, and after the broadcast. It is found that the influencer
posted less during the program broadcast than before and after, however this creates as
much as 50% of all the comments. (4) Social media users gather loosely on the
program’s official communication channel and the hashtag. This would result in
information exchange among each other in other to expand the audience base. After the
broadcast, the Facebook community page would form a stronger bond. Thus, the new
program would get better response than programs that have been aired for a long time.
(5) Social media users in the community create new content that build upon program to
fulfill the needs of those in the online social community. They want content that is
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different from the producer’s programs using the official hashtag to assist social media
users to be aware about created content. They would post content specifically about the
program expanding it in order to circulate to a larger audience. (6) The official social
media team has to listen to the feelings of the audience and their expressions on social
media all the time in order to use the information to adjust the format and content to
better serve the needs of the audience.
2) The article, “Marketing Communication in The Early Stage of Digital
Television in Thailand” Prakaikawin Srijinda (2015) examined the digital television
industry in Thailand. It is found that from the beginning these stations used a variety of
marketing communications tools such as online marketing, advertising through mass
media, public relations on mass media and online media, promotions, and marketing
activities. The audience would better know about the programs and choose to watch
programs on stations.
All the digital television stations use marketing communications online
the most, which is used to communicate primarily with users on website, Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter, Line, and Youtube.
Variety Digital Stations (SD) such as Workpoint TV and Thairath TV
(HD) present a variety of programs. Therefore, their audiences are diverse in terms of
demographics and behavior. Thus, it is critical to use a variety of marketing
communications tools to attract the audiences to become loyal follows of the stations.
In addition, it helps to attract new audiences to follow the station. Online
communications often used by television stations aims to disseminate continuous
information about the program. Also, it provides a two-way communication channel
for receiving feedback from the audience. This is suitable to the changes in audience
behavior in response to the technological innovation and multi-screen usage while
viewing the program. As a result, digital television stations need to adapt based on the
platform innovation to create a new media ecology, which has changed in response to
the audience behavior.
3) The article, “Strategic communication management on “Ruang Jing
Pan Jor” Facebook Fan Page” Usana Chantrasakaowong and Sasipun Bilmanoch (2017)
indicated that the Kantana Group (Plc.) the creators of the program, “Runag Jing Pan
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Jor” had developed content for all media platforms in order to improve the format and
reach more varied group of audiences. Social media is used to communicate with the
audience. The program Facebook page was launched in 2015 to present news that is of
interest to the public. In addition, it is the channel to receive information from the
audience that is sent to the program. The social media team is comprised of and
responsible for three functions. The management is responsible for developing the
policy and strategic plan for content presentation on social media. The producers are in
charge of content that would be aired. The Facebook page administrators have to
coordinate with the producers in order to create content to be published on Facebook.
They also compile information from the program fans for use in program development
as well as analyze the Facebook page statistics to be presented to the management and
producers for future development that better serves the needs of the audience.
“Runag Jing Pan Jor” Facebook page presents information that is
consistent with the program. There is emphasis on trustworthiness of content that is
beneficial to the public and does not violate the rights of individuals. The content is
sourced from the program, other media, local journalists scattered around the country,
or followers of the Facebook page that is sent through the inbox message. The social
media team can choose to present content in three forms. The first is the text, which is
public relations stories that provide assistance to viewers, who request help. The second
is the video clip for public relations to promote the program before it goes on air. It is
usually posted on social media 1 – 2 days prior to broadcast. The time it is published is
during the peak period between 19:00 – 22:00 hrs. In addition, video clips are divided
based on segments that can easily be viewed by the audience on various platforms. The
third type is infographic that provide information about the content that is posted after
the program broadcast.
The social media team has to respond to the questions of the fan and
interact with them in order to create a good feeling towards the program. This is because
the audience would like to participate with the program and send information to the
production team to create more future content.
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2.2.5

Literature on Consumer Behavior in Television and New Media
1) The dissertation, “Managing Innovation: Second Screen Experience

for Television Industry” Nudee Noopairoj (2014) explained that content that is
published across different platforms enables viewers to watch the program broadcast
live or later. This empowers the audience to choose to watch the program at the time of
their convenience enabling perfect two-way communication in real time. The result is
a change in the audience viewing behavior. They do no longer have to plan viewing in
advance. Therefore, the audience’s attention span is shortened. They often discuss and
express their opinions on social media while watching television programs, which
includes sharing of content.
Television program producers in Thailand have to create new
experiences through the use of applications on the second screen during the broadcast
to attract the audience interest. They would learn more information about the program
on social media. This stimulates interest that would lead to program viewing creating
subsequent loyalty leading to continuous following. There are three methods to create
this following. The first is using the second screen to create added value by adding
tidbits of information about the program during the broadcast. The second is the
opportunity to express their opinions on social media network during the broadcast with
no intervention from the program producers. The third is to reward the audience to
encourage participation to attract audience’s following of the program.
The strategy in using the innovation of the second screen can be done in
three ways. The first is management of usage behavior through increase the step in
using the application in conjunction with the broadcast. This would encourage
participation and maintaining the application to suit the needs of the audiences. The
second is the development of content that would introduce the use of the application
with content recorded for the audience so they can choose to watch it real time or later.
This would include information about the program as well as additional exclusive
footage such as behind the scenes, interviews of the actors, and content about programs
and other fun activities. The third is the creation of interest in the content for programs
that are going to be shown on the application to promote audiences to watch it. In
addition, this would promote interaction during the program broadcast. Also, when the
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program ends, they would also create opportunities to maintain continuous relationship
with the audience.
The strategy in using innovation on the second screen to create added
value experience for the program. The organization communications must rely on
readiness in terms of resources and technology to serve the behavior and needs of the
audience. Consideration has to be made based on the number of audiences on social
online media as indicators of the program’s success. This is complimented with the
analysis of the number of downloads and frequency of check-in as indicators of
program loyalty.
2) The article, “Cross-Screen Engagement: Multi-screen pathways reveal
new opportunities for marketers to reach and engage consumers in 2012” (Microsoft
Advertising, 2013) explained that Google research indicated that consumer behavior
use media across multi-screen. About 70% of the time audiences simultaneously use
the smartphone or personal computer while watching television. Therefore, television
stations have used this change in audience behavior from a threat to become an
advantage. The audience today are more interested in using other media while watching
television. Thus, program producers have to adapt by creating content that is succinct,
short, and fun in order to attract audience to continuously follow the program. In
addition, it would provide connection of the television program to other media by
creating added value. Audiences would have participation with the television program
while watching in order to search for information or discuss with their friends about it.
3) The article, “Facebook, Media Culture and Pseudo-reality” Akkanut
Wattanasombut (2018) explained “The medium is the message.” presented by McLuhan
since the 1960s in the book, “Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man”. The
writer explained that media is as equal as the message as presented in the original text.
Therefore, when technology starts to change the media ecology also changes. This
results in shifts in some aspects of culture. Every time there are changes in the form and
means of communications resulting in cultural changes that affect society.
Social media is a new platform in communications that has an impact on
media ecology resulting in communications culture. Smartphone is the first thing that
people pick up in order to interact with their online social network. This is particularly
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true for Facebook in Thailand, which has 47 million users, or 70% of the population
(Nokkaew, 2017).
Facebook is the link between those, who present their content, and the
audience, who are interested. They might be closely related to the people, who present
the content or those who they do not know at all. Facebook users can be both the source
and the receiver of content.
Facebook created changes in communications culture in society. The
platform owners communicate of traditional media such as newspaper, television, and
radio have come to use Facebook as the new channel to disseminate their content. Most
importantly, Facebook has the function of push and notification. This results in the
change in receiving information. More people have stopped watching or listening to
traditional media. There might still be those who use this media but the numbers have
been greatly reduced. If a certain content does not appear on the news feed on Facebook,
people would not go out of their way to seek out that content on their own.
Facebook also created a new culture in consuming news. It changed the
audience behavior through sharing content made by others rather than creating their
own. This is considered creation of repeated content on social media to be disseminated
to a wider audience.
4) The dissertation, “The Satisfaction towards the Creation of Customer
Relations Through KFC Facebook Fanpage” Supatra Wongbundit (2014) categorized the
KFC’s Facebook page users into 5 types based on their expectations and interests. The
first are only receiving information. They act as only readers, who receive information
from the new media to make the necessary decision and entertainment. The second are
those, who are only sharing. This group only shares information, messages, images, or
video clips in order to modify or share content to other users. The sharing behavior is
important to identity of the individual. The third group are those, who are commenting.
These users would like to participate and express their opinions on various issues. They
can create space and opportunity to express their opinions. The next group are
producing. These users create content and disseminate it to other new media in order to
express their identity. They want to gain awareness and acceptance from other users
through the information or content that they have created. The last group is the curating
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group. They spend more of their time to be involved in society for instance writing in
Wikipedia. These users expect success in terms of acceptance by a large audience for
the social media with which they are they are involved.
The content presented on the KFC Facebook page creates relationships
that attract consumers to engage with the brand. Most of them are watching, which
means they only receive information from the new media for making decisions and
entertainment.

CHAPTER 3

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1 Research Methodology
The study titled, “Social TV: Communication from Television to Facebook
(Workpoint TV and Thairath TV)”, is designed to study the content selection and
presentation process and cross-media storytelling of digital television stations in
Thailand on their official Facebook page. The aim is to develop a guideline for content
selection, programming content, and transforming content to suit the characteristics of
social media in particular Facebook. The research would examine the factors involved
in promoting engagement on the station’s official Facebook page.
The researcher utilized the mixed method research methodology. It combines
the quantitative and qualitative research methodologies to examine the research
questions. The quantitative research methodology would include the use of descriptive
statistics such as frequencies, percentages, means, and standard deviation. The first goal
is to compare the differences among the genres of television programs that are selected
for use on the station’s official Facebook page. The second goal is to consider the
presentation of content on the station’s official Facebook page such as text, picture
(image), and video clip. The third goal is to study the digital station’s content on the
Facebook page as add-on or substitution. The qualitative study involved the interview
of those responsible for the control and processing of content on the station’s official
Facebook page. This would be combined with content and textual analysis of the posts
and audience engagement on the station’s official Facebook page. The study of this
presentation would examine the program details and the various presentation methods.
The research unit of analysis could be categorized into three types as follows:
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3.1.1

Official Facebook page
Official Facebook page of two terrestrial digital television stations

selected based on the purposive sampling methodology. The first step was to get the
list of the nation’s terrestrial digital television stations. The business categories selected
for the study were High Definition (HD) and Standard Definition (SD) broadcasters.
These industries were highly competitive. The research conducted by the Bureau of
Policy and Broadcasting and Television explained Thailand’s broadcasting industry in
2018 was driven primarily by these two categories. The High Definition (42,170.34
million baht or 62.06%) and Standard Definition (18,045 million baht or 26.56%)
contributed 88.62% of the advertising revenues collected by digital television stations.
In the next stage, the researcher chose from the sampling frame defined
as terrestrial digital television stations, which are the top five High Definition and
Standard Definition stations. As of January 2019, these five stations were 7HD, 3HD,
Mono29, Workpoint TV, and Thairath TV.
In the final stage the researcher considered the digital television stations
that used social media to disseminate their content as well as to promote the programs
and the station’s activities through the official Facebook page with the highest number
of followers. The researcher collected data from the station’s official Facebook page on
February, 1, 2019. The findings showed that 7HD (7HD) had 12.81 million followers,
Workpoint Entertainment (Workpoint TV) had 12.81 million followers, ThairathTV
(Thairath TV) had 3.74 million followers, Mono 29 (Mono 29) had 3.67 million
followers, and CH3 Thailand (3HD) had 2.57 million followers. Channels 7HD and
3HD created their own website and application that became the hub of the online
community rather than using social media. The researcher therefore selected only the
stations that used the official Facebook page, which are the following:
1) Official Facebook Page: Workpoint TV Standard Definition (SD)
2) Official Facebook Page: Thairath TV High Definition (HD)
Sampling of the content on the official Facebook page would be considered
based on certain periods during the first quarter of 2019. This is because it is the period
of programming schedule change thus it would also result in changes in the content
presented on the official Facebook page and other social media. In addition, in March
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there would be a special event, the General Elections. As a result, the study would
examine content presented during regular and special programming period.
1) Content from regular programming period would draw the sample for
7 days or 1 week based on the weekly schedule (Monday – Sunday). The researcher
would use systematic sampling. Content would be collected every other day (Monday,
Wednesday, Friday, Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday). Data would be
collected from Monday February 18, 2019 to Saturday March 2, 2019.
2) Content from special programming period would draw the sample for
3 days between March 23 – 25, 2019 or the day before, day of the election, and day
after.
In addition, the researcher chose to use information collected from the station’s
official Facebook page. However, the data would not be collected from the Facebook
Analytics, which includes user data on the station’s official Facebook page because it
is confidential.

3.1.2

Individual : In-depth interviews
In-depth interviews would would be conducted. The researcher would

record the interview of those responsible for managing and producing content on the
station’s official Facebook page. The purposive sampling methodology was used to
choose interviewers from two stations as follows:
3.1.2.1) Person responsible for social media operations Workpoint TV
- Pattranit Chaisuwankeeree: Assistant Vice President - Digital
Marketing.
- Patchara Opassereepadung: Head of Digital Marketing.
- Noppatjak Attanon: News Editor, Workpoint News.
3.1.2.2) Person responsible for social media operations Thairath TV
- Vorapa Harusadangkul: Social Media Supervisor.
The question guide topics would include (1) How do the content
producers select television programming content; (2) How do content producers adapt
the programming for presentation on the station’s official Facebook page and other
social media; and (3) What are factors involved in the storytelling process on the
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station’s official Facebook page. The interviewer would use the probing technique to
expand on the issue and enable the respondents to explain in greater breadth and depth.

3.1.3

Documents
Documents, textbooks, research, academic articles, dissertations, and

relevant information: The goal is to examine the concept and learning regarding
presentation of television content on social media. It includes the image of the
programming as well as the details of the various activities generated by the
program/station to create interaction with the followers on Facebook. The information
collected would be analyzed for relationships and categorization for convenience in
referencing the documents.
Data collected for this study would be tested for reliability. In addition,
the data in this stage would be triangulated with all of the sources including content
analysis, interview of the program producers, and document analysis for cross check.
This would ensure the reliability and validity of the information.
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3.2 Conceptual Framework
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Figure 3.1 Social TV: Communication from Television to Facebook Conceptual
Framework
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CHAPTER 4

RESEARCH FINDINGS SOCIAL TV: COMMUNICATION OF
THAIRATH TV

4.1 Communication of Thairath TV
Thairath TV is operated by Triple V Broadcast Co., Ltd. Using the High
Definition (HD) spectrum on Channel 32. The station started broadcasting in April 2014
using the slogan, “Thairath TV, Difference through Understanding”. The programming
content is distinctly differentiated from other stations. In 2016 the slogan was changed
to “Thairath TV, TV of the Public”. The programming content shifted to combine the
audience interest with business policies. The goal is to become a popular television
channel. Vachara Vacharaphol, Chief Executive Officer set the positioning for the
station to focus on news, sports, and public interest issues, which are presented as news
stories that are easy to understand. The goal is to present complicated matters in a
simple way.
Based on the Video Presentation: Year Plan 2016 of Thairath TV, the schedule
would comprise of 10 hours of news content per day (Kritthanan Ditthabanjong, 2015).
According to Jitsupa Vacharaphol, the Chief Strategy and Marketing Officer, Triple V
Broadcast Co., Ltd., 50% content would be news and the remaining 50% would be
entertainment. News would be the highlight presented during primetime from 18:00 –
22:00 hrs (Thairath Online, 2015).
Analysis of the Thairath TV schedule from February to March, 2019 is used for
the study, Social TV: Communication from Television to Facebook (Workpoint TV
and Thairath TV) as presented in the following section.
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Figure 4.1 ThairathTV schedule February 2019
Source: "TV schdule of Thairath TV on Febuary 2019")
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Figure 4.2 ThairathTV schedule March 2019.
Source: "TV schedule of Thairath TV on March 2019")
Thairath TV broadcasts 24 hours a day with differing schedules on weekdays
and weekends.
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The weekday schedule from Monday to Friday during February to March 2019,
has 15 hours of news content. Variety and home shopping total 4 hours, while re-runs
make up 5 hours. The schedule was modified in March 2019, which added 50 minutes
of news, thus the news content is 15 hours 50 minutes in total. Programs such as variety,
series, and home shopping total 2 hours 10 minutes and reruns total 16 hours.
The weekend schedule from Saturday to Sunday during February to March
2019, has 7 hours 5 minutes of news content. Programs such as variety, game shows,
sports, food, travel, movies, foreign series, and home shopping total 12 hours 25
minutes, while re-runs make up 4 hours 30 minutes. In March 2019 news content was
reduced by 20 minutes totaling 6 hours and 45 minutes. Variety, game show, sports,
food, travel, movies, foreign series, and home shopping total 11 hours 45 minutes and
reruns total 6 hours and 30 minutes.
The analysis of the February to March 2019 schedule revealed that the evening
to the late night time slot on ThairathTV on weekdays (Monday – Friday) presents news
continuously. These programs are Evening Thairath News, Pitch Side News, Thairath
Entertainment News, News with Eggs, Direct Questions with Jomkwan, Royal
Household News, and Thairath News Shows. These news programs are aired from
16:30 – 22:30 hrs totaling 6 hours.

4.2 Communication of Thairath TV on the Official Facebook Page
Vorapa Harusadangkul (personal communication August 27, 2019), Social
Media Supervisor, Trend V3G, in charge of Thairath social media communications,
explained that content for Thairath is made for dissemination through three channels,
which are Thairath Newspaper, Thairath Online, and Thairath TV. The content is kept
at the central storage, Media Asset Management (M.A.M.), which is the backdoor
program developed by Thairath. The program serves as a digital system that effectively
and accurately stores information in the form of text, images, and sound. This enables
efficient use of the content for continuous dissemination across the various platforms.
Thairath Online is comprised of the Thairath website and social media platforms
including Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Youtube, and Line Official. Thairath has many
Facebook Page accounts namely Thairath, Thairath TV, and Facebook Page of the
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various programs on Thairath TV such as Thairath Entertainment, Thairath Cheer
Thailand, News on the Move, and News with Eggs. The goal is to disseminate content
to the public by broadening the audience base. The well-known Official Facebook Page
is Facebook Page/ThairathTV.
The analysis of the presentation of Thairath TV content or posts on social media
from the Official Facebook Page is presented in the following section.

4.2.1

Presentation of Content Classified Based on Genre
4.2.1.1 Thairath TV presents its content on the Official Facebook Page

during regular broadcast. Content was collected from the Official Facebook Page for a
period of 7 days or 1 week. The sample was drawn based on the content from programs
in the schedule (Monday to Sunday). Systematic data collection was used to gather data
every other day for a period of two weeks. Thus, the data collection was done on
Monday, Wednesday, Friday, Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday starting from
Monday February 18, 2019 to Saturday March 2, 2019.
Table 4.1 Number of Posts based on Genre on Social Media from Thairath TV
Official Facebook Page during Regular Broadcast.
Genre

Number of Posts

Percentage

News

156

60.94

Talk Show

58

22.66

Game Show/Contest

11

4.30

Sports

10

3.91

Documentaries

8

3.12

Station Public Relations

8

3.12

Scoops

4

1.56

Drama

1

0.39

256

100.000

Total

During regular broadcasts, Thairath TV chooses to present content on
social media through the Official Facebook Page mostly for news (60.94%) followed
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by talk show, game show, sports, documentaries, station public relations, scoops, and
series respectively.
The content of the news presented on social media through the Official
Facebook Page is done all day based on the program schedule, which are Early Morning
News, Morning Thairath News, News on the Move, Share News, Noon Thairath News,
Expand on This, Evening Thairath News, Thairath Entertainment News, News with
Eggs, Thairath News Show, and Thairath Analysis.
Almost all of the Talk Show content posted are about the election (56
contents from 58). These contents are from Thairath Election 62 Debate (48 contents)
and Direct Questions with Jomkwan (8 contents). There are 2 contents from the Moo
Night program about ghosts and superstitious beliefs.
Game show/contests that are broadcasted on Thairath TV include Life
Game, Price Duels, Singing for the Million, and Singing Folksong for the Million.
There are two sports programs, which are One Championship Blood
Match. This program presents boxing matches on Thairath TV. Thairath Cheer
Thailand presents analysis of broadcast football matches on the Facebook Page.
Station public relations content include question and answer sessions
about programs on the channel to win prizes. In addition, interesting daily content and
special programs such sports broadcasts are publicized.
Scoops present interesting content from current issues on Thairath
Newspaper webpage (www.thairath.co.th). Content include “Path from Father to Son
that presents the “Army Blood Line from Gen. Sunthorn Kongsompong to Gen. Apirat
Kongsompong”, “Popular Song of the Day, Treachery to the Land by Apirat
Kongsompong”, and “Army Recruitment in Various Countries”.
The documentary, Strange Phenomena, produced by Kantana Group
(Plc.) have 6 posts and Oh-ho Thailand, a travel Thailand program (2 posts).
4.2.1.2 Data collection was made for special broadcasts, which include
coverage of the 2019 election (March 24, 2019). The data was collected on 3 days before the election, on the election day, and after the election (March 23 – 25, 2019).
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Table 4.2 Number of Posts based on Genre on Social Media from Thairath TV
Official Facebook Page during Election
Genre

Number of Posts

Percentage

News

103

72.03

Talk Show

31

21.67

Game Show/Contest

5

3.50

Sports

3

2.10

Documentaries

1

0.70

Station Public Relations

0

0

Scoops

0

0

Drama

0

0

Online

0

0

143

100.000

Total

During the election, Thairath TV presented 103 posts (72.03%) on social
media through the Official Facebook Page for news programs. This is followed by
sports, game shows, station public relations, and online content respectively.
The news presentation during the election was made during the regular
program schedule. This includes news from the Thairath website. On March 23, the day
before the election there were a total of 11 posts. On March 24, the day of the election
there were a total of 73 posts and on March 25, the day after the election there were 19
posts.
There are two sports programs which are One Championship Blood
Match is a boxing match on Thairath TV. Another program is the live broadcast of the
China Cup Semi-Finals, the football match between Uruguay and Thai teams.
Game show/contest is broadcasted on Thairath TV. These include Life
Game, Price Duels, and Singing Folksong for the Million.
Public relations content includes question and answer sessions about the
programs on the channel to win prizes. This also includes announcement of suspension
of regular broadcasts for live sports broadcasts.
Online content includes information about the unofficial election results
through the Thairath application and link to the application.
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Figure 4.3 Twitter Thairath News Public Relations Content about The Election of
March 24, 2019
Source: Thairath News (2019 )
On Sunday March 24, 2019 Thailand had a general election. Thairath
TV suspended the regular broadcasts from 08:00 – 24:00 hrs to present the special
program, “Thairath Election 62” that follows up on all the movements and atmosphere
regarding the election from the opening of the ballot box to its close and the subsequent
count. The program would present the unofficial results as well as the analysis of the
situation and political implications.

4.2.2

Presentation based on Content Categorization
4.2.2.1 Thairath TV presents its content on social media through the

Official Facebook Page during regular broadcast. Systematic data collection was used
to gather data every other day thus the data collection was done on Monday,
Wednesday, Friday, Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday starting from Monday
February 18, 2019 to Saturday March 2, 2019.
Table 4.3 Number of Posts based on Content Categorization on Social Media from
Thairath TV Official Facebook Page during Regular Broadcast
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Content Categorization

Number of

Percentage

Posts
Current Affairs

149

58.20

Politics

55

21.48

Sports

13

5.08

Station Public Relations

10

3.91

Games

8

3.14

Travel

7

2.73

Society

4

1.56

Family

3

1.17

Music

3

1.17

Ghosts/Superstition

3

1.17

Food

1

0.39

256

100.000

Total

During regular broadcasts Thairath TV presents content on social media
through the station’s Official Facebook Page. The majority of posts are current affairs
(149 posts or 58.20%). This is followed by politics, sports, station public relations,
games, travel, society, music, family, ghosts/superstition, and food respectively.
Current affairs reporting on the Thairath TV Official Facebook Page
included content about crime (75 posts). This is followed by social issues,
entertainment, sports, and weather forecasts. The current affairs content has been
selected from Thairath TV and Thairath website.
Political content would be taken from Thairath Election 62 Debate and
Direct Questions with Jomkwan, who invited prominent politicians to discuss the
policies of each political party.
Sports content would be taken from the One Championship Blood
Match, a boxing match on Thairath TV, and the live broadcast of the China Cup SemiFinals, the football match between Uruguay and Thai teams.
Content about singing contests would be taken from Life Game, Price
Duels, and Singing Folksong for the Million.
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Station public relations content would be taken from questions about the
programming content to win prizes as well as the announcement of regular
programming suspension for the broadcast of live sports events.
Online content includes information about the unofficial election results
through the Thairath application and link to the application.
4.2.2.2 Presentation of content during special occasions, which is the
Election 2019 (Sunday March 24, 2019). Data was collected on 3 days – the day before,
the day of the election, and the day after the election (March 23 – 25, 2019).
Table 4.4 Number of Posts based on Content Categorization on Social Media from
Thairath TV Official Facebook Page during Election.
Content Categorization

Number of Posts

Percentage

Current Affairs

99

69.22

Sports

32

22.38

Games

6

4.20

Station Public Relations

4

2.80

Politics

2

1.40

Music

0

0

Family

0

0

Travel

0

0

Ghosts/Superstition

0

0

Society

0

0

Food

0

0

143

100.000

Total

During the election Thairath TV made 99 posts (69.22%) about current
affairs on the Official Facebook Page. This followed by sports, game, and politics
respectively.
Current affairs content posted on the Thairath TV Official Facebook
Page during the Election gathered from the regular programming aired throughout the
day and the special programming. This includes content from the Thairath website. The
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majority of the content (85 posts) are about the election. This is followed by crime,
entertainment, and other events.
Content about sports would be taken from three television programs,
which are One Championship Blood Match, a boxing competition on Thairath TV,
Formula E Championship, an electric race broadcasted on Thairath Online platform,
and the China Cup Semi-Finals, the football match between Uruguay and Thai teams.
Game show content would be taken from the programs broadcasted on
Thairath TV, which are Life Game, Price Duels, and Singing Folksong for the Million.
Political content would be taken from reports regarding the election.

4.2.3

Content Categorized based on the Presentation
4.2.3.1 Posts on Thairath TV Official Facebook Page categorized based

on the Presentation during Regular Broadcasts.
Table 4.5 Number of Posts based on Presentation Categorization on Social Media
from Thairath TV Official Facebook Page during Regular Programming.
Presentation Categorization

Number of Posts

Percentage

Text

4

1.56

Picture

41

16.02

Gif

4

1.56

Clip

168

65.63

Live

39

15.23

256

100.00

Total

During regular programming Thairath TV chooses to post content on the
station’s Official Facebook Page in the form of a clip (168 posts or 65.63%). This is
followed by pictures/images (41 posts or 16.02%), Live (39 posts or 15.23%), GIF and
text (equally at 4 posts or 1.56%) respectively.
Clips posted on Thairath TV Official Facebook Page are edited to
shorten content from broadcasted programming. This edited content might be from
selected segments or based on the issue presented in the news.
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Vorapa Harusadangkul (personal communication August 27, 2019)
analyzed the behavior of Facebook users and found that they did not spend a lot of time
following posts. Therefore, clips that have to be concise, complete, and direct. As a
result, numerous clips have to be made with each presenting only one main issue.
Posting clips can be categorized in three types as presented in the
following section.

Figure 4.4 Posting Clips on Thairath TV Official Facebook Page during Regular
Broadcasts.
Source: Thairath TV (2019); ThairathTV (2019b)

The number of clips that have been edited from programs on the station and the
Thairath Online platform is 23.83% (61 posts) of all the content during regular
broadcasts.
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Figure 4.5 Posting Clips with Text on the Thairath TV Official Facebook Page during
Regular Broadcasts.
Source: ThairathTV (2019o); ThairathTV (2019bh)

Posting clips with text regarding the content includes the date and time
of the broadcast. For instance, the post on February 18, 2019 at 8 PM about the lottery
wreath as a strange news story. The post on February 20, 2019 at 4:21 PM is taken from
News on the Move about Krabi province that was aired on the same day at 8:30 AM.
Posting clips with text on the Thairath TV Official Facebook Page
totaled 97 posts making up 37.89%.
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Figure 4.6 Posting Clips with Text Shared from the Thairath TV Official Facebook
Page during Regular Broadcasts.
Source: ThairathTV (2019bc); ThairathTV (2019ag)
Posting clips with text shared from Thairath online media regarding the
content includes the date and time of the broadcast. For instance, the post on February
22, 2019 at 4:12 PM was made with content from Thairath Cheer Thailand from the
Thairath online with link to watch the rerun of the broadcast. Another post on February
26, 2019 at 9:26 AM was about the ordination gang that went in to hurt students in a
school on the Thairath website at 9:18 AM.
Posting clips with text shared from the Thairath TV Official Facebook
Page totaled 10 posts making up 3.90%.
The posting of pictures/images taken from content on television
programming and the station public relations includes 41 posts (16.02%). The posting
of pictures/image could be categorized in four types as explained in the following
section.
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Figure 4.7 Posting Pictures/Images on Thairath TV Official Facebook Page during
Regular Broadcasts.
Source: ThairathTV (2019av); ThairathTV (2019bf); ThairathTV (2019bd)
The posting of pictures/images publicize content from the Thairath
News Show broadcasted every Monday to Friday at 8PM to 10:30 PM after the news
from the Royal Household. The Third Thairath Election 62 Debate at Khon Kaen on
March 1, 2019 at 6PM. Public relations content promoting feedback about viewing
problems to win Thairath TV bottles was made using 5 picture posts.
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Figure 4.8 Posting Pictures/Images with Text on Thairath TV Official Facebook Page
during Regular Broadcasts.
Source: ThairathTV (2019ax); ThairathTV (2019p); ThairathTV (2019aw);
ThairathTV (2019r)
The posting of pictures/images with text totaled 32 posts with the date
and time of the broadcast. For instance, publicity for Direct Questions with Jomkwan
providing details of the content, date, time, and link to the broadcast. In addition, public
relations and link to the broadcast of the Thairath Election 62 Debate as well as link to
the viewing feedback to win the Thairath water bottle was provided.
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Figure 4.9 Posting Pictures/Images with Text Shared from Thairath Online to the
Thairath TV Official Facebook Page during Regular Broadcasts.
Source: ThairathTV (2019an); ThairathTV (2019f); ThairathTV (2019ae)
Posting pictures/images with text shared from Thairath online total 5
posts. They present the image together with the detail and publicize the program. For
instance, there is a content promoting Thairath Cheer Thailand live broadcast through
the Thairath Cheer Thailand Official Facebook Page. There are also various contents
about polls on different topics and information regarding the live broadcast of Thairath
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Election 62 Debate on the Thairath TV Official Facebook Page. In addition, there are
images and news shared from the Thairath website.
Posting public relations content and polling activities on the Thairath
TV Official Facebook Page, allows audiences to engage directly with the activities
using their mobile. In addition, questions can be asked in the program and audiences
can choose to show their opinions through their smart phone. The resulting data can be
used in many ways including marketing, wherein audience behavior can be studied
depending on their age, occupation, gender, education, and interests. The station can
also measure the number of audiences viewing a particular program (Vorapa
Harusadangkul, personal communication, August 27, 2019).
The content posted in the form of Live or Live Streaming, known
commonly as Facebook Live include both live broadcasts such as the Thairath Cheer
Thailand, One Championship Blood Match, Thairath Election 62 Debate, and all of the
news programs including Early Morning News, Morning Thairath News, News on the
Move, Share News, Noon Thairath News, Expand on This, Evening Thairath News,
Thairath Entertainment News, News with Eggs, and Thairath News Show as well as
pre-recorded programs such as Life Game and Price Duels.

Figure 4.10 Posting Live Content on Thairath TV Official Facebook Page during
Regular Broadcasts.
Source: ThairathTV (2019x); ThairathTV (2019w)
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Examples of post in the form of Live or Facebook Live found on the
Thairath TV Official Facebook Page includes live broadcasts of “News with Eggs” on
February 18, 2019 at 6:20 PM and the game show, Life Game on February 24, 2019 at
7:13 PM during the program broadcast schedule on Thairath TV.
Vorapa Harusadangkul (personal communication August 27, 2019),
Social Media Supervisor, explained that there are two types of Live content on the
Thairath TV Facebook. The first type are significant events that need quick coverage
because it impacts a large number of people. The second type are the programs on
Thairath TV that are broadcast on Facebook as the second screen for the audience.
Television is the first screen and the smart phone is the second screen in order to reach
the audiences at anytime and anywhere. Audiences can also engage with the content
and express their opinions through their smart phone.

Figure 4.11 Posting Live Content of Re-run Programs on Thairath TV Official
Facebook Page during Regular Broadcasts.
Source: ThairathTV (2019y)

Analysis of the content on the Thairath TV Official Facebook revealed
that the Live content of news programs that are simultaneously streamed live are erased
such as in the case of “Thairath News Show”. The program that is broadcasted after the
Royal Household news from 8:15 PM to 10:30 PM in full version would be posted
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again during the morning of the next day. As indicated in the image that the “Thairath
News Show” program of March 1, 2019 was reposted at 5:26 AM on March 2, 2019.
In addition, similar posts for “Thairath News Show” were found 8 times
(20.513%) of the Live streams on the Thairath TV Official Facebook Page during
regular broadcasts.
Vorapa Harusadangkul (personal communication August 27, 2019)
explained further than the Live content streamed on the Thairath TV Official Facebook
Page had restrictions based on the platform requirements. For instance, Facebook does
not allow advertising during the commercial breaks. As a result, the creative team had
to develop content that build upon the television program to provide continuity during
the commercial break on the channel.
“There was a time when we were working with Chuwit on his “In Your
Face” program that was streamed Live on Facebook. However, during the commercial
breaks, the Facebook Feed just went blank and the audiences just left. When this
happens the content just disappears from the feed. As a result, we had the online and
the Thairath TV team work together. The solution was to have Chuwit keep talking
even during the commercial breaks. The content would be slightly different and lighter,
sort of like a behind the scenes moment. Usually, it was his conversation with the
female emcee. Since, Chuwit wanted his program to gain a social media presence, he
was willing to continue talking during the advertising break. These conversations
during the commercial breaks available on Facebook were scripted.” (Vorapa
Harusadangkul, personal communication, August 27, 2019)
In addition, content on the Thairath TV Facebook Page did not have a
time limit. The coverage could continue as a Live broadcast on Facebook until the
situation was resolved or ended.
After Live streaming on Facebook, the user can choose to keep or
remove the content. Vorapa Harusadangkul (personal communication August 27, 2019)
explained that the decision depended on the type of content. For example, the case of
football broadcast should not be kept. This is because the audience usually came back
to watch only the highlights in making the scores instead of watching the entire match
again. Thus, it is best to remove this Live and re-edit it to make clips featuring the
highlights or goals. However, in the case of interviews such as the “Direct Questions
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with Jomkwan”, the whole content is kept on the Facebook page. This is because the
audience would come back to watch the entire program again. The choice to keep
content on the Facebook page has two benefits. The first is the increase in the number
of views from audiences, who come back to watch the program again. The second is
interactivity through the conversations that happen in real time on the feed. This
interactive component on social media stimulates viewers watching the Facebook Live
content to want to take part in the conversation through their comments.

Figure 4.12 Posting GIF Content on Thairath TV Official Facebook Page during
Regular Broadcasts.
Source: ThairathTV (2019ap)

The posting of GIF or Graphics Interchange Format is a form of moving
image with extension GIF. These simple short movie images do not need high
resolution. The four GIF posts found during the period of study was taken from the
Thairath Election 62 Debate that was broadcasted on Thairath TV on February 22,
2019. It was posted immediately during the live broadcast of the program together with
a link to watch the content.
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Figure 4.13 Posting Text Content on Thairath TV Official Facebook Page during
Regular Broadcasts.
Source: ThairathTV (2019e)

Posting in form of text utilizes letters to provide information about the
program content, date, and time of the broadcast to entice audiences to watch the
program on television.
4.2.3.2 Posting Content on the Thairath Television Official Facebook
Page Categorized on Presentation Format during the Election.
Table 4.6 Number of Posts based on Presentation Categorization on Social Media
from the Thairath TV Official Facebook Page during the Election.
Presentation Categorization

Number of Posts

Percentage

Clip

69

48.25

Picture

59

41.26

Live

15

10.49

Text

0

0.00

Gif

0

0.00

143

100.00

Total

During the election Thairath TV chose to post clips on the Official
Facebook Page. The total was 69 posts (48.25%), followed by picture/image (59 posts
or 41.26%), and Live (15 posts or 10.49%) respectively.
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Clips posted on the Thairath TV Facebook page can be categorized into
two types -clip and clip with text.

Figure 4.14 Posting Clips on Thairath TV Official Facebook Page during the Election.
Source: ThairathTV (2019al)

The number of clips that have been edited from programs on the station
and the Thairath Online platform is 3.497 (5 posts) of all the content during the election.
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Figure 4.15 Posting Clips with Text on Thairath TV Official Facebook Page during the
Election.
Source: ThairathTV (2019aq)

The clips with text provide information such as the summary of the
content, relevant hashtags including the name of the program and station. An example
is a clip showing Prime Minister Prayuth Chanocha with his wife going to the polls on
March 24, 2019 at 8:51 AM. This clip was taken from the broadcast on Thairath TV,
Thairath Election 62 that was live at 8:20 AM. There were a total 64 clips (44.76%)
with text posted.
Analysis of the posting picture/image from the television program,
program content, and public relations content revealed 59 posts (41.26%). The
picture/image on the Thairath TV Official Facebook Page could be categorized in two
types as presented in the following section.
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Figure 4.16 Posting Picture/Image on the Thairath TV Official Facebook Page during
the Election.
Source: ThairathTV (2019ai); ThairathTV (2019ah)

Thairath TV chooses to post pictures/images to promote television
programs on the Official Facebook Page. Since 8:27 AM of March 24, 2019, there were
images posted from the Thairath Election 62 that was broadcasted all day. On the
morning of March 25, 2019 at 9:14 AM, there were 3 picture/image posts promoting
the China Cup match between the Thai and Uruguay team that would be broadcasted
on Thairath TV from 6 PM onwards.

Figure 4.17 Posting Picture/Image with Text on Thairath TV Official Facebook Page
during the Election.
Source: ThairathTV (2019ar); ThairathTV (2019i)
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There were 56 picture posts with text (39.161%), which provided
information regarding the details for promoting the television program and content.
This includes images of what happens in the program as well as information about the
time of the broadcast as seen in the case of the China Cup and 350 Districts Election
Real-time Results Report through Thairath Online with a link provided to the content.

Figure 4.18 Posting Election News on Thairath TV Official Facebook Page during the
Election.
Source: ThairathTV (2019aj); ThairathTV (2019d)

Vorapa Harusadangkul (personal communication August 27, 2019)
explained that posting content for situations where speed is of essence, the social media
team would choose to upload pictures/images and later add the video clip. For instance,
during the Election Day, March 24, 2019, Sudarat Keyuraphan went to the polls at
10:40 AM. The social media team posted the image at 10:41 AM and followed up with
a video post at 11:30 AM on the Thairath TV Official Facebook Page.
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4.2.4

Presentation of Content Based on On-Air and Timeline

Table 4.7 Number of Posts based on On-Air and Timeline on Social Media from
Thairath TV Official Facebook Page during the Election.
Type

Before

Broadcast

Broadcast
Regular Broadcast

Election

After

Online

Broadcast

Exclusive

Total

52

29

171

4

256

(20.31)

(11.33)

(66.80)

(1.56)

(100)

26

20

95

2

143

(18.18)

(13.99)

(66.43)

(1.40)

(100)

Analysis of contents on social media through the Thairath TV Official
Facebook Page was conducted depending on the on-air and timeline during regular
broadcast and election. It is found that most of the posts were made after the program
was broadcasted during regular broadcast (171 posts or 66.80%) and during election
(95 posts or 66.43%). This is followed by during broadcast and exclusively online
content respectively.
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Figure 4.19 Posting Content After Broadcast on Thairath TV Official Facebook Page
during the Election.
Source: ThairathTV (2019af); ThairathTV (2019az); ThairathTV (2019c)

It is found that posts on the Thairath TV Official Facebook Page during
regular broadcast and election are edited clips that are taken from the highlights of the
program. For instance, the Thairath news programs such as Early Morning News,
Morning Thairath News, News on the Move, Share News, Noon Thairath News,
Expand on This, Evening Thairath News, Thairath Entertainment News, News with
Eggs, Thairath News Show, and Thairath Analysis, would post clips that feature the
highlights. One example is the crime news of the Greek man who killed his that was on
Thairath News Show that was broadcasted on February 19 that was posted again at
noon on February 20.
The “Strange Phenomena” program aired on February 25 was edited
creating clips based on each of the segments such as the Flower Pot Café, that is a nature
inspired coffee shop that was posted again on February 28.
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The China Cup live broadcast of the match between the Thai and
Uruguay teams on March 25, 2019 was edited creating highlight clips that were posted
again. As Vorapa Harusadangkul (personal communication August 27, 2019)
explained in section 4.2.3.1 that the audience usually wanted to watch the highlights in
the re-run sports content. These highlights would include the goals or exciting game
plays. They prefer not to watch the entire match all over again. Therefore, video clips
are edited to feature only the highlights in accordance to the viewer behavior on the
Thairath TV Official Facebook Page.

Figure 4.20 Posting Content Before Broadcast on Thairath TV Official Facebook Page
during the Election.
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Source: ThairathTV (2019g); ThairathTV (2019at); ThairathTV (2019ba); ThairathTV
(2019au)

The posting of content before broadcast on Thairath TV Official
Facebook Page during regular broadcast totals 52 posts (20.31%) and the election 26
posts (18.18%). The content includes pictures/images and clips to promote various
programs in the regular and election programming schedule.
The post “Daily Hot Topics” includes pictures/images with text
providing interesting information about the program as well as the broadcast date and
time. Examples include two “Daily Hot Topics” posts that promote “News with Eggs”
on air at 6:20 PM and “Strange Phenomena” at 10:30 PM.
In addition to the “Daily Hot Topics” on the Thairath TV Official Facebook Page there
are public relations promoting programs using clips featuring segments of the program.
For instance, at 9 PM there was a clip about a hundred thousand dollar reclining Buddha
image that is covered with 500,000 coins, which is part of a program to be broadcasted
at 10:30 PM.
Thairath TV Official Facebook Page also promotes live broadcasts such
as on February 20, 2019 a post publicizing the One Championship Blood Match was
posted two days prior to the match to be held in Singapore on February 22, 2019.
Another example is the post on March 23, 2019 promoting the “Thairath Election 62”
broadcast the next day on March 24, 2019.
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Figure 4.21 Posting Content During Broadcast on the Thairath TV Official Facebook
Page during the Election.
Source: ThairathTV (2019be); ThairathTV (2019u); ThairathTV (2019t); ThairathTV
(2019v)
Thairath TV Official Facebook Page posted 29 during broadcast
contents (11.33%) during regular period and 20 posts (13.99%) during the election.
The content posted during the broadcast or Live simulcast includes
news, entertainment, and sports programs.
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Figure 4.22 Posting Content that is not Broadcasted on Thairath TV Station on Thairath
TV Official Facebook Page.
Source: ThairathTV (2019r); ThairathTV (2019ae); ThairathTV (2019l)

The analysis of the posts that are not broadcasted on Thairath TV station
on the Thairath TV Official Facebook Page promotes the viewing quality questionnaire
to win a souvenir from the station, news scoop from the Thairath website, and broadcast
of the Electronic Formula in China through Thairath Youtube Channel.
Posts of content not broadcasted on Thairath TV station on the Thairath
TV Official Facebook Page total 4 posts (1.56%) during regular period and 2 posts
(1.40%) during the election.

4.2.5

Social Media Strategy of Thairath TV

Analysis of content on the Thairath TV Officual Facebook Page during the
regular broadcast and special broadcast, which is the election revealed that there are
three sources of content. This includes content from the television station such as
programs and marketing activities, from website and application such as Thairath
website and Thairath Twitter, and new content made by the social media team. These
original contents are discussed in the following section.
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Source of Information

Presentation Format

- TV

- Picture

- Website & Application

- Video Clip - Text

- Produced by the Social

- Link

Media Team

Official Facebook

- Live

Page

- Vote

- Hashtag

Figure 4.23 Posting Content on Thairath TV Official Facebook Page.
Presentation in the form of picture/image is fast, attractive, and provides the
basic information. The social media team usually presents two types of information.
The first type would be relevant to the news or current issue. The picture/image would
be posted so that the user could see it quickly. It is an effort to present the content before
the competitors. When the footage has been edited, the resulting video clip would be
posted. The second type would be information about the program/station created in the
picture format to publicize it to the user. This content would create awareness and
subsequently lead to recall of the program and activities of the station.
The presentation of video clip created by the social team includes both news
and entertainment to focus on only one issue. This is in line with the audience behavior
on social media in order to garner more views.
Live content serves two purposes. The first is creation of a new channel for the
content by being the second screen for audiences. The second is the channel for
presenting important events such as replacing the television channel as in the case of
sports live broadcasts.
The presentation of text content on the Thairath TV Official Facebook Page
helps to provide additional information on the picture, video clip, or Live. There are
two types of information. The first is addition supplementary news information. The
second type of information is the detail or summary of the picture/image, video clip,
and Live such as information on the program name, news topic, program concept,
program highlight, and broadcast date and time.
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Presentation of content in the form of links provides additional information to
the picture/image and video clip to create a channel for users to choose to follow up on
the content. This would attract users to remain within the Thairath social media ecology
as long as possible.
Content in the form of votes help to supplement the presentation in the form
picture/image. The social media team needs to collaborate with the program production
team. Concept or topic highlight and intended audience needs to be determined by the
program production team. These audiences participate with the program through voting
on the Thairath TV Official Facebook Page. The voting results would be announced in
the television program thus connecting all of the platforms including television and
Official Facebook Page within the media ecology. Each of these platforms work
together to support interaction while audiences watch the program.
Content in the form of hashtag supports presentation of information for picture,
video clip, and Live. Adding the hashtag with the name of the station, program title,
topic, or name of individuals in the programs provides users with an easy tool to search
for the content.

4.3

Presentation of Content through Other Thairath TV Social Media
Content.
Thairath online content is presented through many channels including the

Thairath website and social media such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Youtube, and
Line Official. Thairath has a dedicated social media team that is separate from Thairath
website and Thairath online. Thairath allocates significant importance to social media
as a channel to disseminate the organization image and content to a large audience. This
broadens the audience base and provides a new income channel for the organization.
Presentation of content on Thairath social media is derived from the Thairath
TV station and Thairath website. Consequently, the content is adapted to suit each
social media platform.
Television programming has to be edited to create video clips that have varying
lengths depending on the variety of topics presented. The Thairath social media team
makes the decision to present content in the form of Live and re-runs depending on the
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characteristics of each platform. For instance, the full program or clips should be
presented on Youtube while shorter edited clips should be posted on Facebook.
“We work on the raw material from the broadcast. Consequently, we have to
modify the size, format, and computer graphics to use on social media so that audiences
can experience the content in the best possible way. The content might have to be edited
through modification of the various elements. Parts of the content would be selected so
that it would be shorter and easier to understand since audiences have less time to
process the information.” (Vorapa Harusadangkul, personal communication, August
27, 2019).
Content on the Thairath website includes pictures/images and text as well as
video clips. The Thairath social media team would choose to present content in the form
of links from the Thairath website. This would provide users easy access to content on
the website. In addition, some beautifully shot images would be selected for
presentation on Instagram.
Thairath has the policy to set up social media accounts as a tool to support
Thairath online website and Thairath TV.
“The page views on Thairath website and the relevant income come from social
media. Thus, if there is no Facebook, the views on Thairath would be reduced. This is
because audiences on Facebook would click the link and visit the website. Therefore,
Facebook serves to serve content to viewers. The actual income is made in the website
not in Facebook, which is why these platforms need to be linked everyday” (Vorapa
Harusadangkul, personal communication, August 27, 2019)
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4.3.1

Thairath Website

Figure 4.24 Thairath Website.
Source: Thairath (2019c)

Thairath website is the main online platform that combines all of the
Thairath content. The presentation of information to the audience is categorized based
on sections such as news, newspaper, Thairath TV, lifestyle, sports, entertainment,
horoscope, lottery, series, news clips, promotion, Mirror, and Live.
There are two sections on Thairath website that is related to Thairath
TV, which are Thairath TV and Live.
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Figure 4.25 Thairath Website - Thairath TV Section.
Source: Thairath (2019e)

Thairath TV section in the Thairath website is a collection of all the
programming content including 1) Live simulcast broadcast; 2) reruns such as news,
sports, and variety content as well as name of the television programs; 3) daily and
current month program schedule; and 4) information about the emcees of the programs.
Presentation of content on the Thairath website in the Thairath TV
section presents programming information. There is a banner on the top left corner that
publicizes various program on the station. On the top right corner there is a box showing
the Live broadcast of programs that are currently being aired on Thairath TV. When
users scroll down the page various clips with recommended content, re-runs, and
information of the emcees would be shown respectively.
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Figure 4.26 Thairath Website - Live Section.
Source: Thairath (2019d)

The Live Section on the Thairath website provides access to programs
that are being broadcast at that time. Therefore, the feed on Live would be the same as
the Live in Thairath TV section.

4.3.2

Youtube

Youtube is an online platform featuring a collection of all Thairath video clips. It
is the archive where users can search and follow up on program re-runs. Thairath aims
to position the Youtube channel in presenting news and sports from Thairath TV’s,
which is congruent to the station’s positioning of news and sports.
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Figure 4.27 Thairath Youtube Channel.
Source: Thairath (2019f)

Searching for content on Thairath Youtube channel yielded two functions. The
first function is archiving programming content from the station in the form of video
on demand, which can be categorized as news, entertainment, sports, and variety
content that audiences can search both on their interests. The second type of function is
the Live content, which is simulcast broadcasting.
Vorapa Harusadangkul (personal communication August 27, 2019) provided
information about Live broadcast on the Youtube platform, which is part of the three
Live channels including Facebook and website. However, the Live broadcast is not
done simultaneously on all channels. This is due to many factors including copyright
issues and content of interest of audiences in each platform. For instance, those who
watch Live on Youtube tend to view longer content such as the government policy
announcement speech. This is because Youtube users are willing to watch long form
programming content.
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Thairath social media team would edit content that is broadcasted on Youtube
in two formats. The first is the full program clip and the second is the shortened clip
based on specific topics. The clips from the programming content are not edited in a
more creative or interesting manner.

4.3.3

Twitter

Twitter is a platform that has a limit of 280 characters with pictures/images or
short video clip. Thairath uses Twitter to create the Thairath brand. This helps to make
the brand better known among the Twitter users, who are young people, who are not
congruent to the Thairath content.
“Thairath Twitter has less return than Facebook. It has only about 2% contribution
to the return. In general, social media has less return and in particular Twitter has a
smaller audience base and most of them are youths, who are not the target of Thairath’s
in depth analysis. Twitter caters to the lifestyle of young people. Therefore, Thairath
has to adapt content to serve this group. However, the number is still not high.” (Vorapa
Harusadangkul, personal communication, August 27, 2019)
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Figure 4.28 ThairathTV Twitter.
Source: Thairath (2019g)

Thairath TV Twitter account presents pictures/images and short clips
taken from television programs. These include posts with accompanying texts as well
as including hashtag and provision of links that lead to other platforms that present the
content. This includes Youtube, Facebook, website, and other Twitter accounts owned
by Thairath in order to keep audiences with the Thairath social media ecology.
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Figure 4.29 Posting Highlights on Thairath TV Twitter and Facebook.
Source: ThairathTV (2019k); ThairathTV (2019k)

Analysis of content posted on Twitter in the Thairath TV account during the
period of study revealed that most of the content is the same as Thairath TV Facebook.
This includes talk show, game show, and public relations for programs and the station.
For instance, on February 24, 2019, the Thairath social media team presented the
highlight from the Thairath News Show broadcasted on 8:15 PM to promote audience
viewership on Facebook and Twitter.
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Figure 4.30 Posting Content Using Retweet from Thairath News Account.
Source: ThairathTV (2019j)

In addition during the election, Thairath social media team posted content on
the Thairath TV Twitter using retweeted content such as election statistics from the
Thairath News account, which is not part of the Thairath TV programming.

4.3.4

Instagram

Instagram is a social media platform that presents pictures/images and short video
clips. Thairath uses Instagram to post pictures/images and video clips to present and
promote programs.
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Figure 4.31 ThairathTV Instagram.
Source: ThairathTV (2019bb)

During the period of study, the Thairath social media team posted content from
television programs on Thairath TV. There were 81 posts that could be categorized as
64 posts during regular broadcast and 17 posts during the election.
Content posted on Instagram during regular broadcast totaled 14 posts from
news programs, 44 posts from entertainment programs, 12 posts from entertainment
news, and 6 posts from content promoting programs and the station. During the election
there were 5 news posts, 11 entertainment program posts, 3 entertainment news posts,
1 post from content promoting programs and the station, and 5 sports posts.
Thairath Instagram presents content more entertainment content than news. This
is because the target group, who are the new generation, on Instagram are more
interested in celebrities and soft news. They avoid news and images that are not
appealing such as accidents or images of the dead. Therefore, the Thairath social media
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has to emphasize entertainment content based on the audience behavior (Vorapa
Harusadangkul, personal communication, August 27, 2019).

4.3.5

LINE Official Account

The Line Official Account is a social media platform used to communicate with
the target. It allows sending of messages about programs and the station along with
marketing activities to the audience. The messages include text and pictures/images.

Figure 4.32 LINE Official Account ThairathTV.
Source: ThairathTV (2019as)

Thairath TV Line Official Account presents content from Thairath online and
Thairath TV. It presents the content in the form of picture/image without text
explanation. The Thairath social media team has a quota of 25 posts per month.
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The analysis of the posts on the Thairath TV Line Official Account revealed 16
posts. Of these 11 posts were made during regular broadcasts and 5 posts were made
during the election.
Posts made during the regular broadcasts were news (8 posts), sports (1 post),
and public relations content (2 posts). There were 4 news posts and 1 sports post during
the election.
“We only post once a day because if we post too often on Line, it would irritate
the users. As a result, users would consider the content as spam leading them to
unfollow or block the account. Therefore, we only provide news content to let them
know that we have done our reporting duty 25 times a month. There is one post each
day or maybe none at all. We have a monthly content plan. For instance, when there is
a live broadcast there might be more frequency on that particular week. Subsequently,
the content would be reduced in the later weeks.” (Vorapa Harusadangkul, personal
communication, August 27, 2019).

Figure 4.33 Content in the Thairath TV LINE Official Account Connected to the
Thairath Website during Regular Broadcast.
Source: ThairathTV (2019m); Thairath (2019b)
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Pictures/images were posted on the Thairath TV Line Official Account. Links
were included so that the audience could directly connect to the other Thairath online
platform, which is the source of the original content. The audiences could follow up on
the content of their interest. For instance, on Tuesday February 26, 2019, the Thairath
social media team posted pictures/images rom 4 news topics. Audiences could choose
to click on the bottom left corner and see news about actress Rasameekae, who was
going to get married. Line Official Account connects to the Thairath website that
presents the news that audiences can choose to follow in detail.

Figure 4.34 Content in the Thairath TV LINE Official Account Connected to the
Thairath Website during the Election.
Source: ThairathTV (2019bg); Thairath (2019a)

The example shows the picture/image posted on the Thairath TV LINE Official
Account during the election. The link leads to the poll counting on the application that
reports real time election results.
Presentation of content on Line assists in the promotion of programs and news. It
is a collaboration between the editorial and marketing team. This part of the content is
selected by the editorial team. They select the news that would be presented on the first
page of the newspaper. The marketing team would choose the content they would like
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to promote such as new programs, sports live broadcasts, and election broadcasts. Line
would be used to attract users to follow the live broadcasts on the television station.
In addition, to the Thairath TV Line Official has the chat bot feature or automatic
program to answer user questions. Daily updates of information drawn from the
database includes prices of gold, oil, and foreign currency as well as weather forecasts
and lottery results.

4.3.6

Thairath TV Social Media Strategy

Analysis of the all the Thairath TV social media platforms during regular and
special event broadcasts revealed that the social media focused on the presentation of
news and current affairs from a central source of information. The strength of the
organization is news that is built upon content disseminated through all of the platforms
to expand the audience base. The target group would be connected through the
platforms in the media ecology of Thairath website and Thairath TV station, which is
the source of income from sponsorship for the organization.
The social media team uses social media based on the distinctive characteristics
of each platform. The focus is on the Official Facebook Page to invite audiences into
the Thairath Media Ecology. Youtube serves as the collection for the program content
where audiences can search for more information or follow-up on re-runs. These two
platforms can reach a wider audience, who are the same as the viewers of the television
program. While Twitter and Instagram are two platforms that Thairath still had few
users. This is because these two platforms are youths who are more interested in
lifestyle content, which is not congruent with the Thairath content.
The social media team therefore would post original content on the Official
Facebook Page and Youtube to strengthen the loyalty of the original audience.
However, they need to create new content for the younger audience, who is the new
target for the future.
In conclusion, content on the Line Official Account is the strong point in
promoting the organization’s image in terms of news and information. Some of this
content could help to fulfill the daily needs of audiences such as prices of gold and oil.
In addition, it provides a channel to provide information to the target through the
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platform within the Thairath Media Ecology. Therefore, it serves as an interesting case
study regarding the use of social media in a digital television station.
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CHAPTER 5

RESEARCH FINDINGS SOCIAL TV: COMMUNICATION OF
WORKPOINT TV

5.1 Communication of Workpoint TV
Workpoint TV is one of the businesses of Workpoint Entertainment Plc., which
started as a television station broadcasting in the Standard Definition (SD) on Channel
23 since April 2014.
Cholakorn Panyachom, CEO fo Digital TV Businesses, Workpoint
Entertainment Plc., positioned Workpoint TV as the station that excels in game show
and variety programs. (Rattiya Ungkulanont, 2017, March 26)
Workpoint TV produces and broadcasts 6 program types. The first is quiz show
and reality show, wherein contestants play games to collect the prizes to find the
winners such as Gold Stage Your Stage, Golden Microphone Diamond Morlum,
Thunder Quiz, The Mask Singer, and I Can See Your Voice. The second is variety,
wherein audiences get knowledge and entertainment through the presentation of a
variety of entertaining content such as Ghost Challenge and Ching Cha Sawan. The
third type is drama, which includes fiction for entertainment and sit-com that present
the daily life of people in humorous situations to make audiences laugh such as Raberd
Therd Therng, Don’t Touch My Soi, and Six Scenes Humor (Workpoint Entertainment,
2015). The fourth type is news programs present information about current events
including crime, economics, politics, social, entertainment, and sports news from
within the country and abroad. This includes Workpoint News, Dedicated News,
Market News, Entertainment News. The fifth type is sports programming that presents
sporting events (Workpoint Entertainment, 2019g). The sixth type is movies that
present films produced by the company and those that have been purchased rights to
broadcast.
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Analysis of the programming schedule of Workpoint TV for February to March
2019 is used for conducting the study Social TV: Communication from Television to
Facebook (Workpoint TV and Thairath TV). The findings would be discussed in the
following section.

Figure 5.1 Programming Schedule Workpoint TV on February 2019
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019bk)
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Figure 5.2 Figure 5.2 Programming Schedule Workpoint TV on March 2019
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019bl)
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Workpoint TV broadcasts daily from 5:00 AM. The program would be aired
based on the schedule until midnight. The total broadcasting time is 16 hours. The
programming schedule is categorized in weekday programming and weekend
programming.
The weekday programming runs from Monday to Friday. In the months of
February and March, 2019, the Workpoint TV programs could be categorized in four
dayparts. The first is morning, which starts from 5:00 AM to 9:30 AM. These are newly
created programs. The emphasis is on news programs that run continuously for 4 hours.
There is also 1 food variety show. The second daypart is mid-day from 9:00 AM to 5:00
PM. This is a time for re-runs of game shows, quiz shows, reality shows, variety shows,
and dramas. The third daypart is evening, which starts at 5:00 PM to 9:30 PM. The
content in this time slot are newly produced shows. The evening news starts at 5:00
PM. The station emphasizes game shows, quiz shows, and reality shows that run
continuously for 3 and half hours. The fourth daypart is late night from 9:30 PM to
midnight, which include new programs and re-runs mixed in the scheduling such as
game show, reality show, variety show, drama, series, and cinema.
The weekend programming runs from Saturdays and Sundays. In the months of
February and March, 2019, the Workpoint TV programs could be categorized in two
dayparts. The first daypart is morning to evening, starting from 5:00 AM to 9:30 PM
broadcasting all new programs, which include game show, quiz show, reality show,
variety show, drama, and news. The second daypart is late night from 9:30 PM to
midnight, which broadcast re-runs of game shows and reality shows. There is also one
new talk show program produced by an external company.
The analysis of the Workpoint TV programming schedule in the months fo
February and March 2019 found that the evening timeslot on weekdays and weekends
is the station’s primetime. Programs aired during this timeslot include game show, quiz
show, and reality show, which are the highlight of the station such as Microphone Erase
Debt, Thunder Quiz, I Can See Your Voice, and The Mask Singer.
Workpoint TV chooses to broadcast re-runs during the day time and late night
timeslots during the weekdays and late night during weekends.
Workpoint TV produces news programs that are presented in the schedule on
weekdays for 5 hours 15 minues (27.632%) and on weekends for 2 hours 15 minutes
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(11.842%). The news programs are broadcasted in the early morning and afternoon,
which is not the prime time.
In addition, Workpoint TV has television shopping programs during the
morning, afternoon, and late night time slots on weekdays for 1 hour 5 minutes and
weekend for 55 minutes.

5.2 Presentation of Content on Social Media, Workpoint TV Official
Facebook Page.

Figure 5.3 Workpoint TV Audience Statistics on Social Media
Sourec: Workpoint Entertainment (2019g)

From figure 5.3 Workpoint Entertainment (2019g) indicated that Workpoint TV
has 3 major online channels, which are
1) The Youtube Channel is the video platform used to upload video clips and
broadcast live-streaming of programs. The name of the channel is “Workpoint
Official”, which presents re-runs. The clips that are presented are edited from the
programs that have already broadcasted or live streaming of simulcast on Workpoint
TV.
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In 2018, the “Workpoint Official” on Youtube has 21 million subscribers. The
highest viewership is for the video clip from The Mask Singer Season 2, which is more
than 68.5 million views.
In the month of October 2019 during the research data collection, the number
of subscribers on the Youtube Channel of Workpoint Official was 25.9 million.
2) Facebook is a social network. The Official Facebook Page uses the name
“Workpoint Entertainment” presents video clips, public relations content from the
company. In addition, it includes live streaming or live simulcast of programs
broadcasting on Workpoint TV Channel 23.
Facebook Page also creates income for Workpoint Entertainment Plc. This
comes in the form of selling space in the newsfeed to clients and income sharing as
dealt with Facebook. This would depend on the type of the video as determined by the
company.
Facebook Page for Workpoint Entertainment has 12 million likes and followers
ranked number 2 in Thailand.
3) Other channels such as website/application of the organization is operated
simultaneously in addition to Youtube and Facebook in order to increase audience
access to the programs and public relations content. In 2018, the application has more
than 2 million downloads Workpoint Entertainment (2019g).
Head of Digital Marketing, Workpoint Entertainment Plc, who is in charge of
the company’s social media, explained that Workpoint has more than 70 Facebook
pages, of which 40 are active. The reason there are so many Facebook pages is because
all of the programs have their own pages. This is especially critical during the
primetime. All of the programs in that timeslot use Facebook page for dissemination of
content on the Workpoint Entertainment page, which is the official Facebook page of
Workpoint TV. Therefore, the audiences of each program can access the Facebook page
for each of the programs as well as the official WorkpointTV Facebook page.
The examination of the content on WorkpointTV in the social media, station’s
official Facebook page, is presented in the following section.
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5.2.1

Presentation of Content Classified Based on Genre
5.2.1.1 Analysis of randomly selected content on the official Facebook

page of WorkpointTV during the regular broadcasts for 7 days or 1 week, is collected
from February 18, 2019 – March 2, 2019. This would enable the selection of content
and program from the entire programming schedule (Monday to Sunday).
Table 5.1 Number of Posts Based on Genre on Social Media from the Workpoint TV
Official Facebook Page during Regular Broadcast.
Genre

Number of Posts

Percentage

Game Show/Contest

82

41.84

News

33

16.84

Variety Show

24

12.25

Advertising

20

10.20

Online

9

4.59

Drama

6

3.06

Documentaries

6

3.06

Station Public Relations

5

2.55

Online Games

4

2.04

Talk Show

4

2.04

Lives

2

1.02

Movies

1

0.51

196

100.00

Total

During regular broadcasts on WorkpointTV program content is
presented on social media, which is WorkpointTV official Facebook page. Game
show/Singing Contest has the most number of posts (82 posts), which is 41.84%. This
is followed by variety, product advertising, online, series, documentaries, and station
public relations respectively.
The game show/singing contest presented on the Workpoint TV official
Facebook page during regular boradcasts, would be selected from the broadcasts during
the day based on the programming schedule. This can be categorized as game show (38
posts) from programs such as Gold Stage Your Stage, Thunder Quiz, Super 10, Super
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100, More than 100 Genius, I Can See Your Voice, Who is my Chief, Book this Table,
and 123 Ranking Show. There are 44 posts for singing contests such as Microphone
family of programs – Golden Microphone, Golden Microphone for Kids, and Golden
Microphone Diamond Morlum. All of these programs include Two Microphone
Singers, The Mask Singer, and The Rapper.
News programs that are posted can be categorize in two groups. The first
is news programs broadcasted in the programming schedule such as Market News,
Workpoint News, Entertainment News, and Dedicated News (30 posts). The second is
news from Workpoint website that is presented based on the issue such as weather
forecasts and football results (3 posts).
Variety show (24 posts) from programs broadcasted on WorkpointTV
such as Chingroi Chinglan, TengNong Wittaya, Super MUM, Khun Phra Chuay,
Raberd Therd Therng, Nacha and the Gang, and Six Scenes Humor.
Product and service advertising total 20 posts. The products advertised
are from Workpoint (4 posts), business partners (4 posts), and purchased media space
(12 posts).
There are 9 online posts, which are inspirational quotes and humor.
These are presented on the Workpoint TV official Facebook page, which would not be
used on television.
Series and documentaries have 6 posts. These came from 2 series
broadcasted on WorkpointTV, which are Hoh Family and Bangkok Forgot to Tell
Mom. The documentaries came from food programs, Best Restaurants Thailand.
Station public relations content have 5 posts, which are content
promoting daily programming schedule and station identity.
5.2.1.2 Presentation during special period, which is the Election 2019
(Sunday March 24, 2019). The data was collected from 3 days, which are before,
during, and after the election (from March 23 – 25, 2019).
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Table 5.2 Number of Posts Based on Genre on Social Media from the Workpoint TV
Official Facebook Page during Election.
Genre

Number of Posts

Percentage

News

60

46.51

Game Show/Contest

34

26.36

Variety Show

12

9.30

Documentaries

5

3.87

Online

5

3.87

Lives

3

2.33

Online Games

3

2.33

Station Public Relations

3

2.33

Advertising

2

1.55

Drama

2

1.55

Talk Show

0

0.00

Films

0

0.00

129

100.00

Total

During the election, WorkpointTV chooses to present on social media,
which is the station’s official Facebook page. The most number of posts come from
news (60 posts), which is 46.51%. This is followed by game show/singing contest,
variety, documentaries, online, station public relations, online games, live broadcasts,
series, and product advertising respectively.
News presented during the election is taken from the website Workpoint
News, content broadcasted on television based on regular scheduling, and election
broadcasts on Saturday March 23, which is one day before the election. There are 4
posts in the format of news reporting. On Sunday March 24, which is the election day,
there were 46 posts. On Monday March 25, the day after the election, there were 9
posts.
Game show/singing contests presented during the election period, were
selected from the programs broadcasted based on the programming schedule. There are
16 posts from game shows such as Gold Stage Your Stage, Thunder Quiz, Super 10,
Super 100, More than 100 Genius, I Can See Your Voice, Who is my Chief, Book this
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Table, and 123 Ranking Show. Singing contests include Microphone family of
programs – Golden Microphone, Golden Microphone for Kids, and Golden
Microphone Diamond Morlum. All of these programs include Two Microphone
Singers, The Mask Singer, and The Rapper.
Variety show (12 posts) from programs broadcasted on WorkpointTV
such as Chingroi Chinglan, TengNong Wittaya, Super MUM, Khun Phra Chuay,
Raberd Therd Therng, Nacha and the Gang, and Six Scenes Humor.
In terms of documentaries and online content there are 5 posts.
Documentaries are One Word Daily Khon, Travel Thailand, and Best Restaurants
Thailand. Online posts include inspiration quotes, humor, and real time election results
reporting through the application Workpoint News that are presented only online,
which is not reported on TV.
There are three posts for station public relations, live broadcasts, and
online games. Station public relations are content promoting daily programming
schedule. The live broadcasts include election updates and WP Boxing (Asian
Championships). Online games include Confetti Thailand that is the collaboration
project between Workpoint and online gaming business partners.
There are 2 posts for series and advertising. The series are from
WorkpointTV broadcasts, which is Bangkok Forgot to Tell Mom. The advertising
includes Arts of Siam and water ads.
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Figure 5.4 Workpoint TV Programming Schedule, Sunday March 24, 2019
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019bv)
Sunday March 24, 2019, Workpoint TV did not change the
programming schedule like Thairath TV. Regular broadcasts started at 5:00 AM. There
are some modifications to the programming schedule. The programs produced and
presented during the “Election Battle 2019” could be categorized in two types based on
the timeslot. The first is the short reports during the regular programming schedule from
8:00 AM to 5:00 PM. This is during the polling period wherein WorkpointTV
continuously presented the content about the election. The second type is the
programming that is alternately presented within the regular programming schedule
after the polling stations have been closed and the voting counts have started.
WorkpointTV presented the “Election Battle 2019” in three timeslots. The first
broadcast was at 5:35 PM to 6:20 PM. The second was at 9:30 PM to 10:30 PM and
11:30 PM to midnight to present the movement about the election. This includes reports
of the unofficial voting results, situation analysis, and upcoming political trends.
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Figure 5.5 Live Broadcast of the Election Results Report on Sunday March 24, 2019
on Youtube.
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019ao)
“Election Battle 2019” followed the election results on Sunday March
24, 2019. Workpoint assigned Workpoint News to be the main production unit
producing content on two major platforms, which are Facebook and Youtube under the
account name Workpoint News from 5:00 PM, after the polling stations have closed
until midnight. The programming was 7 hours. Each of the Workpoint platforms could
use content that was presented on other channels such as WorkpointTV and
WorkpointTV official Facebook page, which is linked to Workpoint Entertainment
page.

5.2.2

Presentation based on Content Categorization
5.2.2.1 The presentation of social media posts on the WorkpointTV

Official Facebook Page during regular broadcasts are discussed in the following
section.
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Table 5.3 Number of Posts Based on Conntent Categorization on Social Media from
the Workpoint TV Official Facebook Page during Regular Broadcast.
Conntent Categorization

Number of Posts

Percentage

Music

53

27.04

Current Affairs

33

16.84

Humor

22

11.22

Advertising

20

10.20

Games

19

9.70

Food

9

4.59

Family

8

4.08

Children

7

3.58

Station Public Relations

5

2.55

Quotes

4

2.04

Elderly

4

2.04

Movie

3

1.53

Politics

3

1.53

Ghosts/Superstition

2

1.02

Culture

2

1.02

Business

2

1.02

196

100.00

Total

During regular broadcast, WorkpointTV presents content on social
media such as on the station’s official Facebook page. The most posts come from music
(53 posts) or 27.04%. This is followed by current affairs, humor, advertising, game,
food, family, children, station public relations, inspirational quotes, politics, elderly,
movie, ghosts/beliefs, culture, business, and sports events respectively.
Music content is found on Workpoint Entertainment page. It presents
songs from the game shows or singing contests such as Golden Microphone,
Microphone Clear Debt, The Rapper, I Can See Your Voice, and Two Singers Two
Microphones.
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Current affairs content presented on Workpoint Entertainment page
during regular programming resulted in 33 posts. These include content about the
election, economics, society, crime, entertainment, and the weather. The contents are
in the news program broadcasted on WorkpointTV such as Market News, Workpoint
News, Entertainment News, and Dedicated News.
Humor content is found in 22 posts, which are selected from game
shows and variety programs such as Chingroi Chinglan, Gold Stage Your Stage,
TengNong Wittaya, Super MUM, Raberd Therd Therng, Comedy on Screen, and
Stand-up Comedy. This includes content from online that are humorous created for
Workpoint Entertainment page only.
There are 25 posts for advertising and station public relations. There are
20 posts about advertising and 5 for public relations.

Figure 5.6 Advertising and Public Relations Post on WorkpointTV Official Facebook
Page Channel 23 during Regular Broadcast.
Source: , Workpoint Entertainment (2019bh)

Advertising content presents products and services that have bought
media space. Public relations content is about WorkpointTV such as introducing the
programming schedule.
There are 19 posts about games that present programming content such
as Thunder Quiz and 123 Ranking Show as well as from online platforms such as
Confetti Thailand.
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There are 9 posts about food, which present food and signature dishes
from the restaurant, which come from television programs such as Who is my Chief,
Book this Table, and Best Restaurants Thailand.
There are 2 types of contents for children and the elderly that total 10
posts. The first type of content showcases skills and abilities of children and the elderly
from 2 television programs, which are Super 10 and Super 100 as well as More than
100 Genius.
There are 8 posts for content about family. These are content selected
from variety and series broadcasted on television. They showcase the relationship in
the family such as Natcha and the Gang, Hoh Family, and Bangkok Forgot to Tell Mom.
There are 3 posts about politics, which are taken from the online
platform Workpoint News such as “Election Debate 2019” during February 2019 before
the election.
There are 2 posts about business and careers, which are taken from the
variety shows presented on WorkpointTV station that provide success tips. These
contents are taken from 100 Million Baht Youth.
There is 1 post about sports from Football Guru program that is about
football. This program is available only online.

Figure 5.7 Posting Political Content from “Election Debate 2019” February 22 and 28,
2019
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019w); Workpoint Entertainment (2019v)
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Political content posted on Workpoint Entertainment page is taken from
the online platform Workpoint News. This includes the “Election Debate 2019” where
content is taken from the various regions in the country. Politicians and representatives
of political parties are invited to discuss about their policies during February 2019
before the election. During the period of this study there were two debates organized.
The first was on February 22, 2019 at Haad Phum Rieng, Surat Thani. The second was
on February 28, 2019 at the fish market at Angsila, Chonburi. There was a 2 hour 33
minutes and 1 hour 52 minutes broadcast respectively.
5.2.2.2 Presentation of Content on the WorkpointTV official Facebook
page during special situations, such as the General Election of 2019 from March 23 –
25, 2019.
Table 5.4 Number of Posts Based on Conntent Categorization on Social Media from
the Workpoint TV Official Facebook Page during Election.
Conntent Categorization

Number of Posts

Percentage

Politics

50

38.76

Music

19

14.73

Current Affairs

13

10.08

Humor

10

7.75

Games

7

5.43

Culture

5

3.88

Food

4

3.10

Children

4

3.10

Elderly

3

2.32

Station Public Relations

3

2.32

Family

3

2.32

Sports

2

1.55

Advertising

2

1.55

Business

2

1.55

Quotes

2

1.55

129

100.00

Total
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During the election, the WorkpointTV official Facebook page or
Workpoint Entertainment posted 129 contents, of which most (50 posts) are about
politics (38.76%). This is followed by music, current affairs, humor, game, culture,
food, children, station public relations, family, elderly, advertising, sports, business,
inspirational quotes, tourism, ghosts/beliefs, and movies respectively.
Analysis of the data collected based on content type presented on the
WorkpointTV official Facebook page revealed the top five most posted content, which
total 90 posts (76.74%). These include politics, music, current affairs, humor, and game.

Figure 5.8 Posts about Broadcast Channels for Political Content on Workpoint
Platforms on March 24, 2019.
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019bg)

Political content presented on the Workpoint Entertainment page during
the election is taken from the online platform Workpoint News. This is content about
the election from the program “Follow the Election 2019” and “Election Battle 2019”.
Noppatjak Attanon (personal communication September 12, 2019),
news editor at Workpoint News, explained that content during the election is different
from regular broadcasts. This is because people all over the country are interested in
the election, thus the team needs to do their best to present the news.
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“We normally have only 60 posts a day, but we have more during the
election. There is more news that during the regular period. There are many movements
since there are 10 political parties. If we follow all of them there are already 10 news.
The importance of the posts depends on the audiences’ interests. Every movement and
content are focused on the election that has a clear date and timeline. The election is on
March 24, so we need to prepare in advance. However, we should not prepare too early
so we started two weeks before the election. We decided to present the voting results
of each district and the number of seats won by the political parties.” (Noppatjak
Attanon, personal communication, September 12, 2019)
Music content on the Workpoint Entertainment page presents songs
from game shows or singing contests such as Golden Microphone, Microphone Clear
Debt, The Rapper, I Can See Your Voice, and Two Singers Two Microphones.
Current affairs content is taken from programs in the regular broadcast
schedules such as WorkpointTV such as Market News, Workpoint News, Dedicated
News, and Entertainment News. This also includes content from the website Workpoint
News. The contents are focused on politics.
During the election, the Workpoint Entertainment page chooses to post
contents that are humorous from television programs such as game shows and variety.
This include Six Scenes Humor, Chingroi Chinglan, Raberd Therd Therng, Gold Stage
Your Stage, and Comedy on Screen as well as online jokes that are created exclusively
for Workpoint Entertainment page.
Game contents are taken from programs broadcasted on television such
as Thunder Quiz, 123 Ranking Show, and from online platform such as Confetti
Thailand.
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5.2.3

Content Categorized based on the Presentation
5.2.3.1 Posts on the WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page based on

Presentation Format during Regular Broadcast.
Table 5.5 Number of Posts based on Presentation Categorization on Social Media
from the Workpoint TV Official Facebook Page during Regular
Programming
Presentation Categorization

Number of Posts

Percentage

Live

76

38..78

Clip

67

34.18

Picture

53

27.04

Text

0

0.00

Gif

0

0.00

196

100.00

Total

During regular broadcast, WorkpointTV chooses to use Live posts on
the official Facebook page the most (76 posts), which is 38.78%. This is followed by
clip (67 posts), which is 34.18%), and picture (53 posts), which is 27.04%, respectively.
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Figure 5.9 Posting Live Content on the WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page Channel
23 during Regular Broadcast.
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019bu); Workpoint Entertainment (2019aj);
Workpoint Entertainment (2019r); Workpoint Entertainment (2019v)

Live or Facebook Live on the Workpoint Entertainment page is
conducted in three ways. The first is live simulcast from WorkpointTV, linking the
broadcast to Workpoint News website, and broadcast from business partners such as
Confetti Thailand.
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Figure 5.10 Live Broadcast Format Super MUM on WorkpointTV Official Facebook
Page Channel 23 during Regular Broadcast.
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019ai)

Live broadcast on WorkpointTV include game shows, variety shows,
and singing contests. For instance, on February 26, 2019 at 8:10 PM, the Workpoint
Entertainment page presented a live simulcast of Super MUM that was being aired on
WorkpointTV.

Figure 5.11 Live Broadcast Format News and News Related Content on WorkpointTV
Official Facebook Page Channel 23 during Regular Broadcast.
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019ae); Workpoint Entertainment (2019ag)
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The live broadcast links the signal from the page or Workpoint News,
for content created by the news editorial team. This content would be aired on
WorkpointTV Channel 23 and Workpoint News website. This includes Workpoint
News, Entertainment News, and Dedicated News. For instance, on February 26, 2019
at 5:01 PM, Workpoint Entertainment presented live simulcast of Dedicated News that
was being aried on Workpoint TV and Workpoint News website.
Noppatjak Attanon (personal communication September 12, 2019)
explained that news broadcasted on WorkpointTV and Workpoint News website are
presented daily as indicated in the programming schedule. The social media team in
charge of the WorkpointTV and Workpoint Entertainment pages would share and
present the live simulcast accordingly. The content from Workpoint News would be
presented on the pages as indicated.
“After the live simulcast, we still leave the content on the page. We do
not erase it. This will allow the number of views to increase. However, the number of
views depend on the day. Most of the time we have about 1 – 2 thousand views but we
once peaked at 180,000 views.” (Noppatjak Attanon, personal communication,
September 12, 2019)
In addition, there are live broadcasts from the content created by the
news editorial team that is exclusive to Workpoint News website. For instance,
Workpoint Entertainment page would have a live simulcast of the Election Debate 2019
on February 22, 2019 at 6:20 PM. This is aired simultaneously with Workpoint News
website.
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Figure 5.12 Live Broadcast Format from Business Partners on WorkpointTV Official
Facebook Page Channel 23 during Regular Broadcast.
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019r)

Live broadcasts from business partners are contents shared from the
website of the partners so that audiences can join the game in real time such as Confetti
Thailand, which is regularly broadcasted Monday to Sunday at 7:00 PM.

Figure 5.13 Live Broadcast Format with Information Links and Re-runs.
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019ah)
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In addition to live broadcasts presenting game shows, reality shows,
variety shows, and singing contests on the Workpoint Entertainment Facebook page,
there are live simulcast from WorkpointTV that provides links to more content on
Youtube to view re-runs.
Patchara Opassereepadung (personal communication September 27,
2019) explained that posting content in the form of Live of Facebook Live on
Workpoint Entertainment is a continuous process. After the Live, the team would leave
the post so that viewers can watch re-runs. However, later due to the deal with Facebook
in regards to promoting clips for more engagement, the team would delete the Live file
after the broadcast. The video file from the television broadcast would be posted
replacing the Live file. Viewers could still come back to view the re-run files as usual.
Workpoint Entertainment Facebook page has restrictions regarding Live
Streaming from Facebook policies, which is the same case with ThairathTV. The policy
does not allow inclusion of advertising presented during the commercial breaks. The
Digital Marketing Team from Workpoint Entertainment (Plc.) in charge of Workpoint
Entertainmnent page created continuous content during the commercial break instead.
“In the past Live programs on Workpoint Entertainment page, had to cut all
advertising. Thus, audiences would only see a still image of the logo. Later, The Mask
Singer program thought of a gimmick to keep the views during the commercial break,
while waiting for content. Then content from Super 10 such as kids showing their
football skills, were edited to fit the breaks. However, the content was irrelevant and
confused audiences. Thus, the team decided to think of a new program content like the
way commentators would chat during the break in a football match. In the content the
emcees would discuss about the competition between the masked singers and read the
comment from the people watching. Also, this content could be used to gain additional
income from sponsors.” (Patchara Opassereepadung, personal communication,
September 27, 2019)
There are 67 clips posted on the Workpoint Entertainment Facebook
page (34.18%), which can be categorized in two types namely clip and clip with text to
provide information.
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Figure 5.14 Posts in the Clip Format on the WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page
during Regular Broadcast.
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019as)

Clips posted on the Workpoint Entertainment Facebook page is in the
form of clips that show the station identity that presents the image of WorkpointTV.

Figure 5.15 Posts in the Clip with Text Format on the WorkpointTV Official Facebook
Page during Regular Broadcast.
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019z); Workpoint Entertainment (2019c);
Workpoint Entertainment (2019at); Workpoint Entertainment (2019y)
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Clip with text format presents details about the content, which might be
a summary, date of broadcast, hashtag about the topic, program name, or name of
station. For instance, the clips posted are clips from 3 sources. The first is a video file
edited from the program that was broadcasted. For example, the post on February 22,
2019 at 6:00 PM is about the Friday Movie, which is Urban Legend, which was
broadcasted on WorkpointTV on the same day at 9:00 PM. The post on February 24,
2019 at 1:00 PM, the clip presented information about Mask Line Thai to promote
audiences to watch the live program on the following Thursday. The second is the file
that is video edited from the online platform. For instance, the clip posted on February
24, 2019 at 2:58 PM is information about Football Guru that is presented on the online
platform of Workpoint in order to entice people to watch the program. The third type
is the advertising spot from clients that have purchased the media time with the
company. For instance, the post on February 24, 2019 at 11:00 AM presented the clip
advertising Malee Flo with text explaining the benefits of fruit juices and promotional
information.
There were 66 clips with text posted (33.67%) of all posts on Workpoint
Entertainment Facebook page during regular broadcast.
There are 53 posts (27.04%) in the format of pictures related to
television programming, from the program, station public relations, product
advertising, and online media.
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Figure 5.16 Posts in the Picture Format on the WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page
during Regular Broadcast.
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019bi); Workpoint Entertainment (2019h);
Workpoint Entertainment (2019e); Workpoint Entertainment (2019az); Workpoint
Entertainment (2019ax)
There are four types of content posted in the form of pictures. The first
is about the television station. The second is about the television program. The third is
product and service advertising. The fourth is about online content.
Posts in the form of pictures about the television station provide public
relations information about the station such as the programming schedule of
WorkpointTV.
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Posts in the form of pictures about the television station are still images
from the program, posters, and banners. This also includes public relations content
about the program such as costume fitting of actors to provinde information about the
television program. For instance, the post on March 2, 2019 at 11:00 AM on the
WorkpointTV official Facebook page is about the series titled, Bangkok Forgot to Tell
Mom. This is a photo set including the poster and the portrait of the actors with text
inviting audiences to watch the program at 1:30 PM.
Posts from product and service advertising usually includes still images
of the product from the manufacturers and distributors, who paid for the advertising.
For instance, the WorkpointTV official Facebook page posted the photo set of Samsung
Galaxy S10 with text providing information about the product on February 22, 2019 at
8:00 PM.
Posting images about online content can be categorized in two groups.
The first are images created to present the desired content such as inspirational quotes
from Monday to Friday at 9:00 AM. Humorous online content are posted at 1:00 PM
from Monday to Friday. In addition, pictures are taken from online media such as on
March 2, 2019 at 2:32 PM photos of the girl group from the Facebook page, Girl Group
Rap Star were posted.
Pattranit Chaisuwankeeree (personal communication September 27,
2019), Assistant Vice President - Digital Marketing, Workpoint Entertainment (Plc.) in
charge of the company’s social media, explained the selection of still images that are
produced by the production team with the goal to capture the audiences’ interest trend.
“Inspirational quotes are made in relaxing tones with texts that provide
inspiration. For instance, let’s say on the day of the lottery, there might be footage about
it. We would take that content and add text to suit the situation. There is no fixed way
of presentation because it depends on the content.” (Pattranit Chaisuwankeeree,
personal communication, September 27, 2019)
5.2.3.2 Posting Content on the WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page
based on Presentation Format during Election.
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Table 5.6 Number of Posts based on Presentation Categorization on Social Media
from the Workpoint TV Official Facebook Page during the Election.
Presentation Categorization

Number of Posts

Percentage

Picture

53

41.09

Clip

39

30.23

Live

35

27.13

Text

2

1.55

Gif

0

0.00

129

100.000

Total

During regular broadcast, most of the posts on the Official
WorkpointTV are pictures (53 posts), which are 41.09%. This is followed by 39 posts,
which are video clips (30.23%). There are 35 live posts, which are 27.13% and 2 posts,
which are texts (1.55%) respectively.

Figure 5.17 Posts in the Picture Format on the WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page
Channel 23 during Election.
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019bj); Workpoint Entertainment (2019bb);
Workpoint Entertainment (2019am); Workpoint Entertainment (2019a); Workpoint
Entertainment (2019ay)
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Posts in the form of pictures during the election are the same as during
regular period. Images are drawn from content related to the program, station public
relations, product and service advertising, and online content. It is found that during
election the pictures are taken from the online platform, Workpoint News. These
images are mostly about the election, which are 41 posts from 55 posts or 74.55%.

Figure 5.18 Posts in the Form of Clips on Workpoint Official Facebook Page during
Election.
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019bf); Workpoint Entertainment (2019i);
Workpoint Entertainment (2019d)
Video clips posted during the election are the same as during the regular
broadcasts. There are files from 3 sources, which are edited from the television
program, online platform, and advertising spot from the clients, who bought media
space.
The video file that is edited from the online platform during the election
included the video of news about the election from the Workpoint News on Facebook
page and the website.
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Figure 5.19 Posts in the form of Live on the Workpoint Official Facebook Page during
Election.
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019an); Workpoint Entertainment (2019af);
Workpoint Entertainment (2019al); Workpoint Entertainment (2019am); Workpoint
Entertainment (2019s)
Figure 5.18 Posts in form of Live on Workpoint Official Facebook Page
during Election https://www.facebook.com/workpoint/?epa=SEARCH_BOX Live on
the Workpoint Entertainment Facebook page during the election is the same as regular
broadcast period. There are three formats of broadcast. The first is the live broadcast
from WorkpointTV such as game show, variety show, singing contest, and sports. The
second is the broadcast from the Facebook page or Workpoint News website that
present regular programming. This includes Workpoint News, Entertainment News,
Dedicated News, and special election news such as “Election Battle 2019”. Third is the
live broadcast from the website of business partners such as Confetti Thailand.
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Live posts present entertainment content from WorkpointTV on the
Workpoint Entertainment page with links to the program on Youtube for watching the
re-runs.
There are 2 posts in the form of texts during the election, which are about
politics.

Figure 5.20 Posts in the Form of Text on the WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page
during Election.
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019av); Workpoint Entertainment (2019t)
There are 2 text posts on the Workpoint Entertainment Facebook page.
One is the news about His Majesty King Rama X ordering the Secretariate of the Royal
Household to present the quotes from His Majesty King Rama IX, posted on March 23,
2019. This is one day before the election. The second is the post about the Democrat
Party being affected by new political parties after midnight of the Election Day.
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Analysis of the content based on the presentation format on Workpoint
TV during the election revealed that the social media team of the company presents
content in the same way as ThairathTV Facebook page.

Figure 5.21 Election News Posts on the WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page during
Election.
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019bc); Workpoint Entertainment (2019m)
The social media team of Workpoint and ThairathTV focuses on the
importance and speed in reporting about the election. Thus, the social media team uses
the strategy to present the content about the election in the form of still images of the
situation on Facebook before posting the video clip of the same situation later. The
production of still images is easier and less time consuming than video content. For
example, Workpoint News presented news about Prime Minister Prayuth Chanocha
going to the polls on March 24, 2019 at 8:20 AM. The reporter and photographer sent
the content to the central unit. The social media would choose the still image before the
video clip. The picture was posted on the Workpoint News Facebook page at 8:55 AM.
and the video that edited the footage and sound was posted at 9:55 AM. The Workpoint
Entertainment posted the still image at 9:18 AM and shared the video clip at 9:55 AM.
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5.2.4

Presentation of Content Based on On-Air Broadcast and Timeline

Table 5.7 Number of Posts based On-air Broadcast and Timeline on Social Media
from the Workpoint TV Official Facebook Page during the Election.
Type

Before

Broadcast

Broadcast
Regular Period

Election Period

After

Online

Total

Broadcast

38

70

39

49

196

(19.39)

(35.71)

(19.90)

(25.00)

(100)

17

36

56

20

129

(13.18)

(27.91)

(43.41)

(15.50)

(100)

Posting on social media, WorkpointTV Official Facebook page or
Workpoint Entertainment based on the on-air broadcast and timeline during regular
broadcast. Most of the posts (70 posts) are made during the program, which is 35.71%.
This is followed by content that is not aired, content after broadcast, and content before
broadcast respectively. During election it is found that most of the posts (56 posts),
which is 43.41%. This is followed by during the broadcast, not aired, and before
broadcast, accordingly.
Posts on the Workpoint Entertainment Facebook page during the live
broadcasts. There are two types based on the program content, which are news and
entertainment.
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Figure 5.22 Posts of News Content During Broadcast on the WorkpointTV Official
Facebook Page.
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019ak)
Posting news content during broadcasts on WorkpointTV by sharing
live signal from the Workpoint News platform. This is a live simulcast on
WorkpointTV and the two Facebook pages.
Pattranit Chaisuwankeeree (personal communication September 27,
2019) explained that posts on Workpoint Entertainment from WorkpointTV in the form
of live from the morning, noon, and evening. This is based on the television
programming schedule. The entertainment content is created by the social media team
with emphasis on live programs during the primetime, in the programming schedule at
6:22 PM.
Patchara Opassereepadung (personal communication September 27,
2019) explained that entertainment content in the form of Live on the Facebook page is
chosen from all of the programs for broadcast. In terms of the re-runs during noon and
late-night from Monday to Friday. The content from the morning and late-night of
weekends (Saturday and Sunday) would not be posted live on the Workpoint
Entertainment Facebook page.
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Figure 5.23 Posts of Entertainment Content During Broadcast on the WorkpointTV
Official Facebook Page.
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019ah); Workpoint Entertainment (2019bm);
Workpoint Entertainment (2019ad); Workpoint Entertainment (2019bn)
Entertainment content from game show, quiz show, variety show, and
series are posted during the broadcast on WorkpointTV. These contents are in the form
of Live simulcast with the television station. For instance, Workpoint Entertainment
Facebook page would broadcast live entertainment from 2 programs, which are
Thunder Quiz on Monday February 18, 2019 at 7:16 PM and Bangkok Forgot to Tell
Mom on Saturday March 2, 2019 at 1:34 PM. This is at the same time as the broadcast
on WorkpointTV in the programming schedule, which are Thunder Quiz broadcasting
every Monday to Friday at 7:20 PM and Bangkok Forgot to Tell Mom broadcasting
every Saturday at 1:30 PM until 2:40 PM.
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There are 39 posts (19.90%) on the WorkpointTV Official Facebook
page or the Workpoint Entertainment page after the broadcast on television station.
During election there are 56 posts or 43.41%.

Figure 5.24 Posts After Broadcast on the WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page.
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019k); Workpoint Entertainment (2019l);
Workpoint Entertainment (2019au)
Entertainment content and news post on the Workpoint Entertainment
after the television broadcast during the election increased from regular broadcast
period.
Analysis of the content on the Workpoint Entertainment page during the
election presents entertainment content regularly in the same manner as during regular
broadcast period. On the other hand, the news posts increased. There are 63 posts,
which is 48.84% of all the posts during the election. This is an increase from 36 posts,
which is 18.37% of all posts during regular period. During the regular period, the
analysis revealed that the news posts in the form of live on the Workpoint News
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Facebook page such as Workpoint News, Entertainment News, and Dedicated News.
During the election, the Workpoint Entertainment posts news by sharing the live
broadcast from Workpoint News as usual. There are additional posts about political
news about the movement in the election based on the topics of interest. Thus, there are
more posts after the broadcast resulting in a significant increase in the number of
contents.

Figure 5.25 Posts Before the Broadcast on WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page.
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019h); Workpoint Entertainment (2019bn);
Workpoint Entertainment (2019bo); Workpoint Entertainment (2019l)
There are 38 posts on Workpoint Entertainment before the broadcast on
television program, which is 19.39%. During the election there are 17 posts or 13.18%,
which include the public relations content for audiences to know and follow programs
on all Workpoint platforms including television station, Facebook, and Youtube.
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There are 49 posts that are not related to the timing of the television
program broadcast on the Workpoint Entertainment page, which is 25%. There are 20
posts (15.50%) during the election.

Figure 5.26 Posts not Related to the Timing of Television Broadcast on the
WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page.
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019as); Workpoint Entertainment (2019r);
Workpoint Entertainment (2019b); Workpoint Entertainment (2019bn); Workpoint
Entertainment (2019ba)
Posts on the Workpoint Entertainment page that is not dependent on the
time of broadcast on television reveal four contents. The first is online game, Confetti
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Thailand, which is a collaboration between Workpoint and business parners. The
second are product and service advertising, for which media space has been purchased.
The third is station public relations featuring station identity and program scheduling.
The fourth is new content such as humor and inspirational quotes.

5.2.5

Workpoint TV Content Strategy on Social Media

The researcher analyzed the content on the WorkpointTV official Facebook page
during regular broadcast and special broadcast. The findings show that the social media
tean choose content from 4 sources. The first is from the television station such as
programming and marketing activities. The second is from website and application such
as Workpoint News website and Facebook page. The third is content created by the
social media team that is original. The fourth is content from the sponsors, who
purchased the media space online. These contents can be presented in many ways as
discussed in the following section.

Source of Information
- TV
- Website & Application
- Produced by the Social
Media Team
- Sponsor

Presentation Format
- Picture

- Live

- Video Clip - Text
- Link

Official Facebook
Page

- Share

- Hashtag

Figure 5.27 Presentation of Content on the WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page.
The presentation of content in the form of pictures is attractive and provides
initial information. The social media team chooses to present information in two ways.
The first is information from entertainment programs, content created by the social
media team, and sponsors content in order to provide information to the user. This
would reiterate information leading to recall of the program, station activities, and
advertised product. The second type would be information from current events from
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sharing images and content from the Workpoint News website and Facebook page,
without producing anything new.
The social media team would take content for the presentation in the form of
video clips from 3 sources. The first source is entertainment television program content
that is edited for the desired issue. It is a reduction or modification of the content from
related sources to present a single clip for the user to watch later. This also helps to
promote the next episode of the program. The second source is video clips about news
or current events that have been shared from the Workpoint website and Facebook. The
third source is content from the sponsors, who purchased media space. These contents
would be posted on the WorkpointTV official Facebook page based on the predetermined schedule.
The presentation of content in the form of live performs 2 functions. The first is
being the second screen for audiences to get involved with the program. The primetime
programs and news are selected for live simulcast. The second function is providing the
choice to present important content in place of the television station such as the
broadcast of sporting events or activities conducted.
The presentation of content in the form text on the WorkpointTV official
Facebook page utilizes text to provide more detailed information to the picture and
video clip.
Live presents information in 2 types. The first is important information about
the situation, which is supplementary information to news. The second is
summarization for the picture, video clip, or live. This includes the name of the
program, concept, highlight, and date and time of broadcast.
Presentation in the form of links that provide additional detail to the picture and
video clip. This would entice the users to follow the content to the source that the social
media team shared. For instance, information from the Workpoint news website or
Facebook page. This could also be the destination that the social media team has created
such as Youtube, which is considered attractive to the user, who would be enticed to
access the social media ecology of Workpoint broader information and longer period
of time.
Presentation of content through sharing is very important to the social media
team, who chooses to present news on the WorkpointTV official Facebook page. They
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choose to share all formats such as picture, video clip, live, and text. This connects to
the media ecology, which is a division of task based on the business unit.
Presentation of content in the form of hashtag by primarily adding the # station
name and program name. This would help in the effective search and access to the
content.

5.3 Presentation of Other Online Content on WorkpointTV.
WorkpointTV uses the same online media as ThairathTV. The online platforms
of WorkpointTV include WorkpointTV website or https://www.workpointtv.com/. In
addition, it includes other social media such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Youtube,
and Line Official. Each of the platforms have different content.
“When we disseminate content, we do not use the same content in every
channel. This is because audiences in each social media differ based on the character
of the users. We need to create content that answers the need of the users in each
platform.” (Pattranit Chaisuwankeeree, personal communication, September 27, 2019)
“When we post content, we do not use the same thing on all channels. This is
because each social media platform is different based on the audience behavior. It is
critical to create content that suits the needs of the users and the platform.” (Pattranit
Chaisuwankeeree, personal communication, September 27, 2019)
The Workpoint social media team has the objective in using social media as the
channel to better reach a broader audience. This is because audiences spent their time
in daily life outdoors and on social media, which could reach users anytime and
anyplace. Live streaming or live simulcast on social media from content broadcasted
on the television station. In addition, social media is used for station public relations.
This usually is in the form of teaser ads that promote the program prior to broadcast.
Also, some are highlights of program content that have been edited for dissemination
after the broadcast for viewers to watch.
The presentation of content on Workpoint social media can be categorized in 3
parts. The first is content from television programs on Workpoint TV. The second is
content from the Workpoint News or https://workpointnews.com/. The third is social
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media content that is produced and created in cooperation with business partners for
suitable presentation on various social media and platforms.
Content from the television programs in the form of video clips are originally
from television broadcasts. The social media team would edit the content to create new
content that is different based characteristics of the social media platform.
“The station starts broadcasting at 5:00 AM. Our Facebook page would post
Live news programming schedule in the morning, noon, and evening. For programming
content, we focus on the primetime during the evening from 6:00 PM.” (Pattranit
Chaisuwankeeree, personal communication, September 27, 2019)
The content on the Workpoint News website includes news in the form of
pictures/images, text, and video clips. The Workpoint social media team presents
content through sharing the posts. This would enable audiences to follow the link to the
Workpoint News website directly.
Workpoint has a policy to use social media as the channel for creating another
source of income. Thus, for the content on social media, Workpoint has advertising on
social media that does not appear on the television broadcasts. Consequently, sponsors
can purchase advertising specifically for social media.

5.3.1

Workpoint Entertainment Website

Workpoint has 3 websites that present different content, which are Workpoint
Entertainment (Plc.) website, Workpoint News, and WorkpointTV.
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Figure 5.28 Workpoint Entertainment (Plc.) (Workpoint Entertainment Public
Company Limited).
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019bs)

Workpoint Entertainment Public Company (Plc.) (Workpoint Entertainment
Public Company Limited) is the organization website that provides organization
information such as the history, vision, mission, organization structure, awards, and
success as well as financial information and public relations.

Figure 5.29 Workpoint News Website
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019u)
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Workpoint News website is operated by Workpoint News or the editorial team
that presents all types of news including politics, economics, education, foreign news,
environment, business, technology, beauty, physical and mental health, infographics,
and news scoop.

Figure 5.30 Workpoint TV Website
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019bt)

type includes daily and monthly programming scdule. The fourth category are
related to celebrities such as emcee, actors/actress, and singers in Workpoint for
instance Sam Cha Gang, Jui Worathaya, and Bai Fern Golden Microphone. The fifth
category would be music videos of singers in ARWP, Musics Do a Dot, and Yung Khao
Records. The sixth would be public relations content about Workpoint programs and
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activities such as concerts and fairs. The seventh would be Workpoint News that is
linked to the Workpoint News website.

5.3.2

Youtube

The Youtube channel, Workpointofficial, is the online platform that archives all
of the Workpoint TV video clips. It serves as the storage for search and retrieval of
content that could be watched at any time. There are 26.1 million followers with 38,000
clips that were viewed 21.96 times. This is data retrieved on November 1, 2019.

Figure 5.31 WorkpointOfficial Youtube
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019bw)

The WorkpointOfficial Youtube channel has two roles. The first is the video
storage of programs that have been broadcasted on the television station in the form of
video on demand. It can be categorized as ghost, culture, humor, and music content.
People are interested to search the topic or name of the program to watch the content
after broadcast. The second role is to broadcast Live television programs in the form of
live simulcast from Workpoint TV.
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The WorkpointOfficial Youtube channel is organized by category, which are
ghost, culture, humor, and music programs. There is the creation of playlists. For
instance, there is a play list for Ching Roi Ching Lan and Ghost Challenge for audience
convenience in viewing the content.
Pattranit Chaisuwankeeree (personal communication September 27, 2019)
explained that live on Youtube platform is a choice to live only the news program aired
during the day and the entertainment content during primetime. After the live broadcast
ends, the clip of the program in the form of full content and edited parts would be
uploaded for audiences to watch.

Figure 5.32 Playlist of Programs that have Innovative Formats on WorkpointOfficial
Youtube Channel.
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019bd)

The Workpoint social media tea used live videos of television programs that have
been broadcasted on television. This content would be edited for innovative
presentation such as highlights and clip collages. For instance, there would be collages
of clips from Golden Stage, Best Clips of the Month, Behind the Six Scenes Humor.

5.3.3

Twitter

Twitter account Workpoint Press 23 presents content that are images and short
clips that have been edited from television programs. There are two types of posts,
which are created by the producers and retweeted from audiences, who are watching
the program. Each post would include texts that provide information and hashtags that
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linke to other platforms that present the information such as Workpoint News website.
This would enable audiences to remain in the Workpoint media ecology.
“There are less users on Twitter than on Facebook or Youtube. We would post
teaser content on Twitter to promote programs and real time highlights. The emphasis
is on main programs that are broadcasted on primetime. For instance, during the breaks
the edited content is posted. This is because users on Twitter emphasize speed and real
time. Therefore, we would focus on content in real time. Once the content is aired on
television it is posted on Twitter right away. In the case of The Mask Singer, the
moment the mast is removed, we would post right away on Twitter revealing the name
of the singer.” (Pattranit Chaisuwankeeree, personal communication, September 27,
2019)

Figure 5.33 Twitter Workpoint Press 23.
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019bp)

WorkpointTV Twitter account is the platform that has youth users, which is
different from the core audience of WorkpointTV as explained by Patchara
Opassereepadung (personal communication September 27, 2019). The target audience
of WorkpointTV are those aged over 35 years. However, online media users are aged
between 18 – 35. In particular the Twitter users are teenagers. Thus, the Workpoint
social media team would choose the appropriate program content for this group to be
presented on Twitter.
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Analysis of content that is posted and retweeted on Twitter on the Workpoint
Press 23 account, during the period of of study revealed 40 posts. This includes content
that are aired during primetime (38 posts) from programs such as The Rapper, I Can
See Your Voice, The Mask Singer, and Hoh Family. There are two posts from news.
The content is Happy News about Golf Fucking Hero’s daughter winning Best
Influencer, Parenting & Kids Category from Thailand Zocial Awards 2019. Analysis
shows that all of the content is appropriate for teenagers, who are Twitter users.
During the election there were 16 posts and retweets. This can be categorized as
election news content (6 posts) and The Rapper program (10 posts).

Figure 5.34 Posts from Program I Can See Your Voice on Workpoint TV Twitter and
Facebook.
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019j); Workpoint Entertainment (2019ar);
Workpoint Entertainment (2019ab)
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Posts on Workpoint Press 23 Twitter account during the period of study are taken
from television programming similar to Workpoint Entertainment Facebook page.
However, the posts on Twitter would be in the form of many edited short clips that are
1 – 4 minutes long. The emphasis is on entertainment programs on primetime. On
March 24, 2019, the Workpoint social media team posted content from I Can See Your
Voice that was broadcasted at 8:15 PM on Twitter.

Figure 5.35 Twitter Posts on Workpoint Press 23 from Content on Workpoint Press 23.
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019ac)

During the election, the social media team posted content on Twitter on the
Workpoint Press 23. This includes data and statistics about the election from Workpoint
News website.
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5.3.4

Instagram

Instagram is another platform used by the social media team to post program
teasers to promote programs, post program highlights, and advertising.

Figure 5.36 Workpoint Instagram Account.
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019aa)

During the period of study, the researcher analyzed the Workpoint Instagram
account. On Februayr 25, 2019, the account had 836,000 followers and posted 7,182
images and video clips.
Workpoint used Instagram to present entertainment content more than news. This
is based on the interest of Instagram users, who are more into teenage entertainment
and lifestyle (Patchara Opassereepadung, personal communication, September 27,
2019).
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5.3.5

LINE Official Account

WorkpointTV LINE Official account is used to communicate with the target
audience. Images and texts about the program content and station marketing activities.

Figure 5.37 LINE Official Account Workpoint TV.
WorkpointTV LINE Official Account presents images and content from
WorkpointTV and Workpoint News website. During the period of study, there are a
total of 22 posts that can be categorized as regular period (12 posts) and during election
(10 posts)
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Content during the regular period there are 3 news posts and entertainment 9
posts. During the election there are 8 posts about news and the election and station
public relations (1 post), and activities public relations (1 post).

Figure 5.38 Content on the LINE Official Account WorkpointTV during Regular
Broadcasts on Workpoint News Website.
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019bq)

Text content posted on the WorkpointTV LINE Official account would include
links to the Workpoint News website so audiences can access the original content. The
users can follow up on the content of their interest. On Friday February 24, 2019, there
were 4 news contents with links to the source. The news is about people of Lampang
on earthquake alert late in the night. The LINE Official account includes a link to the
news story on Workpoint News website.
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Figure 5.39 Content on the WorkpointTV LINE Official Account during the Election
Link to Workpoint News website
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019br)

The picture/image and text contents are examples of the presentation on the
WorkpointTV LINE Official account during the election. The content is about the
results of the Election 2019. The content is linked to the application that is reported in
real time on Workpoint News website.
Presentation of content in LINE promotes programs and news, which is from
Workpoint News website accessed through the link provided. The users can follow up
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on the detail on the website. In terms of the public relations of programs aired on
Workpoint TV, the content would be posted on the day of the broadcast. In addition,
there would be public relations content about Workpoint activities.

5.3.6

Workpoint TV Social Media Strategy

The researcher analyzed social media content on all platforms owned by
WorkpointTV during regular broadcast and election, which is a special period. It is
found that the social media team presents entertainment as the main content based on
the positioning of the organization. The presentation of news and current affairs during
the election is based on the interest of the audiences in order to reach viewers with
relevant content on all platforms. It becomes a channel of choice to promote programs
and the station. In addition, it becomes a new source of income by attracting direct
sponsors.
The social media team chooses to use social media based on the distinctive
characteristic of each platfor, with importance given to the official Facebook page. It is
useful in expanding the reach to the audience and gaining income for the organization.
The content would be categorized as entertainment and news respectives. On
Workpoint Entertainment Facebook page and Workpoint News Faceboo page, all of
the content would be posted. The audiences are the same as those watching programs
on television. Twitter and Instagram are two platforms that have less users. This is
because the main users of these platforms are teenagers. Workpoint has not yet been
successful in producing content for this group. The social media team uses Twittter as
a tool to present pictures and video clips about television programs that have to be done
in a timely manner during the broadcast. It can also provide information from other
organizations through retweets on Twitter immediately. Thus, it is a channel that
provides short content that are interesting. In addition, it is a tool to promote
programming schedules and the organization. Instagram is the tool to present pictues to
promote and advertise sponsors’ productions. The objective is similar to the content on
LINE Official platform that also presents picture and text to promote programs, the
station, and activities to the audiences. It is also a platform that connects audiences to
other channels. It is one of the main channels in the Workpoint media ecology.
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Therefore, social media team should recommend the WorkpointTV station’s
production team to create more content targeted towards teenages. In addition, these
contents should be created for presentation on Workpoint social media to expand the
audience base to teenagers as a potential main target in the future.
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CHAPTER 6

FINDINGS: AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENT ON THE OFFICIAL
FACEBOOK PAGE (THAIRATHTV AND WORKPOINT TV)

Facebook page is one of the channels of online communications used by digital
television stations. They post and share content about their programs and stations. It is
also the space for facilitating communications between the station and its viewers and
among viewers themselves. It provides news and closeness to foster engagement with
the station and its programs. Digital television stations should give importance to social
media by creating a social media unit to disseminate program content to the general
public. This would make the program better known to a wider audience base. This
would create continuous engagement and relations with the television programs. In
addition, it also provides opportunity for additional income for the station.
The digital television station social media team has to plan and disseminate
content on Facebook and other social media to generate audience interest. This also
creates engagement through views, use of emoticons, comment, and shares.
The study titled, “Social TV: Communication from Television to Facebook (Workpoint
TV and Thairath TV)”, is designed to examine all of the activities designed to attract
audiences in order to create engagement on the official Facebook page. The indicators
selected to use in statistical analysis of the movement on the Facebook page include the
numbers of emoticons, comments, shares, and views to each post. Furthermore,
examination of post access and type of posts would be used to explain the success of
particular content. The results would be used to set the strategy for creating posts and
content formats for presentation on the official Facebook page for more effective
communications targeted to the audiences.
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6.1 Audience Engagement on ThairathTV Official Facebook Page
The study of audience engagement on the digital television station’s official
Facebook page, is divided into two-time frames as explained in the methodology in
Chapter 3, which are regular broadcast and special period, during the election.
The researcher collected data from the posts on the official Facebook page
through the observation count monitor. The content would be analyzed two days after
the post is made by the social media team on the official Facebook page in order to
allow audience engagement with each of the posts.

6.1.1

Audience Engagement on the ThairathTV Official Facebook Page
during Regular Broadcast

ThairathTV Official Facebook Page had a total of 256 posts during regular
broadcasts. The engagement would be discussed in the following section.
Table 6.1 Engagement Statistics on Online Social Media, ThairathTV Official
Facebook Page during Regular Broadcast.
Type of Engagement
View
Emoticon
Comment
Share

Mean
104,738.59
1,125.95
133.03
128.73

Standard of Deviation
(SD)
155,632.84
1,893.95
351.73
389.03

During regular broadcasts, ThairathTV official Facebook page creates
engagement, which are ranked from most to least namely view, emoticon, comment,
and share.
Reading and viewing content has a mean of 104,738.59 with standard deviation
of 155,632.84. The use of emoticon has a mean of 1,125.95 with standard deviation of
1,893.95. Making comments has a mean of 133.03 with standard deviation of 351.73
and sharing has a mean of 128.73 with standard deviation of 389.03.
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6.1.1.1 Audience of engagement through reading and viewing content
on the ThairathTV Facebook official page during regular broadcast
The researcher examined audience engagement on the ThairathTV
official Facebook page during the regular broadcast through reading and viewing
content.

1) Presentation Format
Table 6.2 Reading and Viewing Statistics through Presentation on Online Social
Media, ThairathTV Official Facebook Page during Regular Broadcast.
Presentation Format
Clip
Live
Share
Picture
Gif
Text

Mean
141,953.82
74,861.54
4,333.33
753.66
334.75
0.00

Standard of Deviation
(SD)
168,943.18
127,100.33
7,505.55
3,195.94
31.19
0.00

Users of the ThairathTV official Facebook page during regular
broadcast has engagement through reading and viewing of content from most to least,
which are clip, live, share, picture, gif, and text.
View of clip has mean of 141,953.82 with standard deviation of
168,943.18. View of live has mean of 74,861.54 with standard deviation of 127,100.33.
View of shared content has mean of 4,333.33 with standard deviation of 7,505.55. View
of picture/image has mean of 753.66 with standard deviation of 3,195.94. View of gif
format has mean of 334.75 with standard deviation of 31.19. There is no view of text
content.
The researcher analyzed the audience engagement statistics on
ThairathTV official Facebook page in comparison with posts from the social media
team presented in Chapter 4. The ThairathTV official Facebook page during regular
broadcast used content from television programs, which were in the form of clip and
live the most. Thus, it is also found that the engagement in terms of read and view was
observed most in the clip and live content as well.
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Figure 6.1 Presentation Format on ThairathTV Official Facebook Page during Regular
Broadcast that has the Most Read and View.
Source: ThairathTV (2019ao); ThairathTV (2019bi)
Presentation of content in the form of clips on the ThairathTV official
Facebook page during regular broadcast is analyzed in terms of the most read and view.
The most popular content is the clip from Weekend Morning News on February 24,
2019 at 11:35AM, which was edited from the entertainment news about the wedding of
Pop Pongkul, who is highly popular. There were 950,000 views. This is followed by
crime news from the same program on the same day. The clip about the man, who ran
his car into the furniture store, posted on 1:45PM with 900,000 views.
Vorapa Harusadangkul (personal communication August 27, 2019)
explained there is a relationship between the post and engagement statistics through
read and view on clip content the most. The choice to present content on the ThairathTV
official Facebook page in the video or moving image format is made by the social media
team, who need to edit the size, form, and graphics. This includes reduction or editing
of content to make it suitable for social media for ease of viewing. It should also suit
the limited time that viewers have. Thus, it would lead to the best engagement
experience for audiences.
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2) Program Genre
Table 6.3 Reading and Viewing Statistics based on Program Genre on Online Social
Media, ThairathTV Official Facebook Page during Regular Broadcast.
Program Genre
News
Talkshow
Documentaries
Drama
Game Show/Contest
Sports
Station Public Relations

Mean
133,683.79
83,542.05
68,625.00
41,000.00
39,197.27
5,780.00
4,250.00

Standard Deviation
(SD)
171,815.00
139,142.12
70,362.20
0.00
44,980.04
5,692.26
12,020.82

Users of the ThairathTV official Facebook page during regular
broadcast through read and view of various type of contents from most to least, which
are news, talk show, documentaries, series, game show/content, sports, and station
public relations.
Read and view of news content has mean of 133,683.79 with standard
deviation of 171,815.00. Read and view of talk show content has mean of 83,542.05
with standard deviation of 139,142.12. Read and view of documentaries content has
mean of 68,625.00 with standard deviation of 70,362.20. Read and view of series has
mean of 41,000.00 with standard deviation of 0. Read and view of game show has mean
of 39,197.27 with standard deviation of 44,980.04. Read and view of sports content has
mean of 5,780.00 with standard deviation of 5,692.26. Read and view of station public
relations has mean of 4,250.00 with standard deviation of 12,020.82.
Analysis of the audience engagement statistics on the ThairathTV
official Facebook page, was compared with statistics of the posts made by the social
media team presented in Chapter 4. It is found that the results are congruent. The news
and talk show content are the two most popular posts made by the social media team in
terms of read and view engagement respectively. Other program content exhibiting high
engagement statistics is game show/contest, which is ranked third in posts but ranks
five in engagement. Documentaries on the other hand is ranked fifth in posts but ranks
third in engagement. Station public relations is the in the sixth rank for posts but is
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seventh rank in engagement. The scoop content is in the seventh rank in posts but is the
last in terms of engagement. Series is ranked eighth in posts but is ranked fourth in
engagement.
In addition, it is found that post statistics categorized based on program
type and engagement on the ThairathTV official Facebook page is in line with the
programming schedule in the months of February and March, 2019. The emphasis is
on news and talk show during weekdays (15 hours) and weekends (7 hours 5 minutes)
per day.
3) Program Content
Table 6.4 Reading and Viewing Statistics based on Content on Online Social Media,
ThairathTV Official Facebook Page during Regular Broadcast.
Content Type

Mean

Standard of Deviation

(SD)
Current Affairs
Politics
Social
Music
Travel
Family
Food
Ghost/Beliefs
Games
Station Public Relations
Sport

139,117.93
84,986.16
99,000.00
63,666.67
38,857.14
36,666.67
23,000.00
18,600.00
18,021.25
10,410.00
7,061.54

173,886.92
142,413.66
96,076.36
60,335.17
34,031.50
47,258.16
0.00
24,607.32
31,143.91
24,845.14
9718.76

The users of ThairathTV official Facebook page during regular
broadcast engage through read and view with various types of content from most to
least. This include current affairs, politics, society, music, travel, family, food, ghost,
game, station public relations, and sports.
Read and view of current affairs content has mean of 139,117.93 with
standard deviation of 173,886.92. Read and view of political content has mean of
84,986.16 with standard deviation of 142,413.66. Read and view of society content has
mean of 99,000 with standard deviation of 96,076.36. Read and view of music content
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has mean of 63,666.67 with standard deviation of 60,335.17. Read and view of travel
content has mean of 38,857.14 with standard deviation of 34,031.50. Read and view of
family content has mean of 36,666.67 with standard deviation of 47,258.16. Read and
view of food content has mean of 23,000 with standard deviation of 0. Read and view
of ghost content has mean of 18,600 with standard deviation of 24,607.32. Read and
view of game content has mean of 18,021.25 with standard deviation of 31,143.91.
Read and view of station public relations has mean 10,410.00 with standard deviation
of 24,845.14. Read and view of sports content has mean of 7061.54 with standard
deviation of 9718.76.
Analysis of content of ThairathTV based on the read and view statistics
revealed the top three content during regular broadcast. The top-rated content in the
interest of people in society read and viewed most is about the wedding of Pop Pongkul
from the Weekend News. The clip was presented on February 24, 2019 at 11:35AM.
Other content of interest are 4 posts about crime news stories.
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Figure 6.2 Presentation of Content on ThairathTV Official Facebook Page during
Regular Broadcast that has the Most Read and View.
Source: ThairathTV (2019bi); ThairathTV (2019z); ThairathTV (2019h); ThairathTV
(2019aa)
There are four crime contents that rank in the top 5 read and views. The
news with the most number of read and views is the apology of the man who ran his
car into a furniture store. This clip was posted on February 24, 2019 at 1:45PM. There
were 900,000 views. The second popular clip is the news about the monk stabbing
people to death in the Phra That Phanom Temple. It was posted on February 18, 2019
at 10:49AM. The clip was viewed 840,000 times. The third clip is the news about the
driver of the MP canvasing truck that raped a young girl and threatened her. This was
shared from Thairath News Show on February 28, 2019 at 11:31AM. There were
690,000 views. The next news is about a motorcycle driver, who did not make it home
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because he got in an accident. This news was shared from Weekend News on February
24, 2019 at 12:20PM. There were 610,000 views.
The audience engagement statistics to the content on the ThairathTV
official Facebook page was comparised to the content posted by the social media team
as presented in Chapter 4. The findings revealed that social affairs news about politics
and strange social occurrences are popular. The top three ranks selected from social
media posts with the most read and view engagements. Sports content was the third
most popular post but had the least engagements.
From statistics on the posts and engagement of the ThairathTV official
Facebook page, the contents are congruent to the Thairath content strategy. Vorapa
Harusadangkul (personal communication August 27, 2019) explained that the Thairath
social media is platform to create image for the brand. It gives importance to the
presentation of news and current affairs reports that are of interest to the public.
6.1.1.2 Audience Engagement through the Use of Emoticons on the
ThairathTV Official Facebook Page during Regular Broadcast.
The researcher examined audience engagement on the ThairathTV
official Facebook page during regular broadcasts through the use of 6 types of
emoticons, which are Like, Angry, HaHa, Love, Sad, and Wow.
Table 6.5 Statistics of using Emoticons on Online Social Media, ThairathTV Official
Facebook Page.
Emotiocon
Like
Angry
HaHa
Love
Sad
Wow

Mean
975.84
55.85
33.56
27.42
22.32
9.53

Standard of Deviation
(SD)
1,629.02
208.57
85.60
119.45
60.16
19.04

Social media users on the ThairathTV official Facebook page during
regular broadcasts, engage through the use of emoticons on page posts. The emoticons
are presented from used most to least, which are Like, Angry, HaHa, Love, Sad, and
Wow.
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Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
975.84 Standard Deviation Equals 1,629.02 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the
form of Angry Mean Equals 55.85 Standard Deviation Equals 208.57 Emotional
Expression (emoticon) in the form of HaHa Mean Equals 33.56 Standard Deviation
Equals 85.60 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Love Mean Equals 55.85
Standard Deviation Equals 208.57 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of
Sad Mean Equals 22.32 Standard Deviation Equals 60.16 Emotional Expression
(emoticon) in the form of Wow Mean Equals 9.53 Standard Deviation Equals 19.04.

1) Presentation Format
Table 6.6 Statistics of Emotional Expression (emoticon) through the Presentation of
Content on the Social Media Channel ThairathTV Official Facebook Page
during Regular Period.
Presentation
Format
Picture Mean
Clip
Live
Text
Gif

SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD

All

Like

Love

Wow

HaHa

Sad

Angry

1,633.22
2,931.55
1,157.08
1,771.79
659.92
720.29
188.00
145.02
100.75
28.38

1,390.93
2,511.42
1,010.65
1,531.00
563.36
590.03
181.00
143.36
75.25
22.26

35.58
155.46
21.58
116.20
49.28
101.91
2.00
2.31
3.50
4.04

9.66
16.52
10.95
21.52
4.90
7.96
2.25
2.50
0.75
1.50

35.85
117.05
39.53
87.44
10.23
21.22
1.00
1.41
21.00
18.17

31.39
84.70
23.24
56.17
13.31
50.90
0.75
0.96
0
0

131.61
362.96
48.63
178.31
18.67
70.82
1.00
2.00
0.25
0.50

ThairathTV Official Facebook Page users during regular broadcasts,
interact through emoticons to present level of importance from highest to lowest, which
are picture/image, clip, live, text, and Gif.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of pictures
from most to least, which are Like, Angry, HaHa, Love, Sad, and Wow.
Emotional expression (emoticon) Like Mean Equals 1,390.93 Standard
Deviation Equals 2,511.42 Angry Mean Equals 131.61 Standard Deviation Equals
362.96 HaHa Mean Equals 35.85 Standard Deviation Equals 117.05 Love Mean Equals
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35.58 Standard Deviation Equals 155.46 Sad Mean Equals 31.39 Standard Deviation
Equals 84.70 Wow Mean Equals 9.66 Standard Deviation Equals 16.52
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of clips from
most to least, which are Like, Angry, HaHa, Sad, Love, and Wow.
Emotional expression (emoticon) Like Mean Equals 1,010.65 Standard
Deviation Equals 1,531.00 Angry Mean Equals 48.63 Standard Deviation Equals
178.31 HaHa Mean Equals 39.53 Standard Deviation Equals 87.44 Sad Mean Equals
23.24 Standard Deviation Equals 56.17
Love Mean Equals 21.58 Standard Deviation Equals 116.20 Wow Mean Equals 10.95
Standard Deviation Equals 21.52
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of Live
broadcasts from most to least, which are Like, Love, Angry, Sad, HaHa, and Wow.
Emotional expression (emoticon) Like Mean Equals 563.36 Standard
Deviation Equals 590.03 Love Mean Equals 49.28 Standard Deviation Equals 101.91
Angry Mean Equals 18.67 Standard Deviation Equals 70.82 Sad Mean Equals 13.31
Standard Deviation Equals 50.90 HaHa Mean Equals 10.23 Standard Deviation Equals
21.22 Wow Mean Equals 4.90 Standard Deviation Equals 7.96
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of text from
most to least, which are Like, Angry, Love, Sad, Wow, and HaHa.
Emotional expression (emoticon) Like Mean Equals 181.00 Standard
Deviation Equals 143.36 Angry Mean Equals 2.25 Standard Deviation Equals 2.50
Love Mean Equals 2.00 Standard Deviation Equals 2.31 Sad Mean Equals 1.00
Standard Deviation Equals 1.41 Wow Mean Equals 1.00 Standard Deviation Equals
2.00 HaHa Mean Equals 0.75 Standard Deviation Equals 0.96
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of Gif from
most to least, which are Like, Sad, Love, Angry, Wow, and HaHa.
Emotional expression (emoticon) Like Mean Equals 75.25 Standard
Deviation Equals 22.26 Sad Mean Equals 21.00 Standard Deviation Equals 18.17 Love
Mean Equals 3.50 Standard Deviation Equals 4.04 Angry Mean Equals 0.75 Standard
Deviation Equals 1.50 Wow Mean Equals 0.25 Standard Deviation Equals 0.50 HaHa
Mean Equals 0 Standard Deviation Equals 0.
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2) Program Genre
Table 6.7 Statistics of Emotional Expression (emoticon) through the Presentation of
Program Content on Online Social Media, ThairathTV Official Facebook
Page during Regular Broadcast.
Program Genre
Scoop
Mean
SD
News
Mean
SD
Gameshow/
Mean
Contest
SD
Documentaries
Mean
SD
Talk show
Mean
SD
Drama
Mean
SD
Sports
Mean
SD
Station Public
Mean
Relations
SD

All
3,292.50
3,684.12
1,273.96
2,028.65
1,208.36
1,520.30
445.25
347.37
261.00
0.00
261.00
0.00
109.30
109.03
91.88
38.41

Like
2,657.25
3,327.89
1,095.64
1,719.61
1,068.09
1,363.59
415.13
302.13
881.86
1,537.68
254.00
0.00
106.90
106.85
90.50
37.79

Love
331.67
550.32
19.28
112.38
45.91
63.47
4.50
4.00
41.83
110.76
3.00
0.00
1.40
1.96
0.75
0.71

Wow
41.25
25.70
11.97
22.29
2.73
1.62
8.25
6.80
5.16
9.33
1.00
0.00
0.70
0.95
0.50
0.76

HaHa
245.75
315.01
28.00
71.46
3.36
4.72
2.13
3.72
54.66
95.96
3.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.13
0.35

Sad
1.75
1.50
30.21
65.41
86.36
127.46
1.75
4.17
0.50
0.98
0.00
0.00
0.10
0.32
0.00
0.00

Angry
97.75
178.97
86.12
260.94
0.27
0.47
13.38
37.43
6.21
23.77
0.00
0.00
0.20
0.42
0.00
0.00

Users of the ThairathTV official Facebook page during regular period
engage with the posts by reading and viewing the content categorized based on the
program type. They are discussed from most to least – scoop, news, game show/contest,
documentaries, talk show, series, sports, and station public relations.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of scoop from
most to least, which are Like, Love, HaHa, Angry, Wow, and Sad.
Emotional expression (emoticon) Like Mean Equals 2,657.25 Standard
Deviation Equals 3,327.89 Love Mean Equals 331.67 Standard Deviation Equals
550.32 HaHa Mean Equals 245.75 Standard Deviation Equals 315.01 Angry Mean
Equals 97.75 Standard Deviation Equals 178.97 Wow Mean Equals 41.25 Standard
Deviation Equals 25.70 Sad Mean Equals 1.75 Standard Deviation Equals 1.50.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of current
affairs from most to least, which are Like, Angry, Sad, HaHa, Love, and Wow.
Emotional expression (emoticon) Like Mean Equals 1,095.64 Standard
Deviation Equals 1,719.61 Angry Mean Equals 86.12 Standard Deviation Equals
260.94 Sad Mean Equals 30.21 Standard Deviation Equals 65.41 HaHa Mean Equals
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28.00 Standard Deviation Equals 71.46 Love Mean Equals 19.28 Standard Deviation
Equals 112.38 Wow Mean Equals 11.97 Standard Deviation Equals 22.29.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of game show
from most to least, which are Like, Sad, Love, HaHa, Wow, and Angry.
Emotional expression (emoticon) Like Mean Equals 1,068.09 Standard
Deviation Equals 1,363.59 Sad Mean Equals 86.36 Standard Deviation Equals 127.46
Love Mean Equals 45.91 Standard Deviation Equals 63.47 HaHa Mean Equals 3.36
Standard Deviation Equals 4.72 Wow Mean Equals 2.73Standard Deviation Equals
1.62 Angry Mean Equals 0.27 Standard Deviation Equals 0.47.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of
documentaries from most to least, which are Like, Angry, Wow, Love, HaHa, and Sad.
Emotional expression (emoticon) Like Mean Equals 415.13 Standard
Deviation Equals 302.13 Angry Mean Equals 13.38 Standard Deviation Equals 37.43
Wow Mean Equals 8.25 Standard Deviation Equals 6.80 Love Mean Equals 4.50
Standard Deviation Equals 4.00 HaHa Mean Equals 2.13 Standard Deviation Equals
3.72 Sad Mean Equals 1.75 Standard Deviation Equals 4.17.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of talk show
from most to least, which are Like, HaHa, Love, Angry, Wow, and Sad.
Emotional expression (emoticon) Like Mean Equals 881.86 Standard
Deviation Equals 1,537.68 HaHa Mean Equals 54.66 Standard Deviation Equals 95.96
Love Mean Equals 41.83 Standard Deviation Equals 110.76 Angry Mean Equals 6.21
Standard Deviation Equals 23.77 Wow Mean Equals 5.16 Standard Deviation Equals
9.33 Sad Mean Equals 0.50 Standard Deviation Equals 0.98.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presenation of series from
most to least, which are Like, Love, HaHa, Wow, Sad, and Angry.
Emotional expression (emoticon) Like Mean Equals 254.00 Standard
Deviation Equals 0 Love Mean Equals 3.00 Standard Deviation Equals 0 HaHa Mean
Equals 3.00 Standard Deviation Equals 0 Wow Mean Equals 1.00 Standard Deviation
Equals 0 Sad Mean Equals 0 Standard Deviation Equals 0 Angry Mean Equals 0
Standard Deviation Equals 0.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of sports
events from most to least, which are Like, Love, Wow, Angry, Sad, and HaHa.
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Emotional expression (emoticon) Like Mean Equals 106.90 Standard
Deviation Equals 106.85 Love Mean Equals 1.40 Standard Deviation Equals 1.96 Wow
Mean Equals 0.70 Standard Deviation Equals 0.95Angry Mean Equals 0.20 Standard
Deviation Equals 0.42 Sad Mean Equals 0.10 Standard Deviation Equals 0.32 HaHa
Mean Equals 0 Standard Deviation Equals 0.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of station
public relations from most to least, Like, Love, Wow, HaHa, Sad, and Angry.
Emotional expression (emoticon) Like Mean Equals 90.50 Standard
Deviation Equals 37.79 Love Mean Equals 0.75 Standard Deviation Equals 0.71 Wow
Mean Equals 0.50 Standard Deviation Equals 0.76 HaHa Mean Equals 0.13 Standard
Deviation Equals 0.35 Sad Mean Equals 0 Standard Deviation Equals 0 Angry Mean
Equals 0 Standard Deviation Equals 0.

3) Program Content
Table 6.8 Statistics of Emotional Expression (emoticon) through the Presentation of
Program Content on Online Social Media, ThairathTV Official Facebook
Page during Regular Broadcast.
Program Content
Mean
Music
SD
Mean
Current
SD
Affairs
Mean
Social
SD
Mean
Family
SD
Mean
Food
SD
Mean
Games
SD
Mean
Station Public
SD
Relations
Mean
Ghost/Beliefs
SD
Mean
Politics
SD

All
1,658.33
1,960.13
1,340.88
2,059.02
1,016.75
619.73
325.71
263.17
265.00
0.00
260.88
195.26
166.40
106.77
121.00
46.67
103.38
96.95

Like
1,540.67
1,822.99
1,146.44
1,745.13
919.00
531.67
316.00
254.33
245.00
0.00
242.38
183.38
160.00
100.87
116.50
44.55
101.15
94.91

Love
41.00
49.24
26.87
138.64
5.00
4.69
4.14
3.98
8.00
0.00
8.88
9.55
1.50
1.35
0.00
0.00
1.23
1.79

Wow
2.33
1.15
12.78
22.94
22.25
15.82
4.29
4.61
10.00
0.00
1.38
1.69
1.20
2.10
1.00
0.00
0.77
0.93

HaHa
1.00
0.00
30.12
73.05
38.75
69.68
1.00
1.41
1.00
0.00
4.00
5.53
1.60
2.63
3.50
2.12
0.00
0.00

Sad
67.00
90.54
31.55
66.63
4.00
5.48
0.14
0.38
0.00
0.00
4.00
9.46
1.60
4.38
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.28

Angry
0.33
0.58
90.29
266.31
27.75
52.22
0.14
0.38
0.00
0.00
0.25
0.46
0.50
0.85
0.00
0.00
0.15
0.38
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Users of the ThairathTV official Facebook page during regular period
engage with the posts by reading and viewing the content categorized based on content
type. They are discussed from most to least – music, current affairs, society, family,
food, games, station public relations, ghost, and politics.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of music from
most to least, which are Like, Sad, Love, Wow, HaHa, and Angry.
Emotional expression (emoticon) Like Mean Equals 1,540.67 Standard
Deviation Equals 1,822.99 Sad Mean Equals 67.00 Standard Deviation Equals 90.54
Love Mean Equals 41.00 Standard Deviation Equals 49.24 Wow Mean Equals 2.33
Standard Deviation Equals 1.15 HaHa Mean Equals 1.00 Standard Deviation Equals
0.00 Angry Mean Equals 0.33 Standard Deviation Equals 0.58.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of current
affairs from most to least, which are Like, Angry, Sad, HaHa, Love, and Wow.
Emotional expression (emoticon) Like Mean Equals 1,146.44 Standard
Deviation Equals 1,745.13 Angry Mean Equals 90.29 Standard Deviation Equals
266.31 Sad Mean Equals 31.55 Standard Deviation Equals 66.63 HaHa Mean Equals
30.12 Standard Deviation Equals 73.05 Love Mean Equals 26.87 Standard Deviation
Equals 138.64 Wow Mean Equals 12.78 Standard Deviation Equals 22.94.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of society
content from most to least, which are Like, HaHa, Angry, Wow, Love, and Sad.
Emotional expression (emoticon) Like Mean Equals 919.00 Standard
Deviation Equals 531.67 HaHa Mean Equals 38.75 Standard Deviation Equals 69.68
Angry Mean Equals 27.75 Standard Deviation Equals 52.22 Wow Mean Equals 22.25
Standard Deviation Equals 15.82 Love Mean Equals 5.00 Standard Deviation Equals
4.69 Sad Mean Equals 4.00 Standard Deviation Equals 5.48.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of family
content from most to least, which are Like, Wow, Love, HaHa, Sad, and Angry.
Emotional expression (emoticon) Like Mean Equals 316.00 Standard
Deviation Equals 254.33 Wow Mean Equals 4.29 Standard Deviation Equals 4.61 Love
Mean Equals 4.14 Standard Deviation Equals 3.98 HaHa Mean Equals 1.00 Standard
Deviation Equals 1.41 Sad Mean Equals 0.14 Standard Deviation Equals 0.38 Angry
Mean Equals 0.14 Standard Deviation Equals 0.38.
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Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of food
content from most to least, which are Like, Wow, Love, HaHa, Sad, and Angry.
Emotional expression (emoticon) Like Mean Equals 245.00 Standard
Deviation Equals 0 Wow Mean Equals 10.00 Standard Deviation Equals 0 Love Mean
Equals 8.00 Standard Deviation Equals 0 HaHa Mean Equals 1.00 Standard Deviation
Equals 0 Sad Mean Equals 0.00 Standard Deviation Equals 0 Angry Mean Equals 0.00
Standard Deviation Equals 0.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of game
content from most to least, which are Like, Love, HaHa, Sad, Wow, and Angry.
Emotional expression (emoticon) Like Mean Equals 242.38 Standard
Deviation Equals 183.38 Love Mean Equals 8.88 Standard Deviation Equals 9.55 HaHa
Mean Equals 4.00 Standard Deviation Equals 5.53 Sad Mean Equals 4.00 Standard
Deviation Equals 9.46 Wow Mean Equals 1.38Standard Deviation Equals 1.69 Angry
Mean Equals 0.25 Standard Deviation Equals 0.46.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of station
public relations from most to least, which are HaHa, Sad, Like, Love, Wow, and Angry.
Emotional expression (emoticon) HaHa Mean Equals 1.60 Standard
Deviation Equals 2.63 Sad Mean Equals 1.60 Standard Deviation Equals 4.38 Like
Mean Equals 160.00 Standard Deviation Equals 100.87 Love Mean Equals 1.50
Standard Deviation Equals 1.35 Wow Mean Equals 1.20 Standard Deviation Equals
2.10 Angry Mean Equals 0.50 Standard Deviation Equals 0.85.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of ghost
content from most to least, which are Like, Love, Wow, HaHa, Sad, and Angry.
Emotional expression (emoticon) Like Mean Equals 116.50 Standard
Deviation Equals 44.55 Love Mean Equals 0.00 Standard Deviation Equals 0.00 Wow
Mean Equals 1.00 Standard Deviation Equals 0.00 HaHa Mean Equals 3.50 Standard
Deviation Equals 2.12 Sad Mean Equals 0.00 Standard Deviation Equals 0.00 Angry
Mean Equals 0.00 Standard Deviation Equals 0.00.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of political
content from most to least, which are Like, Love, Wow, Angry, Sad, and HaHa.
Emotional expression (emoticon) Like Mean Equals 101.15 Standard
Deviation Equals 94.91 Love Mean Equals 1.23 Standard Deviation Equals 1.79 Wow
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Mean Equals 0.77 Standard Deviation Equals 0.93 Angry Mean Equals 0.15 Standard
Deviation Equals 0.38 Sad Mean Equals 0.08 Standard Deviation Equals 0.28 HaHa
Mean Equals 0.00 Standard Deviation Equals 0.00.

Figure 6.3 Figure 6.3 Presentation of Content on ThairathTV Official Facebook Page
during Regular Broadcast that has the Most Emoticons.
Source: ThairathTV (2019ay); ThairathTV (2019ad); ThairathTV (2019ak)

From the statistics of emoticon use engagement with content type, it is
found that the most engaged content is music. After investigating information from the
ThairathTV official Facebook page, it is found that the largest number of emoticons are
found on the clip from Sing to Get Million, Folk Music for Life. The clip was posted
on March 2, 2019 at 2:00PM. It has 3,882 emoticons, which expressed feelings of
sympathy for the contestants. This is because the content from the program includes the
tragic background of the contestants, making audiences feel sympathy.
Examination of the posts during regular programming period has two
posts with the highest number of emoticons. The first is the clip, where Pol. Gen.
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Seripisut Thamiyavet, Seree Ruam Thai Party leader, explained about the plot for
continuation of power from the Thai Rath Election 2019. It was posted on February 22,
2019 at 8:50PM. The clip had 10,940 emoticons. The second clip is news about the rape
of 94-year-old grandmother, which is crime news shared from Thairath website on
March 2, 2019 at 6:17PM. The clip had 8,108 emoticons.
The use of emoticons to express feelings on Facebook by showing Like,
Love, Wow, HaHa, Sad, and Angry by users of the official Facebook page is a means
to measure engagement. It serves as a means to gauge the feeling of audiences towards
the content. In addition, the use of emoticons is a means to generate a ongoing
conversation.

Figure 6.4 Posting comments by using emoticons of users on the ThairathTV Official
Facebook Page.
Source: ThairathTV (2019n)
For instance, on March 2, 2019 at 12:53PM, the ThairathTV official
Facebook page posted news about the headman of a village headman, who choked on
his false teeth and died. There were people, who read the news and commented using
the emoticon, HaHa to express the humorous content. One of the users even
commented, “Is it really that funny?”.
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6.1.1.3 Audience Engagement through Posting Comments on the
ThairathTV Official Facebook Page during Regular Broadcast.
In examining the audience use of ThairathTV official Facebook page
during regular broadcasts, there were 34,055 comments. There is an average of 133.03
posts with standard deviation of 351.73.

1) Presentation Format
Table 6.9 Statistics of Comments Posted through the Presentation Format on Online
Social Media, ThairathTV Official Facebook Page during Regular
Broadcast.
Presentation Format

Mean
122.22
230.18
106.32
28.00
18.50
0.00

Clip
Live
Picture
Text
Gift
Share

Standard of Deviation
(SD)
311.22
600.42
169.59
52.68
15.61
0.00

Users of the ThairathTV official Facebook page during regular period
post their comments about presentation format. They are discussed from most to least
– clip, live, picture, text, gif, and share.
comment on presentation of Clip Mean Equals 122.22 Standard
Deviation Equals 311.22 Live Mean Equals 230.18 Standard Deviation Equals 600.42
Picture Mean Equals 106.32 Standard Deviation Equals 169.59 Text Mean Equals
28.00 Standard Deviation Equals 52.68 Gif Mean Equals 18.50 Standard Deviation
Equals 15.61.
Vorapa Harusadangkul (personal communication August 27, 2019)
explained that the engagement strategy is based on the comments made by the
audiences on the Live broadcast on the Facebook page. The admin of the page allocates
importance to the opinions of the viewers. This is because people feel good when they
are given importance. The program producers would inform the news announcers to
give importance to the audiences following on the Live broadcast by reading the
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comments on the show. Thus, the audiences on the Facebook Live would feel more
engaged and come back to view the program again becoming a loyal fan.

Figure 6.5 Posting Live with Questions from the Program on Screen where Audiences
can Engage through Comments on the ThairathTV Official Facebook Page.
Source: ThairathTV (2019s)
For instance, on February 20, 2019 at 8:32AM ThairathTV broadcasted
the program, “News on the Go”, which was posted Live on the Facebook page. The
emcees asked questions and invited audiences to engage with the content by posting
comments on the Facebook page about possible program locations. The audiences are
asked to provide information and the reason, the program should be filmed in a certain
location. The 3 emcees would then take these comments and read them during the
broadcast as follows:
User A: 21:58 “In this heat it is best to go to the waterfall to relax.”
User B: 31:46 “Better go to Phra Bhat Nam Phu Temple to help those
in need and HIV patients.”
User C: 1:02:38 “I watch the show everyday. I would like you to go to
Thung Fhon District, Udon Thani Province.”
User D: 1:17:42 “Pha Tam, Ubol Ratchanthani, is a good choice.”
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Social media gives importance to engagement in every post. Each of
them should be able to create a conversation. The social media team would choose to
post content that would elicit engagement. The audience should not just read or watch
a certain content. The followers should spend time with the content on the online
platforms of the television station or media ecology for the longest possible time.

2) Program Genre
Table 6.10 Statistics of Comments Posted through the Program Genre on Online
Social Media, ThairathTV Official Facebook Page during Regular
Broadcast.
Program Genre
Scoop
Talk Show
News
Game Show/Contest
Documentaries
Drama
Station Public Relations
Sport
Online

Mean
247.00
182.98
136.90
67.55
34.38
11.00
4.38
3.30
0.00

Standard of Deviation
(SD)
175.94
512.56
318.92
60.84
72.80
0.00
10.00
7.01
0.00

Users of the ThairathTV official Facebook page during regular period
post their comments on the various program genre. They are discussed from most to
least –scoop, talk show, news, game show/contest, documentaries, series, station public
relations, sports, and online.

Comment in genre of Scoop Mean Equals 247.00 Standard Deviation
Equals 175.94 Comment in genre of Talk show Mean Equals 182.98 Standard
Deviation Equals 512.56 Comment in genre of News Mean Equals 136.90 Standard
Deviation Equals 318.92 Comment in genre of Game Show/Contest Mean Equals 67.55
Standard Deviation Equals 60.84 Comment in genre of Documentaries Mean Equals
34.38 Standard Deviation Equals 72.80 Comment in genre of Drama Mean Equals
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136.90 Standard Deviation Equals 318.92 Comment in content of Station Public
Relations Mean Equals 4.38 Standard Deviation Equals 10.00Comment in genre of
Sport Mean Equals 11.00 Standard Deviation Equals 0

3) Program Content
Table 6.11 Statistics of Comments Posted through the Content Presentation on Online
Social Media, ThairathTV Official Facebook Page during Regular
Broadcast.
Program Content
Political
Current Affairs
Family
Social
Music
Games
Food
Station Public Relations
Sports
Travel
Ghost/Beliefs

Mean
200.53
145.66
127.67
92.25
76.00
25.25
6.00
3.20
2.62
2.50
2.50

Standard of Deviation
(SD)
526.06
324.70
30.75
103.29
83.88
17.74
0.00
5.07
6.21
0.71
0.71

Users of the ThairathTV official Facebook page during regular period
post their comments on the various contents. They are discussed from most to least –
politics, current affairs, family, society, music, game, food, station public relations,
sports, travel, and ghost.
Comment in content of Political Mean Equals 200.53 Standard
Deviation Equals 526.06 Comment in content of Current Affairs Mean Equals 145.66
Standard Deviation Equals 324.70 Comment in content of Family Mean Equals 127.67
Standard Deviation Equals 30.75 Comment in content of Social Mean Equals 92.25
Standard Deviation Equals 103.29 Comment in content of Music Mean Equals 76.00
Standard Deviation Equals 83.88 Comment in content of Games Mean Equals 25.25
Standard Deviation Equals 17.74 Comment in content of Food Mean Equals 6.00
Standard Deviation Equals 0 Comment in content of Station Public Relations Mean
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Equals 3.20 Standard Deviation Equals 5.07 Comment in content of Sports จำนวน 34 ครั้ง
Mean Equals 2.62 Standard Deviation Equals 6.21 Comment in content of Travel Mean
Equals 2.50 Standard Deviation Equals 0.71 Comment in content of Ghost/Beliefs
Mean Equals 2.50 Standard Deviation Equals 0.71
Users of the ThairathTV official Facebook page would post comments
on current affairs content. The most presented content is crime and beliefs, because they
are easy to understand and in the interest of viewers (Vorapa Harusadangkul, personal
communication, August 27, 2019).

Figure 6.6 Posting Comments on News Content on the ThairathTV Official Facebook
Page.
Source: ThairathTV (2019b)
For instance, on March 2, 2019 at 12:58PM the ThairathTV official
Facebook page posted about a pickup truck being hit by a train in Phetburi province.
There were two dead. The accident took place because there was no train barrier and
there was a big tree so the driver could not see the approaching train. Audiences, who
saw the news made diverse comments from different perspectives. Some said that it
was the carelessness of the driver. Others said it was the fault of the train operators that
did not set up the barrier, while some said it was about destiny.
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For political news, there were a lot of viewers and consequently, a lot of
comments. Most of them commented on the news while some were the tirade between
those who hold opposing political views.

Figure 6.7 Posting Comments about Politics on the ThairathTV Official Facebook
Page.
Source: ThairathTV (2019ak)
For instance, on February 22, 2019 at 9:00PM the ThairathTV official
Facebook page posted a clip that presented the issue about Pol. Gen. Seree
Pisuttamiyavej, Head of the Seree Ruam Thai Party from the Thai Rath Debate 2019.
There were comments from both sides, supporters and opposers. On one post there was
as many as 96 replies.
Examination of the comments posted on the ThairathTV official
Facebook page, revealed use of images and emoticons in addition to the use of text.
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Figure 6.8 Picture Comments on the ThairathTV Official Facebook Page.
Source: ThairathTV (2019ac)

For instance, on February 26, 2019 at 3:20PM the ThairathTV official
Facebook page posted a clip that was edited from the Thairath Noon News Program.
The content was about the reaction of fans after the “Battle of the Red”. It showed fans
and football players alike hugging each other.

Figure 6.9 Emoticon Comments on the ThairathTV Official Facebook Page.
Source: ThairathTV (2019ab)
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For instance, on February 26, 2019 at 3:30PM the ThairathTV official
Facebook page posted a clip edited from the Thairath Noon News Program. The content
was about a fire wiping out a 2 storey house, Prachinburi province. Viewers expressed
their feelings using crying emoticon to show their sadness.
Posting comments in the form of words, phrases, emoticon, or pictures
is not different to the social media team. This is because the team would not count
general comments, but choose only the ones that mention the team specifically.
“The emoticon is important to posting made by the social media team.
If the post has emoticons that are related to the caption, it would result in a positive
feeling. It would assist in the expression of feelings, for instance, when the page posted
the clip about the hot-headed family with no caption. The post only had three angry
emoticons. There were more than 10% of viewers, this is because the clip was selfevident. Viewers already know what to expect.” (Vorapa Harusadangkul, personal
communication, August 27, 2019).
6.1.1.4 Audience Engagement through Share of ThairathTV Official
Facebook Page during Regular Broadcast.
Examination of the shares of the ThairathTV official Facebook page
during regular broadcasts revealed 32,955 shares, which is an average of 128.73 times
with standard deviation of 389.03.

1) Presentation Format
Table 6.12 Statistics of Shares based on Presentation Format on Online Social Media,
ThairathTV Official Facebook Page during Regular Broadcast.
Presentation Format
Clip
Picture
Live
Text
Gift
Share

Mean
144.89
125.07
88.44
5.50
3.50
0.00

Standard of Deviation
(SD)
440.48
305.34
242.27
5.92
1.91
0.00
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Users of the ThairathTV official Facebook page during regular period
share content based on the presentation format. They are discussed from most to least
– clip, picture, live broadcast, text, gif, and share.
share on presentation of Clip Mean Equals 144.89 Standard Deviation
Equals 440.48 Picture Mean Equals 125.07 Standard Deviation Equals 305.34 Live
Mean Equals 88.44 Standard Deviation Equals 242.27 Text Mean Equals 5.50 Standard
Deviation Equals 5.92 Gif Mean Equals 3.50 Standard Deviation Equals 1.91.
2) Program Genre
Table 6.13 Statistics of Shares based on Program Type on Online Social Media,
ThairathTV Official Facebook Page during Regular Broadcast.
Program Genre
Scoop
Game Show/Contest
Talk Show
News
Documentaries
Drama
Sport
Station Public Relations
Online

Mean
239.50
192.82
145.97
134.59
38.38
17.00
5.70
4.13
0.00

Standard of Deviation
(SD)
341.79
298.48
397.00
424.15
42.01
0.00
8.49
7.83
0.00

Users of the ThairathTV official Facebook page during regular period
share content based on the program type. They are discussed from most to least – scoop,
game show/contest, talk show, news, documentaries, series, station public relations, and
online.
Share in genre of Scoop Mean Equals 239.50 Standard Deviation Equals
341.79 Share in genre of Game Show/Contest Mean Equals 192.82 Standard Deviation
Equals 298.48 Share in genre of Talk Show Mean Equals 145.97 Standard Deviation
Equals 397.00 Share in genre of News Mean Equals 134.59 Standard Deviation Equals
424.15 Share in genre of Documentaries Mean Equals 38.38 Standard Deviation Equals
42.01 Share in genre of Drama Mean Equals 17.00 Standard Deviation Equals 0 Share
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in genre of Sport Mean Equals 5.70 Standard Deviation Equals 8.49 Share in genre of
Station Public Relations Mean Equals 4.13 Standard Deviation Equals 7.83.
3) Program Content
Table 6.14 Statistics of Shares based on Program Content on Online Social Media,
ThairathTV Official Facebook Page during Regular Broadcast.
Program Content
Music
Political
Current Affairs
Social
Food
Family
Travel
Games
Sport
Station Public Relations
Ghost/Beliefs

Mean
326.33
166.18
141.57
57.75
29.00
22.00
22.00
19.88
5.00
4.40
3.50

Standard of Deviation
(SD)
497.55
413.96
432.98
54.74
0.00
14.78
14.78
16.32
7.54
4.09
2.12

Users of the ThairathTV official Facebook page during regular period
share different program contents. They are discussed from most to least – music,
politics, news, society, food, family, travel, game, sports, station public relations, and
ghost.
Share in content of Music Mean Equals 326.33 Standard Deviation
Equals 497.55 Share in content of Political Mean Equals 166.18 Standard Deviation
Equals 413.96 Share in content of Current Affairs Mean Equals 145.66 Standard
Deviation Equals 432.98 Share in content of Social Mean Equals 57.75 Standard
Deviation Equals 54.74 Share in content of Food Mean Equals 29.00 Standard
Deviation Equals 0 Share in content of Family Mean Equals 22.00 Standard Deviation
Equals 14.78 Share in content of Travel Mean Equals 22.00 Standard Deviation Equals
14.78 Share in content of Games Mean Equals 19.88 Standard Deviation Equals 16.32
Share in content of Sport Mean Equals 5.00 Standard Deviation Equals 7.54 Share in
content of Station Public Relations Mean Equals 4.40 Standard Deviation Equals 4.09
Share in content of Ghost/Beliefs Mean Equals 3.50 Standard Deviation Equals 2.12.
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6.1.2

Audience Engagement on the ThairathTV Official Facebook Page
during Election.

During the election there were 143 posts on the ThairathTV official Facebook
page, the audience engagement is discussed in the following section.
Table 6.15 Engagement Statistics on Online Social Media, ThairathTV Official
Facebook Page during Election.
Engagement

Mean
195,820.08
2,736.76
503.15
357.46

View
Emoticon
Comment
Share

Standard of Deviation
(SD)
595,629.72
5,983.96
1,850.94
1,167.56

Users of the ThairathTV official Facebook page during election have
engagement, which are discussed from most to least – view, emoticon, comment, and
share.
View: Mean Equals 195,820.08 Standard Deviation Equals 595,629.72
Emoticon: Mean Equals 2,736.76 Standard Deviation Equals 5,983.96 Comment: Mean
Equals 503.15 Standard Deviation Equals 1,850.94 and Share: Mean Equals 357.46
Standard Deviation Equals 1,167.56.

6.1.2.1 Audience Engagement through Reading and Viewing on the
ThairathTV Official Facebook Page during Election.
Information from the examination of audience engagement of users on
the ThairathTV official Facebook page during election would be discussed in the
following section.
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1) Presentation Format
Table 6.16 Audience Read and View Statistics on Online Social Media based on
Presentation Format, ThairathTV Official Facebook Page during Election.
Presentation Format

Mean
1,163,933.33
145,638.19
8,376.90
0.00
0.00
0.00

Live
Clip
Picture
Share
Gif
Text

Standard of Diviation
(SD)
1,493,455.56
199,909.53
47,229.43
0.00
0.00
0.00

Users of the ThairathTV official Facebook page during election read and
view content in the various presentation format, which are discussed from most to least
– live, clip, and picture.
View in the form of Live Mean Equals 1,163,933.33 Standard Deviation
Equals 127,100.33 View in the form of Clip Mean Equals 1,163,933.33 Standard
Deviation Equals 1,493,455.56 and View in the form of Picture Mean Equals 8,376.90
Standard Deviation Equals 47,229.43.
2) Program Genre
Table 6.17 Audience Read and View Statistics based on the Program Type on Online
Social Media, ThairathTV Official Facebook Page during Election.
Program Genre
News
Game Show/Contest
Sport
Station Public Relations
Online

Mean
258225.94
64000.00
35000.00
0.00
0.00

Standard of Deviation
(SD)
691928.56
62693.70
53259.74
0.00
0.00

Users of the ThairathTV official Facebook page during election have
engagement through read and view of content from various programs, which are
discussed from most to least – news, game show/contest, and sports.
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View in the Genre of News Mean Equals 258,225.94 Standard Deviation
Equal 69,1928.56 View in the Genre of Game Show/Contest Mean Equals 64,000.00
Standard Deviation Equal 53,259.74 View in the Genre of Sport Mean Equals
35,000.00 Standard Deviation Equal 5,692.26.
Station public relations and online content are posted on the ThairathTV
official Facebook page during the election. There are 3 posts and 1 post accordingly.
However, there was no engagement with the two types of programs.

Figure 6.10 Presentation of Content based on Genre on the ThairathTV Official
Facebook Page during Election that was Viewed Most.
Source: ThairathTV (2019q)

Examination of the posts and contents posted during the election
revealed presentation based on genre. The content viewed most is the election results
from the Thai Rath Election 2019 on March 24, 2019 at 8:33PM. There were 3.5 million
views.
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3) Program Content
Table 6.18 Read and View Statistics on the Online Social Media, ThairathTV Official
Facebook Page during Election.
Program Content
Political
Current Affairs
Games
Sport
Station Public Relations

Mean
288,712.06
114,133.33
53,333.33
33,969.84
13,500.00

Standard of Deviation
(SD)
752,350.43
126,118.92
61,863.29
52,716.75
27,000.00

Users of the ThairathTV official Facebook page during election have
engagement through reading and viewing content, which are discussed from most to
least –politics, current affairs, game, sports match, and station public relations.
View in Content of Political Mean Equals 288,712.06 Standard
Deviation Equals 752,350.43 View in Content of Current Affairs Mean Equals
114,133.33 Standard Deviation Equals View in Content of Games Mean Equals
53,333.33 Standard Deviation Equals 61,863.29 View in Content of Sport Mean Equals
33,969.84 Standard Deviation Equals 52,716.75 View in Content of Station Public
Relations Mean Equals 13,500.00 Standard Deviation Equals 27,000.00.
Users of the ThairathTV official Facebook page during election have
engagement through reading and viewing content, which are discussed from most to
least –politics, current affairs, game, sports match, and station public relations.
Examination of the statistics of the audience engagement on the
ThairathTV official Facebook page compared to the posts from the digital television
station social media team presented in Chapter 4 revealed that during election, the
content is focused on issues about the election. Content about the election from
programs such as the Thai Rath Election 2019, Debate, Direct Questions with
Jomkwan, and election reports are presented in news breaks all day. This content is
presented the most in every news break. There are also more people interested in the
election and politics, which drives the most increase in engagement through read and
view.
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From the post statistics audience engagement of the ThairathTV official
Facebook page is in line with the report of the social media team. It is found that content
during the election is a collaboration between three units in Thairath – Thairath
Newspaper, Thairath TV, and Thairath Online. The social media team would set the
presentation strategy to base content off the Thairath TV content. In addition, there are
some content created by the social media team that is not dependent of television
programming such as infographics from the unofficial voting results (Vorapa
Harusadangkul, personal communication, August 27, 2019).

6.1.2.2 Audience Engagement through the use of Emoticons on the
ThairathTV Official Facebook Page during Election.
Examination of the engagement on the ThairathTV official Facebook
page during the election revealed the use of emoticons as discussed in the following
section.
Table 6.19 Emoticon Use Statistics on the Online Social Media, ThairathTV Official
Facebook Page during Election.
Emotiocon

Mean
2,196.46
252.92
182.11
66.87
37.04
7.83

Like
Angry
Love
HaHa
Sad
Wow

Standard of Deviation
(SD)
4,942.17
1,018.83
911.39
230.28
222.98
22.83

Users of the ThairathTV official Facebook page during election have
engagement through the use of emoticons, which are discussed from most to least –
Like, Angry, Love, HaHa, Sad, and Wow.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
2,196.46 Standard Deviation Equals 4,942.17 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the
form of Angry Mean Equals 252.92 Standard Deviation Equals 1,018.83 Emotional
Expression (emoticon) in the form of Love Mean Equals 182.11 Standard Deviation
Equals 911.39 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of HaHa Mean Equals
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66.87 Standard Deviation Equals 230.28 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form
of Sad Mean Equals 37.04 Standard Deviation Equals 222.98 Emotional Expression
(emoticon) in the form of Wow Mean Equals 7.83 Standard Deviation Equals 22.83.
1) Presentation Format
Table 6.20 Emoticon Use Statistics based on Presentation Format on Online Social
Media, ThairathTV Official Facebook Page.
Presentation

All

Like

Love

Wow HaHa

Sad

Angry

Format
Live
Picture
Clip
Text
Gif

Mean

4,763.13 2,859.40 1,039.87

4.23

33.47

18.33

808.40

SD

8,365.97 5,439.93 2,595.07

5.90

58.55

30.28

1,604.71

Mean

4,070.27 3,475.29

119.17

13.51

132.46

35.07

297.76

SD

7,555.49 6,637.68

375.61

34.50

346.08 152.72 1,217.95

Mean

1,156.00

46.59

3.81

18.04

42.77

89.07

SD

2,586.64 2,064.67

147.16

5.04

38.33

288.52

502.85

958.86

Mean

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

SD

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Mean

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

SD

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Users of the ThairathTV official Facebook page during election have
engagement through the use of emoticons, which are discussed from most to least in
three presentation formats – live, picture, and clip.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of live content
from most to least, which are Like, Love, Angry, HaHa, Sad, and Wow.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
2,859.40 Standard Deviation Equals 5,439.93 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the
form of Love Mean Equals 1,039.87 Standard Deviation Equals 2,595.07 Emotional
Expression (emoticon) in the form of Angry Mean Equals 808.40 Standard Deviation
Equals 1,604.71 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of HaHa Mean Equals
33.47 Standard Deviation Equals 58.55 Sad Mean Equals 18.33 Standard Deviation
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Equals 30.28 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Wow Mean Equals 4.23
Standard Deviation Equals 5.90.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of pictures
from most to least, which are Like, Angry, HaHa, Love, Sad, and Wow.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
3,475.29 Standard Deviation Equals 6,637.68 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the
form of Angry Mean Equals 297.76 Standard Deviation Equals 1,217.95 Emotional
Expression (emoticon) in the form of HaHa Mean Equals 132.46 Standard Deviation
Equals 346.08 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Love Mean Equals
119.17 Standard Deviation Equals 375.61 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form
of Sad Mean Equals 35.07 Standard Deviation Equals 152.72 Emotional Expression
(emoticon) in the form of Wow Mean Equals 13.51 Standard Deviation Equals 34.50.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of clips from
most to least, which are Like, Angry, Love, Sad, HaHa, and Wow.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
958.86 Standard Deviation Equals 2,064.67 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the
form of Angry Mean Equals 89.07 Standard Deviation Equals 502.85 Emotional
Expression (emoticon) in the form of Love Mean Equals 46.59 Standard Deviation
Equals 147.16 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Sad Mean Equals 42.77
Standard Deviation Equals 288.52 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of
HaHa Mean Equals 18.04 Standard Deviation Equals 38.33 Emotional Expression
(emoticon) in the form of Wow Mean Equals 3.81 Standard Deviation Equals 5.04.
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2) Program Genre
Table 6.21 Emoticon Use Statistics based on Program Genre on Online Social Media,
ThairathTV Official Facebook Page.
Program Genre
News

Game
Show/Contest
Sport

Station Public
Relations
Scoop

Documentaries

Talk Show

Drama

All

Like

Love

Wow

HaHa

Sad

Angry

Mean

3,589.63

2,849.32

248.71

9.51

89.23

49.82

349.51

SD

6,866.75

5,691.99

1,065.43

26.54

268.10

262.20

1,185.23

Mean

689.60

640.60

15.20

2.40

5.80

25.40

0.25

SD

639.21

605.69

13.18

3.78

8.44

35.21

0.50

Mean

542.81

520.29

7.47

3.28

10.42

1.32

0.23

SD

420.55

405.29

9.02

2.90

21.12

3.60

0.50

Mean

300.67

286.00

1.00

6.00

3.33

3.33

1.00

SD

226.09

211.54

1.00

6.56

3.51

4.93

1.73

Mean

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

SD

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Mean

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

SD

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Mean

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

SD

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Mean

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

SD

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Users of the ThairathTV official Facebook page during election have
engagement through the use of emoticons, which are discussed from most to least in
four program types – news, game show/contest, sports, and station public relations.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of news
content from most to least, which are Like, Angry, Love, HaHa, Sad, and Wow.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
2,849.32 Standard Deviation Equals 5,691.99 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the
form of Angry Mean Equals 349.51 Standard Deviation Equals 1,185.23 Emotional
Expression (emoticon) in the form of Love Mean Equals 248.71 Standard Deviation
Equals 1,065.43 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of HaHa Mean Equals
89.23 Standard Deviation Equals 268.10 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form
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of Sad Mean Equals 49.82 Standard Deviation Equals 262.20 Emotional Expression
(emoticon) in the form of Wow Mean Equals 9.51 Standard Deviation Equals 26.54.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of game
show/contest, which are Like, Sad, Love, HaHa, Wow, and Angry.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
640.60 Standard Deviation Equals 605.69 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form
of Sad Mean Equals 25.40 Standard Deviation Equals 35.21 Emotional Expression
(emoticon) in the form of Love Mean Equals 15.20 Standard Deviation Equals 13.18
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of HaHa Mean Equals 5.80 Standard
Deviation Equals 8.44 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Wow Mean
Equals 2.40 Standard Deviation Equals 3.78 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the
form of Angry Mean Equals 0.25 Standard Deviation Equals 0.50.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of sports,
which are Like, HaHa, Love, Wow, Sad, and Angry.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
520.29 Standard Deviation Equals 405.29 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form
of HaHa Mean Equals 10.42 Standard Deviation Equals 21.12 Emotional Expression
(emoticon) in the form of Love Mean Equals 7.47 Standard Deviation Equals 9.02
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Wow Mean Equals 3.28 Standard
Deviation Equals 2.90 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Sad Mean
Equals 1.32 Standard Deviation Equals 3.60 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the
form of Angry Mean Equals 0.23 Standard Deviation Equals 0.50.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of station
public relations, which are Like, Wow, HaHa, Sad, Love, and Angry.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
286.00 Standard Deviation Equals 211.54 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form
of Wow Mean Equals 6.00 Standard Deviation Equals 6.56 Emotional Expression
(emoticon) in the form of HaHa Mean Equals 3.33 Standard Deviation Equals 3.51
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Sad Mean Equals 3.33 Standard
Deviation Equals 4.93 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Love Mean
Equals 1.00 Standard Deviation Equals 1.00 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the
form of Angry Mean Equals 1.00 Standard Deviation Equals 1.73
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Figure 6.11 Presentation of News Content on ThairathTV Official Facebook Page
during Election based on the number of emoticons such as like and angry the post.
Source: ThairathTV (2019am); ThairathTV (2019a)

Examination of posted content and posts during the election period made
based on the genre showed that news stories had emoticons such as like and angry. The
post with the most engagement is the political news about Thai Airways bringing the
ballots from New Zealand on time but no staff came to pick it up. This was shared from
Thairath website on March 25, 2019 at 2:38PM. There were 24,131 emoticons, of which
14,127 are likes and 9,017 are angry. This is followed by the breaking news from the
Election Commission announcing the 95% count on March 25, 2019 at 2:13PM. There
were a total of 8,453 emoticons of which 3,832 likes and 4,047 angry.
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3) Program Content
Table 6.22 Emoticon Use Statistics based on Program Content on Online Social
Media, ThairathTV Official Facebook Page.
Program Content

All

Like

Love

Wow

HaHa

Sad

Angry

Mean

4,026.73

3,181.16

277.68

10.35

103.38

56.52

401.05

SD

7,421.79

6,160.41

1,162.90

28.97

291.24

285.23

1,284.01

Mean

1,394.07

1,164.27

116.13

5.47

20.20

13.79

75.13

SD

1,385.05

1,209.83

207.88

5.29

34.91

16.29

142.84

Mean

583.50

542.67

12.67

2.00

4.83

21.17

0.20

SD

628.02

592.48

13.32

3.52

7.91

33.16

0.45

Mean

583.16

560.28

7.97

3.47

10.13

1.31

0.23

SD

472.50

458.41

9.30

3.04

20.84

3.54

0.50

Station Public

Mean

496.25

466.25

2.50

5.25

3.75

9.25

9.25

Relations

SD

379.57

348.24

2.38

5.56

2.50

12.50

16.56

Political

Current Affairs

Games

Sport

Users of the ThairathTV official Facebook page during election have
engagement through the use of emoticons, which are discussed from most to least
through types of program content – politics, current affairs, game, sports matches, and
station public relations.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of political
content, which are Like, Angry, Love, HaHa, Sad, and Wow.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
3,181.16 Standard Deviation Equals 6,160.41 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the
form of Angry Mean Equals 401.05 Standard Deviation Equals 1,284.01 Emotional
Expression (emoticon) in the form of Love Mean Equals 277.68 Standard Deviation
Equals 1,162.90 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of HaHa Mean Equals
103.38 Standard Deviation Equals 291.24 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form
of Sad Mean Equals 56.52 Standard Deviation Equals 285.23 Emotional Expression
(emoticon) in the form of Wow Mean Equals 10.35 Standard Deviation Equals 28.97.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of current
affairs, which are Like, Love, Angry, HaHa, Sad, and Wow.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
1,164.27 Standard Deviation Equals 1,209.83 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the
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form of Love Mean Equals 116.13 Standard Deviation Equals 207.88 Emotional
Expression (emoticon) in the form of Angry Mean Equals 75.13 Standard Deviation
Equals 142.84 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of HaHa Mean Equals
20.20 Standard Deviation Equals 34.91 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form
of Sad Mean Equals 13.79 Standard Deviation Equals 16.29 Emotional Expression
(emoticon) in the form of Wow Mean Equals 5.47 Standard Deviation Equals 5.29.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of games,
which are Like, Sad, Love, HaHa, Wow, and Angry.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
542.67 Standard Deviation Equals 592.48 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form
of Sad Mean Equals 21.17 Standard Deviation Equals 33.16 Emotional Expression
(emoticon) in the form of Love Mean Equals 12.67 Standard Deviation Equals 13.32
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of HaHa Mean Equals 4.83 Standard
Deviation Equals 7.91 Wow Mean Equals 2.00 Standard Deviation Equals 3.52
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Angry Mean Equals 0.20 Standard
Deviation Equals 0.45.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of sports
content, which are Like, HaHa, Love, Wow, Sad, and Angry.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
560.28 Standard Deviation Equals 458.41 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form
of HaHa Mean Equals 10.13 Standard Deviation Equals 20.84 Emotional Expression
(emoticon) in the form of Love Mean Equals 7.97 Standard Deviation Equals 9.30
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Wow Mean Equals 3.47 Standard
Deviation Equals 3.04 Sad Mean Equals 1.31 Standard Deviation Equals 3.54
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Angry Mean Equals 0.23 Standard
Deviation Equals 0.50.
Emotional expression (emoticon) station public relations, which are
Like, Sad, Angry, Wow, HaHa, and Love.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
466.25 Standard Deviation Equals 348.24 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form
of Sad Mean Equals 9.25 Standard Deviation Equals 12.50 Emotional Expression
(emoticon) in the form of Angry Mean Equals 9.25 Standard Deviation Equals 16.56
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Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Wow Mean Equals 5.25 Standard
Deviation Equals 5.56 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of HaHa Mean
Equals 3.75 Standard Deviation Equals 2.50 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the
form of Love Mean Equals 2.50 Standard Deviation Equals 2.38.
6.1.2.3 Engagement through posting comments on ThairathTV official
Facebook page during Election.
Examination of the ThairathTV official Facebook page during the
election revealed that there were 71,951 comments, which has an average of 503.15
times with standard deviation of 1,850.94.
1) Presentation Format
Table 6.23 Use of Comments Statistics based on Presentation Format on Online
Social Media, ThairathTV Official Facebook Page.
Presentation Format

Mean

Standard of Deviation
(SD)

3,007.07

4,879.15

Picture

252.08

398.06

Clip

100.21

361.32

Text

0.00

0.00

Gift

0.00

0.00

Share

0.00

0.00

Live

Users of the ThairathTV official Facebook page during election have
engagement through the use of comments, which are discussed from most to least
through types of presentation format – live, picture, and clip.
Comment in Live Mean Equals 3,007.07 Standard Deviation Equals
4,879.15 Comment in Picture Mean Equals 252.08 Standard Deviation Equals 398.06
Comment in Clip Mean Equals 100.21 Standard Deviation Equals 361.32.
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Figure 6.12 Live Broadcast of Thai Rath Election 2019 on the ThairathTV Official
Facebook Page during Election.
Source: ThairathTV (2019v)

Examination of the posts during the Live Broadcast of Thai Rath
Election 2019 on March 24, 2019 from 4:59PM, one minute before the closing of the
polls revealed 19,000 comments about the election results. These discussions were very
intense from all sides of the political divide.
User A: 21:13 “Be prepared to eat salt.”
User B: “User A: Not sure there would be any salt left.”
User A: “You are right. I don’t think there would be any salt left.”
User C: 43:27 “If Uncle Tu wins, I will join the mob. I am not afraid of
the bombs. I am more afraid of starving to death.”
User D: 1:14:49 “Sore losers. Why do you always have to win?”
User E: 1:16:59 “Not many people on Facebook would vote for Uncle
Tu, but those who do are not on social media.”
User G: 3:00:00 “From what I have been reading no one voted for Uncle
Tu’s party, but where are all the votes coming from. It would be more credible if Future
Forward or Phue Thai won.”
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User H: 3:12:29 “Admit it kids, when you are unhappy with the results
you say they cheat.”
User I: 3:50:49 “I can’t believe Uncle Tu got that many votes. I will
curse him everyday.”
User J: 4:10:14 “Future Forward Party won in many districts. Why is it
that there scores have not improved at all? Is it my imagination?”
User K: 4:22:30 “5 million? How did they get it? T T”
User L: 5:13:45 “ThairathTV Uncle Tu is going to win for sure. What a
bore.”
User M: 5:46:31 “Uncle Tu win please. Give good people a chance.”
User N: 6:39:37 “What is the point of following the count? It is obvious
they are cheating.”
2) Program Genre
Table 6.24 Use of Comments Statistics based on Program Genre on Online Social
Media, ThairathTV Official Facebook Page.
Program Genre
News
Game Show/Contest
Sport
Online
Station Public Relations
Talk Show
Scoop
Documentaries
Drama

Mean
689.58
34.40
22.77
12.00
11.33
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Standard of Deviation
(SD)
2,154.96
21.62
24.79
0.00
14.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Users of the ThairathTV official Facebook page during election have
engagement through the use of comments, which are discussed from most to least
through types of program genre – news, game show/contest, sports, online, and station
public relations.
Comment in genre of News Mean Equals 689.58 Standard Deviation
Equals 2,154.96 Comment in genre of Game Show/Contest Mean Equals 34.40
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Standard Deviation Equals 21.62 Comment in genre of Sport Mean Equals 22.77
Standard Deviation Equals 24.79 Comment in genre of Online Mean Equals 12.00
Standard Deviation Equals 0.00 Comment in genre of Station Public Relations Mean
Equals 11.33 Standard Deviation Equals 14.01
3) Program Content
Table 6.25 Use of Comments Statistics based on Program Content on Online Social
Media, ThairathTV Official Facebook Page.
Program Content

Mean

Standard Deviation
(SD)

Politics

760.12

2,340.07

Current Affairs

366.93

625.31

Station Public Relations

35.50

48.23

Games

28.67

23.90

Sport

23.84

25.12

Family

0.00

0.00

Social

0.00

0.00

Music

0.00

0.00

Food

0.00

0.00

Travel

0.00

0.00

Ghost/Beliefs

0.00

0.00

Users of the ThairathTV official Facebook page during election have
engagement through the use of comments, which are discussed from most to least
through types of program content – politics, current affairs, station public relations, and
sports.
Comment in content of Politics Mean Equals 760.12 Standard Deviation
Equals 2,340.07 Comment in content of Current Affairs Mean Equals 366.93 Standard
Deviation Equals 625.31 Comment in content of Station Public Relations Mean Equals
35.50 Standard Deviation Equals 48.23 Comment in content of Games Mean Equals
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28.67 Standard Deviation Equals 23.90 และComment in content of Sport Mean Equals
23.84 Standard Deviation Equals 25.12.
6.1.2.4 Audience Engagement through Shares on the ThairathTV
Official Facebook Page during Election
Examination of the ThairathTV official Facebook page during the
election revealed 50,759 shares with an average of 357.46 posts and standard deviation
of 1,167.56.
1) Presentation Format
Table 6.26 Share Statistics based on Presentation Format on Online Social Media,
ThairathTV Official Facebook Page.
Presentation Format

Mean

Standard Deviation
(SD)

1,075.80

2,294.39

Picture

471.32

1,291.60

Clip

100.21

361.32

Text

0.00

0.00

Gift

0.00

0.00

Share

0.00

0.00

Live

Users of the ThairathTV official Facebook page during election have
engagement through the sharing which are discussed from most to least through types
of presentation format– live, picture, and clip.
Sharing of the live broadcast has an average of 1,075.80 with standard
deviation of 2,294.39. Sharing of pictures has an average of 471.32 with standard
deviation of 1,291.60. Sharing of clips has an average of 100.21 with standard deviation
of 361.32.
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2) Program Genre
Table 6.27 Share Statistics based on Program Type on Online Social Media,
ThairathTV Official Facebook Page.
Program Genre

Mean

Standard Deviation
(SD)

News

484.63

1,358.19

Game Show/Contest

53.00

61.25

Online

51.00

0.00

Sport

32.03

27.13

Station Public Relations

6.00

2.65

Talk Show

0.00

0.00

Scoop

0.00

0.00

Documentaries

0.00

0.00

Drama

0.00

0.00

Users of the ThairathTV official Facebook page during election have
engagement through the sharing which are discussed from most to least through
program types, which are game show/contest, online, sports, and station public
relations.
Share in genre of News Mean Equals 484.63 Standard Deviation Equals
1,358.19 Share in genre of Game Show/Contest Mean Equals 53.00 Standard Deviation
Equals 61.25 Share in genre of Online Mean Equals 51.00 Standard Deviation Equals
0.00 Share in genre of Sport Mean Equals 32.03 Standard Deviation Equals 27.13 Share
in genre of Station Public Relations Mean Equals 6.00 Standard Deviation Equals 2.65
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3) Program Content
Table 6.28 Share Statistics based on Program Content on Online Social Media,
ThairathTV Official Facebook Page during Election.
Program Content

Mean

Standard Deviation
(SD)

Politics

560.81

1,476.11

Current Affairs

115.40

147.39

Games

45.33

57.91

Sport

33.13

27.40

Station Public Relations

6.75

6.24

Music

0.00

0.00

Social

0.00

0.00

Family

0.00

0.00

Travel

0.00

0.00

Food

0.00

0.00

Ghost/Beliefs

0.00

0.00

Users of the ThairathTV official Facebook page during election have
engagement through the sharing which are discussed from most to least through
program content, which are politics, current affairs, game, contest, sports, and station
public relations.
Share in content of Politics Mean Equals 560.81 Standard Deviation
Equals 1,476.11 Share in content of Current Affairs Mean Equals 115.40 Standard
Deviation Equals 147.39 Share in content of Games Mean Equals 45.33 Standard
Deviation Equals 57.91 Share in content of Sport Mean Equals 33.13 Standard
Deviation Equals 27.40 Share in content of Station Public Relations Mean Equals 6.75
Standard Deviation Equals 6.24.
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6.2 Audience Engagement on the ThairathTV Channel 23 Official
Facebook Page
Examination of audience engagement on the WorkpointTV official Facebook
page during the study can be divided into two parts – regular broadcast and election
period. Data was collected from the posts on the official Facebook page. The
observation count monitor would check the data for 2 days by the social media team to
evaluate the continuous engagement.

6.2.1

Audience Engagement on the ThairathTV Channel 23 Official
Facebook Page during Regular Broadcast

WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page has a total of 196 posts. The engagement
with these posts would be discussed in the following section.
Table 6.29 Engagement Statistics on the WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page during
Regular Broadcast.
Engagement

Mean

Standard Deviation
(SD)

121,795.47

189,372.06

2,424.14

4,187.82

Share

580.49

2,258.45

Comment

443.37

2,710.83

View
Emoticon

Users of the ThairathTV official Facebook page during regular broadcast have
engagement, which are discussed from most to least – view, emoticon, share, and
comment.
View Mean Equals 121,795.47 Standard Deviation Equals 189,372.06 Emotional
Expression (emoticon) Mean Equals 2,424.14 Standard Deviation Equals 4,187.82
Share Mean Equals 580.49 Standard Deviation Equals 2,258.45 Comment Mean Equals
443.37 Standard Deviation Equals 2,710.83.
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6.2.1.1 Audience Engagement through Read and View on the
WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page during Regular Broadcast.
Creation of audience engagement on the WorkpointTV official
Facebook page during regular broadcast through read and view would be discussed in
the following section.
1) Presentation Format
Table 6.30 Engagement Statistics through Read and View based on the Presentation
Format on the WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page during Regular
Broadcast.
Presentation Format

Mean

Standard Deviation
(SD)

Clip

268,920.51

244,333.97

Live

70,266.30

91,634.54

Picture

11,681.82

49,194.81

Share

0.00

0.00

Gif

0.00

0.00

Text

0.00

0.00

Users of the WorkpointTV official Facebook page during regular
broadcast have engagement through read and view based on presentation format, which
are discussed from most to least – clip, live, and picture.
View in format Clip Mean Equals 268,920.51 Standard Deviation
Equals 244,333.97 View in format Live Mean Equals 70,266.30 Standard Deviation
Equals 91,634.54 View in format Picture Mean Equals 11,681.82 Standard Deviation
Equals 49,194.81.
In addition, the social media team posted 9 shared contents, which did
not have any engagement in the form of read or view.
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Figure 6.13 Presentation Format in the Form of Clip of the WorkpointTV Official
Facebook Page during Regular Broadcast that has the Most Views.
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019o)

Examination of clips posted on the official Facebook page during
regular broadcast that received the most views is the news about the quarrel that erupted
from the noise made at an ordination ceremony at Wat Singha High School. It was
shared from Workpoint News on March 24, 2019 at 11:37PM. There was a total of
1,064,437 views.
The researcher used audience engagement analysis on posts from
WorkpointTV official Facebook page, posted by the social media team presented in
Chapter 4. It is found that during regular broadcast content posted would be in the form
of live broadcast most followed by clips. However, it is found audiences engage through
read and view clips more than live broadcasts.
Patchara Opassereepadung (personal communication September 27,
2019) explained the phenomenon of read and view of live broadcast is less than clips.
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This is because social media team would close of remove the full live broadcast based
on the agreement made between Workpoint Entertainment Plc. and Facebook. This has
also resulted in the reduction in the engagement with the posts that have been closed or
deleted.
2) Program Genre
Table 6.31 Read and View Statistics based on the Program Type on the WorkpointTV
Official Facebook Page during Regular Broadcast.
Program Genre

Mean

Standard Deviation
(SD)

Game Show/Contest

174,518.87

225,803.62

Variety

155,250.00

150,842.92

Talk Show

147,029.50

102,315.27

Drama

117,833.33

145,531.33

News

66,823.33

195,446.54

Online

63,507.62

99,459.89

Live Broadcasts

60,000.00

84,852.81

Advertising

53,620.00

110,502.32

Documentaries

51,166.67

26,991.97

Station Public Relations

2,000.00

4,472.14

79.00

0.00

Movie

Users of the WorkpointTV official Facebook page during regular
broadcast have engagement through read and view based on presentation format, which
are discussed from most to least – game show/contest, variety show, talk show, series,
news, online, live broadcast, advertising, documentaries, station public relations, and
movies.
View in content of Game Show/Contest Mean Equals 174,518.87
Standard Deviation Equals 225,803.62 View in content of Variety Mean Equals
155,250.00 Standard Deviation Equals 150,842.92 View in content of Talk Show Mean
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Equals 147,029.50 Standard Deviation Equals 102,315.27 View in content of Drama
Mean Equals 117,833.33 Standard Deviation Equals 145,531.33 View in content of
News Mean Equals 66,823.33 Standard Deviation Equals 195,446.54 View in content
of Online Mean Equals 63,507.62 Standard Deviation Equals 99,459.89 View in
content of Live Broadcasts Mean Equals 60,000.00 Standard Deviation Equals
84,852.81 View in content of Advertising Mean Equals 53,620.00 Standard Deviation
Equals 110,502.32 View in content of Documentaries Mean Equals 51,166.67 Standard
Deviation Equals 26,991.97 View in content of Station Public Relations Mean Equals
2,000.00 Standard Deviation Equals 4,472.14 และView in content of Movie Mean
Equals 79.00 Standard Deviation Equals 0.00.

Figure 6.14 Presentation of Genre Content – Game show/Contest on the WorkpointTV
Official Facebook Page during Regular Broadcast that has the Most Views.
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019n); Workpoint Entertainment (2019p)
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Analysis of the posts based on the game show/contest on the Official
Facebook revealed that the posts with the most views are from I Can See Your Voice
and Super 10.
The social media team presented two consecutive clips from I Can See
Your Voice on February 20, 2019 at 10:00PM. There were 850,000 and 810,000 views
respectively. For content from Super 10, two clips were posted edited from broadcasted
content on February 23, 2019. There were 782,163 views for the first clop posted at
7:44AM on March 2, 2019 and 780,000 views for the second clip at 6:01PM.
From audience engagement statistics to genre content on the
WorkpointTV official Facebook page compared to the statistics of the digital television
social media team presented in Chapter 4, the results are in the same direction. The two
most popular programs based on the two statistics would be game show/contest and
variety show, which is congruent to the presentation of content of the WorkpointTV
broadcasting program schedule in February and March, 2019. Game show/contest and
variety shows are presented during primetime and re-run again during the day and late
night.
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Program Content
Table 6.32 Read and View Statistics based on the Program Content on the
WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page during Regular Broadcast.
Program Content
Children
Elderly
Sports
Music
Ghost/Beliefs
Business
Humor
Politics
Family
Current Affairs
Food
Games
Advertising
Movie
Culture
Station Public Relations

Mean
384,880.43
287,333.33
220,000.00
191,309.13
158,000.00
140,000.00
140,000.00
122,706.00
92,625.00
66,823.33
66,333.33
56978.89
53,620.00
40,026.33
18,000.00
2,000.00

Standard Deviation
(SD)
316,078.14
234,480.99
0.00
228,452.62
144,249.78
197,989.90
197,989.90
110,239.85
131,559.80
195,446.54
89,337.84
82,058.50
110,502.32
69,259.24
1,414.21
4,472.14

Users of the WorkpointTV official Facebook page during regular
broadcast have engagement through read and view based on program content, which
are discussed from most to least – children, elderly, sports, music, ghost, business,
humor, politics, family, current affairs, food, game, advertising, movies, culture, and
station public relations.
View in content of Children Mean Equals 384,880.43 Standard
Deviation Equals 316,078.14 View in content of Elderly Mean Equals 287,333.33
Standard Deviation Equals 234,480.99 View in content of Sports Mean Equals
220,000.00 Standard Deviation Equals 0.00 View in content of Music Mean Equals
191,309.13 Standard Deviation Equals 228,452.62 View in content of Ghost/Beliefs
Mean Equals 158,000.00 Standard Deviation Equals 144,249.78 View in content of
Business Mean Equals 140,000.00 Standard Deviation Equals 197,989.90 View in
content of Humor Mean Equals 140,000.00 Standard Deviation Equals 197,989.90
View in content of Politics Mean Equals 122,706.00 Standard Deviation Equals
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110,239.85 View in content of Family Mean Equals 92,625.00 Standard Deviation
Equals 131,559.80 View in content of Current Affairs Mean Equals 66,823.33 Standard
Deviation Equals 195,446.54 View in content of Foodร Mean Equals 66,333.33
Standard Deviation Equals 89,337.84 View in content of Games Mean Equals 56978.89
Standard Deviation Equals 82,058.50 View in content of Advertising Mean Equals
53,620.00 Standard Deviation Equals 110,502.32 View in content of Movies Mean
Equals 40,026.33 Standard Deviation Equals 69,259.24 View in content ofวัฒนธรรม
Mean Equals 18,000.00 Standard Deviation Equals 1,414.21 View in content of Station
public relations Mean Equals 2,000.00 Standard Deviation Equals 4,472.14.
Based on audience engagement statistics on the WorkpointTV official
Facebook page, the comparison to the posting from the digital television station
presented in Chapter 4, it appears that only music content, which is one of the top 5
contents posted by the social media team on the WorkpointTV official Facebook page.
In addition, the social media team has selected to post the top 5 contents, which are
music, current affairs, humor, advertising, and game. Audiences selected content about
children, elderly, sports, music, and ghost to read and view respectively.
6.2.1.2 Audience Engagement through use of Emoticons on the
WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page during Regular Broadcast.
The researcher examined audience engagement on the WorkpointTV
official Facebook page during regular broadcasts through the use of emoticons.
Table 6.33 Emoticon Use Statistics on Online Social Media, ThairathTV Official
Facebook Page.
Emotiocon
Like
Love
HaHa
Wow
Sad
Angry

Mean
2,104.96
183.67
80.08
31.01
14.13
7.91

Standard Deviation
(SD)
3,532.21
671.23
211.31
123.58
81.03
68.84
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Users of the WorkpointTV official Facebook page during regular
broadcast have engagement through the use of emoticons, which are discussed from
most to least– Like, Love, HaHa, Sad, and Angry.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
2,104.96 Standard Deviation Equals 3,532.21 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the
form of Love Mean Equals 183.67 Standard Deviation Equals 671.23 Emotional
Expression (emoticon) in the form of HaHa Mean Equals 80.08 Standard Deviation
Equals 211.31 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Wow Mean Equals
31.01 Standard Deviation Equals 123.58 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form
of Sad Mean Equals 14.13 Standard Deviation Equals 81.03 Emotional Expression
(emoticon) in the form of Angry Mean Equals 7.91 Standard Deviation Equals 68.84.

1) Presentation Format
Table 6.34 Emoticon Use Statistics based on Presentation Format on Online Social
Media, WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page during Regular Broadcast.
Presentation Format
Clip
Mean
SD
Picture
Mean
SD
Live
Mean
SD
Share
Mean
SD
Text
Mean
SD
Gif
Mean
SD

All
4,823.64
5,957.25
1,385.43
1,862.44
1,147.09
2,110.32
423.22
395.13
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Like
4,290.03
5,089.72
1,276.36
1,676.39
864.75
1,197.21
362.22
250.35
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Love
271.19
688.83
17.43
33.68
224.09
851.24
3.44
5.39
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Wow
68.94
201.93
11.77
33.48
11.58
31.83
3.22
3.93
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

HaHa
144.90
281.00
65.98
226.86
35.26
98.09
45.00
115.80
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Sad
29.22
136.01
9.41
29.58
5.57
17.44
0.67
1.66
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Angry
15.20
115.35
0.39
1.32
5.84
23.83
8.67
26.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Users of the WorkpointTV official Facebook page during regular
broadcast have engagement through the use of emoticons based on the presentation
format, which are discussed from most to least -clip, picture, live, and share.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of clip from
most to least, which are Like, Love, HaHa, Wow, Sad, and Angry.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
4,290.03 Standard Deviation Equals 5,089.72 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the
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form of Love Mean Equals 271.19 Standard Deviation Equals 688.83 Emotional
Expression (emoticon) in the form of HaHa Mean Equals 144.90 Standard Deviation
Equals 281.00 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Wow Mean Equals
68.94 Standard Deviation Equals 201.93 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form
of Sad Mean Equals 29.22 Standard Deviation Equals 136.01 Emotional Expression
(emoticon) in the form of Angry Mean Equals 15.20 Standard Deviation Equals 115.35.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of pictures
from most to least, which are Like, HaHa, Love, Wow, Sad, and Angry.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
1,276.36 Standard Deviation Equals 1,676.39 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the
form of HaHa Mean Equals 65.98 Standard Deviation Equals 226.86 Emotional
Expression (emoticon) in the form of Love Mean Equals 17.43 Standard Deviation
Equals 33.68 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Wow Mean Equals 11.77
Standard Deviation Equals 33.48 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Sad
Mean Equals 9.41 Standard Deviation Equals 29.58 Emotional Expression (emoticon)
in the form of Angry Mean Equals 1.32 Standard Deviation Equals 5.84.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of live content
from most to least, which are Like, Love, HaHa, Wow, Angry, and Sad.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
864.75 Standard Deviation Equals 1,197.21 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the
form of Love Mean Equals 224.09 Standard Deviation Equals 851.24 Emotional
Expression (emoticon) in the form of HaHa Mean Equals 35.26 Standard Deviation
Equals 98.09 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Wow Mean Equals 11.58
Standard Deviation Equals 31.83 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of
Angry Mean Equals 5.84 Standard Deviation Equals 23.83 Emotional Expression
(emoticon) in the form of Sad Mean Equals 5.57 Standard Deviation Equals 17.44.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of contents
that are shared from most to least which are Like, HaHa, Angry, Love, Wow, and Sad.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
362.22 Standard Deviation Equals 250.35 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form
of HaHa Mean Equals 45.00 Standard Deviation Equals 115.80 Emotional Expression
(emoticon) in the form of Angry Mean Equals 8.67 Standard Deviation Equals 26.00
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Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Love Mean Equals 3.44 Standard
Deviation Equals 5.39 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Wow Mean
Equals 3.22 Standard Deviation Equals 3.93 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the
form of Sad Mean Equals 0.67 Standard Deviation Equals 1.66.
2) Program Genre
Table 6.35 Emoticon Use Statistics based on Program Genre on Online Social Media,
WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page during Regular Broadcast.
Program Genre
Game/
Mean
Contest
SD
Variety
Mean
SD
Online
Mean
SD
Talk Show Mean
SD
Live
Mean
Broadcasts SD
Dramma
Mean
SD
Advertising Mean
SD
News
Mean
SD
Station
Mean
PR
SD
Movie
Mean
SD
Document
Mean
SD

All

Like

Love

Wow

HaHa

Sad

Angry

3,798.27
5,718.94
3,123.71
3,125.98
2,381.08
2,359.71
1,313.75
1,255.74
1,216.00
1,499.07
1,126.00
854.85
742.15
1,010.83
693.30
1,394.36
237.40
53.14
151
0.00
707.83
117.36

3,234.68
4,775.54
2,827.75
2,862.00
2,141.23
2,012.56
1,046.75
997.64
925.50
1,095.31
1,009.50
791.98
682.15
903.70
623.61
1,216.88
234.80
51.33
146
0.00
665.00
125.44

389.28
1,000.79
74.00
84.38
17.00
18.26
88.75
155.05
250.50
350.02
56.17
94.78
9.95
15.47
15.67
74.39
1.40
2.19
1
0.00
27.33
10.31

62.24
184.58
13.88
20.48
3.62
3.07
5.75
7.63
18.50
23.33
2.17
1.72
4.60
10.92
10.85
39.43
0.25
0.50
0
0.00
6.33
4.27

79.21
206.57
203.96
301.57
204.69
392.07
117.50
194.86
10.00
14.14
55.67
44.69
33.50
123.64
3.48
7.87
0.00
0.00
3
0.00
5.50
4.28

25.00
121.65
2.48
4.86
14.08
23.01
2.50
3.70
8.00
11.31
1.20
2.17
2.85
7.17
10.52
35.95
0.40
0.89
1
0.00
2.17
1.72

3.59
9.76
1.75
2.45
0.46
0.97
52.50
102.34
3.50
4.95
1.50
2.26
0.10
0.45
29.18
163.16
0.60
1.34
0
0.00
1.50
1.05

Users of the WorkpointTV official Facebook page during regular
broadcast have engagement through the use of emoticons based on the program type,
which are discussed from most to least -game show, variety show, online, talk show,
live broadcast, series, advertising, news, station public relations, movies, and food
documentaries.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in genre of game shows from
most to least, which are Like, Love, HaHa, Wow, Sad, and Angry.
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Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
3,234.68 Standard Deviation Equals 4,775.54 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the
form of Love Mean Equals 389.28 Standard Deviation Equals 1,000.79 Emotional
Expression (emoticon) in the form of HaHa Mean Equals 79.21 Standard Deviation
Equals 206.57 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Wow Mean Equals
62.24 Standard Deviation Equals 184.58 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form
of Sad Mean Equals 25.00 Standard Deviation Equals 121.65 Emotional Expression
(emoticon) in the form of Angry Mean Equals 3.59 Standard Deviation Equals 9.76.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in genre of variety shows from
most to least, which are Like, Love, Wow, HaHa, Sad, and Angry.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
2,827.75 Standard Deviation Equals 2,862.00 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the
form of Love Mean Equals 74.00 Standard Deviation Equals 84.38 Emotional
Expression (emoticon) in the form of Wow Mean Equals 13.88 Standard Deviation
Equals 20.48 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of HaHa Mean Equals
203.96 Standard Deviation Equals 301.57 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form
of Sad Mean Equals 2.48 Standard Deviation Equals 4.86 Emotional Expression
(emoticon) in the form of Angry Mean Equals 1.75 Standard Deviation Equals 2.45.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in genre of online content from
most to least, which are Like, Love, Wow, HaHa, Sad, and Angry.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
2,141.23 Standard Deviation Equals 2,012.56 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the
form of Love Mean Equals 17.00 Standard Deviation Equals 18.26 Emotional
Expression (emoticon) in the form of Wow Mean Equals 3.62 Standard Deviation
Equals 3.07 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of HaHa Mean Equals 204.69
Standard Deviation Equals 392.07 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Sad
Mean Equals 14.08 Standard Deviation Equals 23.01 Emotional Expression (emoticon)
in the form of Angry Mean Equals 0.46 Standard Deviation Equals 0.97.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in genre of talk shows from most
to least, which are Like, HaHa, Love, Angry, Wow, and Sad.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
1,046.75 Standard Deviation Equals 997.64 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the
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form of HaHa Mean Equals 117.50 Standard Deviation Equals 194.86 Emotional
Expression (emoticon) in the form of Love Mean Equals 88.75 Standard Deviation
Equals 155.05 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Angry Mean Equals
52.50 Standard Deviation Equals 102.34 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form
of Wow Mean Equals 5.75 Standard Deviation Equals 7.63 Emotional Expression
(emoticon) in the form of Sad Mean Equals 2.50 Standard Deviation Equals 3.70.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in genre of live broadcast from
most to least, which are Like, Love, Wow, HaHa, Sad, and Angry.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
925.50 Standard Deviation Equals 1,095.31 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the
form of Love Mean Equals 250.50 Standard Deviation Equals 350.02 Emotional
Expression (emoticon) in the form of Wow Mean Equals 18.50 Standard Deviation
Equals 23.33 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of HaHa Mean Equals 10.00
Standard Deviation Equals 14.14 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Sad
Mean Equals 8.00 Standard Deviation Equals 11.31 Emotional Expression (emoticon)
in the form of Angry Mean Equals 3.50 Standard Deviation Equals 4.95.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in genre of drama from most to
least, which are Like, Love, HaHa, Wow, Angry, and Sad.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
1,009.50 Standard Deviation Equals 791.98 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the
form of Love Mean Equals 56.17 Standard Deviation Equals 94.78 Emotional
Expression (emoticon) in the form of HaHa Mean Equals 55.67 Standard Deviation
Equals 44.69 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Wow Mean Equals 2.17
Standard Deviation Equals 1.72 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Angry
Mean Equals 1.50 Standard Deviation Equals 2.26 Emotional Expression (emoticon)
in the form of Sad Mean Equals 1.20 Standard Deviation Equals 2.17.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in genre of advertising from most
to least, which are Like, HaHa, Love, Wow, Sad, and Angry.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
682.15 Standard Deviation Equals 903.70 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form
of HaHa Mean Equals 33.50 Standard Deviation Equals 123.64 Emotional Expression
(emoticon) in the form of Love Mean Equals 9.95 Standard Deviation Equals 15.47
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Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Wow Mean Equals 4.60 Standard
Deviation Equals 10.92 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Sad Mean
Equals 2.85 Standard Deviation Equals 7.17 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the
form of Angry Mean Equals 0.10 Standard Deviation Equals 0.45.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in genre of news from most to
least, which are Like, Angry, Love, Wow, HaHa, and Sad.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
623.61 Standard Deviation Equals 1,216.88 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the
form of Angry Mean Equals 29.18 Standard Deviation Equals 163.16 Emotional
Expression (emoticon) in the form of Love Mean Equals 15.67 Standard Deviation
Equals 74.39 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Wow Mean Equals 10.85
Standard Deviation Equals 39.43 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Sad
Mean Equals 10.52 Standard Deviation Equals 35.95 Emotional Expression (emoticon)
in the form of HaHa Mean Equals 3.48 Standard Deviation Equals 7.87.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in genre of station public
relations from most to least, which are Like, Love, Angry, Sad, Wow, and HaHa.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
234.80 Standard Deviation Equals 51.33 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form
of Love Mean Equals 1.40 Standard Deviation Equals 2.19 Emotional Expression
(emoticon) in the form of Angry Mean Equals 0.60 Standard Deviation Equals 1.34
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Sad Mean Equals 0.40 Standard
Deviation Equals 0.89 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Wow Mean
Equals 0.25 Standard Deviation Equals 0.50 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the
form of HaHa Mean Equals 0.00 Standard Deviation Equals 0.00.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in genre of movies from most to
least, which are Like, HaHa, Love, Sad, Wow, and Angry.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
146.00 Standard Deviation Equals 0.00 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form
of HaHa Mean Equals 3.00 Standard Deviation Equals 0.00 Emotional Expression
(emoticon) in the form of Love Mean Equals 1.00 Standard Deviation Equals 0.00
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Sad Mean Equals 1.00 Standard
Deviation Equals 0.00 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Wow Mean
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Equals 0.00 Standard Deviation Equals 0.00 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the
form of Angry Mean Equals 0.00 Standard Deviation Equals 0.00.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in genre of documentaries from
most to least, which are Like, Love, Wow, HaHa, Sad, and Angry.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
665.00 Standard Deviation Equals 125.44 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form
of Love Mean Equals 27.33 Standard Deviation Equals 10.31 Emotional Expression
(emoticon) in the form of Wow Mean Equals 6.33Standard Deviation Equals 4.27
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of HaHa Mean Equals 5.50 Standard
Deviation Equals 4.28 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Sad Mean
Equals 2.17 Standard Deviation Equals 1.72 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the
form of Angry Mean Equals 1.50 Standard Deviation Equals 1.05.
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3) Program Content
Table 6.36 Emoticon Use Statistics based on Program Content on Online Social
Media, WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page during Regular Broadcast.
Program Content
Mean
Elderly
Children
Business
Music
Humor
Quote
Sport
Ghost/Beliefs
Family
Movie
Politics
Food
Advertising
Current Affairs
Games
Culture
Station PR

SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD

All

Like

Love

Wow

HaHa

Sad

Angry

7,409.67
6,880.11
6,048.00
5,105.69
5,462.50
1,259.36
4,369.81
6,389.95
3,690.95
3,139.61
2,821.50
1,303.92
2,731.00
0.00
1,688.50
761.55
941.88
798.88
861.00
1,225.43
841.33
1,013.05
753.33
514.38
742.15
1,010.83
693.30
1,394.36
537.00
407.89
456.00
21.21
237.40
53.14

6,778.00
6,183.37
5,261.00
3,999.91
5,250.00
1,202.08
3,678.66
5,310.20
3,268.59
2,812.89
2,750.00
1,266.23
2,300.00
0.00
1,400.00
565.69
847.25
733.68
665.67
895.76
629.00
667.71
666.00
373.82
682.15
903.70
623.61
1,216.88
475.58
319.10
423.00
16.97
234.80
51.33

470.00
562.53
501.71
847.58
123.50
89.80
495.89
1,185.30
57.09
74.33
39.00
14.17
19.00
0.00
176.50
115.26
47.13
81.83
167.33
286.37
112.00
181.15
49.44
81.35
9.95
15.47
15.67
74.39
17.74
26.95
22.00
2.83
1.40
2.19

150.67
161.04
96.57
126.85
64.00
16.97
73.13
219.74
6.14
7.25
6.50
1.91
3.00
0.00
39.00
29.70
2.50
2.07
12.33
19.66
6.67
9.07
8.33
8.89
4.60
10.92
10.85
39.43
3.26
3.65
3.50
2.12
0.25
0.50

6.67
6.51
78.00
151.66
21.50
16.26
89.21
244.34
352.27
367.43
2.75
3.50
407.00
0.00
59.00
70.71
42.88
44.59
7.67
10.79
21.00
32.92
22.44
53.97
33.50
123.64
3.48
7.87
34.00
79.95
5.50
3.54
0.00
0.00

2.33
3.21
58.14
146.81
3.00
0.00
30.30
141.97
5.57
15.39
22.75
22.77
1.00
0.00
11.50
16.26
0.86
1.86
5.67
8.96
3.00
4.36
2.89
4.14
2.85
7.17
10.52
35.95
1.00
1.53
0.50
0.71
0.40
0.89

2.00
2.65
3.14
3.29
0.50
0.71
2.54
4.69
1.55
2.60
0.50
1.00
1.00
0.00
2.50
3.54
1.38
2.00
2.33
4.04
69.67
118.08
4.22
9.35
0.10
0.45
29.18
163.16
5.42
17.70
1.50
0.71
0.60
1.34

Users of the WorkpointTV official Facebook page during regular
broadcast have engagement through the use of emoticons based on the program content,
which are discussed from most to least -elderly, children, business, music, humor,
inspirational quotes, sports, ghost, family, movies, politics, food, advertising, current
affairs, game, culture, and station public relations.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of content for
the elderly from most to least, which are Like, Love, Wow, HaHa, Sad, and Angry.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
6,778.00 Standard Deviation Equals 6,183.37 Love Mean Equals 470.00 Standard
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Deviation Equals 562.53 Wow Mean Equals 150.67 Standard Deviation Equals 161.04
HaHa Mean Equals 6.67 Standard Deviation Equals 6.51 Sad Mean Equals 2.33
Standard Deviation Equals 3.21 และ Angry Mean Equals 2.00 Standard Deviation
Equals 2.65.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of children
content from most to least, which are Like, Love, Wow, HaHa, Sad, and Angry.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
5,261.00 Standard Deviation Equals 3,999.91 Love Mean Equals 501.71 Standard
Deviation Equals 847.58 Wow Mean Equals 96.57 Standard Deviation Equals 126.85
HaHa Mean Equals 78.00 Standard Deviation Equals 151.66 Sad Mean Equals 58.14
Standard Deviation Equals 146.81 Angry Mean Equals 3.14 Standard Deviation Equals
3.29.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of business
content from most to least, which are Like, Love, Wow, HaHa, Sad, and Angry.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
5,250.00 Standard Deviation Equals 1,202.08 Love Mean Equals 123.50 Standard
Deviation Equals 89.80 Wow Mean Equals 64.00Standard Deviation Equals 16.97
HaHa Mean Equals 21.50 Standard Deviation Equals 16.26 Sad Mean Equals 3.00
Standard Deviation Equals 0.00 Angry Mean Equals 0.50 Standard Deviation Equals
0.71.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of music from
most to least, which are Like, Love, HaHa, Wow, Sad, and Angry.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
3,678.66 Standard Deviation Equals 5,310.20 Love Mean Equals 495.89 Standard
Deviation Equals 1,185.30 HaHa Mean Equals 89.21 Standard Deviation Equals 244.34
Wow Mean Equals 73.13 Standard Deviation Equals 219.74 Sad Mean Equals 30.30
Standard Deviation Equals 141.97 Angry Mean Equals 2.54 Standard Deviation Equals
4.69.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of humor
content from most to least, which are Like, HaHa, Love, Wow, Sad, and Angry.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
3,268.59 Standard Deviation Equals 2,812.89 HaHa Mean Equals 352.27 Standard
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Deviation Equals 367.43 Love Mean Equals 57.09 Standard Deviation Equals 74.33
Wow Mean Equals 6.14 Standard Deviation Equals 7.25 Sad Mean Equals 5.57
Standard Deviation Equals 15.39 Angry Mean Equals 1.55 Standard Deviation Equals
2.60.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of
inspirational quotes from most to least, which are Like, Love, Sad, Wow, HaHa, and
Angry.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
2,750.00 Standard Deviation Equals 1,266.23 Love Mean Equals 39.00 Standard
Deviation Equals 14.17 Sad Mean Equals 22.75 Standard Deviation Equals 22.77 Wow
Mean Equals 6.50 Standard Deviation Equals 1.91 HaHa Mean Equals 2.75 Standard
Deviation Equals 3.50 Angry Mean Equals 0.50 Standard Deviation Equals 1.00.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of sports from
most to least, which are Like, HaHa, Love, Wow, Sad, and Angry.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
2,300.00 Standard Deviation Equals 0.00 HaHa Mean Equals 407.00 Standard
Deviation Equals 0.00 Love Mean Equals 19.00 Standard Deviation Equals 0.00 Wow
Mean Equals 3.00 Standard Deviation Equals 0.00 Sad Mean Equals 1.00 Standard
Deviation Equals 0.00 Angry Mean Equals 1.00 Standard Deviation Equals 0.00.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of ghost
content from most to least, which are Like, Love, HaHa, Wow, Sad, and Angry.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
1,400.00 Standard Deviation Equals 565.69 Love Mean Equals 176.50 Standard
Deviation Equals 115.26 HaHa Mean Equals 59.00 Standard Deviation Equals 70.71
Wow Mean Equals 39.00 Standard Deviation Equals 29.70 Sad Mean Equals 11.50
Standard Deviation Equals 16.26 Angry Mean Equals 2.50 Standard Deviation Equals
3.54.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of family
content from most to least, which are Like, Love, HaHa, Wow, Angry, and Sad.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
847.25 Standard Deviation Equals 733.68 Love Mean Equals 47.13 Standard Deviation
Equals 81.83 HaHa Mean Equals 42.88 Standard Deviation Equals 44.59 Wow Mean
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Equals 2.50 Standard Deviation Equals 2.07 Angry Mean Equals 1.38 Standard
Deviation Equals 2.00 Sad Mean Equals 0.86 Standard Deviation Equals 1.86.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of movies
from most to least, which are Like, Love, Wow, HaHa, Sad, and Angry.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
665.67 Standard Deviation Equals 895.76 Love Mean Equals 167.33 Standard
Deviation Equals 286.37 Wow Mean Equals 12.33 Standard Deviation Equals 19.66
HaHa Mean Equals 7.67 Standard Deviation Equals 10.79 Sad Mean Equals 5.67
Standard Deviation Equals 8.96 Angry Mean Equals 2.33 Standard Deviation Equals
4.04.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of political
content from most to least, which are Like, Love, Angry, HaHa, Wow, and Sad.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
629.00 Standard Deviation Equals 667.71 Love Mean Equals 112.00 Standard
Deviation Equals 181.15 Angry Mean Equals 69.67 Standard Deviation Equals 118.08
HaHa Mean Equals 21.00 Standard Deviation Equals 32.92 Wow Mean Equals 6.67
Standard Deviation Equals 9.07 Sad Mean Equals 3.00 Standard Deviation Equals 4.36.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of food
content from most to least, which are Like, Love, HaHa, Wow, Angry, and Sad.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
666.00 Standard Deviation Equals 373.82 Love Mean Equals 49.44 Standard Deviation
Equals 81.35 HaHa Mean Equals 22.44 Standard Deviation Equals 53.97 Wow Mean
Equals 8.33 Standard Deviation Equals 8.89 Angry Mean Equals 4.22 Standard
Deviation Equals 9.35 Sad Mean Equals 2.89 Standard Deviation Equals 4.14.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of advertising
from most to least, which are Like, HaHa, Love, Wow, Sad, and Angry.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
682.15 Standard Deviation Equals 903.70 HaHa Mean Equals 33.50 Standard
Deviation Equals 123.64 Love Mean Equals 9.95 Standard Deviation Equals 15.47
Wow Mean Equals 4.60 Standard Deviation Equals 10.92 Sad Mean Equals 2.85
Standard Deviation Equals 7.17 Angry Mean Equals 0.10 Standard Deviation Equals
0.45.
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Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of current
affairs from most to least, which are Like, Angry, Love, Wow, Sad, and HaHa.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
623.61 Standard Deviation Equals 1,216.88 Angry Mean Equals 29.18 Standard
Deviation Equals 163.16 Love Mean Equals 15.67 Standard Deviation Equals 74.39
Wow Mean Equals 10.85 Standard Deviation Equals 39.43 Sad Mean Equals 10.52
Standard Deviation Equals 35.95 HaHa Mean Equals 3.48 Standard Deviation Equals
7.87.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of game
content from most to least, which are Like, HaHa, Love, Angry, Wow, and Sad.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
475.58 Standard Deviation Equals 319.10 HaHa Mean Equals 34.00 Standard
Deviation Equals 79.95 Love Mean Equals 17.74 Standard Deviation Equals 26.95
Angry Mean Equals 5.42 Standard Deviation Equals 17.70 Wow Mean Equals 3.26
Standard Deviation Equals 3.65 Sad Mean Equals 1.00 Standard Deviation Equals 1.53.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of culture
content from most to least, which are Like, Love, HaHa, Wow, Sad, and Angry.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
423.00 Standard Deviation Equals 16.97 Love Mean Equals 22.00 Standard Deviation
Equals 2.83 HaHa Mean Equals 5.50 Standard Deviation Equals 3.54 Wow Mean
Equals 3.50 Standard Deviation Equals 2.12 Sad Mean Equals 0.50 Standard Deviation
Equals 0.71 Angry Mean Equals 1.50 Standard Deviation Equals 0.71.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of station
content from most to least, which are Like, Love, Angry, Sad, Wow, and HaHa.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
234.80 Standard Deviation Equals 51.33 Love Mean Equals 1.40 Standard Deviation
Equals 2.19 Angry Mean Equals 0.60 Standard Deviation Equals 1.34 Sad Mean Equals
0.40 Standard Deviation Equals 0.89 Wow Mean Equals 0.25 Standard Deviation
Equals 0.50 HaHa Mean Equals 0.00 Standard Deviation Equals 0.00.
Patchara Opassereepadung (personal communication September 27,
2019) explained the importance of using emoticons to express their feelings, differ since
the person posting and user have different views. The social media team that posts the
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content do not consider the feelings of the users because it is an idiosyncratic expression
that is difficult to measure based on presentation by Facebook. The expression through
the use of emoticons on a post has an influence on its presentation on Facebook. This
is the reason the format of the posts that are successful would be repeated often in
response to Facebook’s algorithm to increase post reach. Emoticons would be used as
part of algorithm calculation, thus posts with sad or angry emoticons would be
presented less, to the individual.
“For instance, if an individual uses an angry emoticon on posts about
crime news such as rape, Facebook will assume you do not like that content. As a result,
the algorithm would present less of that content on the person’s feed.” (Patchara
Opassereepadung, personal communication, September 27, 2019)

6.2.1.3 Audience Engagement through Comment on the WorkpointTV
Channel 23 Official Facebook Page during Regular Broadcast.
WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page during regular period had a total
of 86,901 comments, mean of 443.37 with standard deviation of 2,710.83. The highest
comment on a post is 31,640 and the lowest if 0, or no comments.
1) Presentation Format
Table 6.37 Comment Statistics based on Presentation Format on Online Social Media,
WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page during Regular Broadcast.
Presentation Format

Mean

Standard Deviation

(SD)
Live
Clip
Share
Picture
Text
Gift

1,055.28
78.51
33.56
25.86
0.00
0.00

4,296.13
175.23
85.42
42.88
0.00
0.00
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Users of the WorkpointTV official Facebook page during regular
broadcast have comment based on presentation format, which are discussed from most
to least – live, clip, share, and picture.
Comment in Format of Live Mean Equals 1,055.28 Standard Deviation
Equals 4,296.13 Comment in Format of Clip Mean Equals 78.51 Standard Deviation
Equals 175.23 Comment in Format of Share Mean Equals 33.56 Standard Deviation
Equals 85.42 Comment in Format of Picture Mean Equals 25.86 Standard Deviation
Equals 42.88.

Figure 6.15 Live Broadcasts of Two Microphone Singers on the WorkpointTV Official
Facebook Page
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019aq)
The image posted on February 24, 2019 on the WorkpointTV Official
Page at 10:00AM is about Two Microphone Singers. Audiences comment on the post
in the form of a discussion and communicate directly to the program producers.
User A: 0:49 “User XX: Tell mom that User YY is a two-timer. Don’t
miss the news.”
User B: 9:54 “I really want to join this show. Program creatives please
consider Sammy. 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼☺️☺️☺️🎤🎹🎧🎼🎬🥇🏆”
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User C: 1:01:36 “For those who don’t understand. I have googled the
information to explain it to you in detail.”
Pattranit Chaisuwankeeree (personal communication September 27,
2019) indicated that live broadcast allows audiences to comment in real time. It creates
a conversation and phenomenon of watch together and discuss with each other.
“When people watch live and re-run clips, they make different
comments. On the live broadcast, they talk about content all the time. However, during
re-runs they only talk about the program content such as the scenery, funny emcees,
and funny guests. In the live broadcast, they sometimes discuss among themselves,
which is like casual chatting.” (Pattranit Chaisuwankeeree, personal communication,
September 27, 2019)
The social media team used the comments to make content decisions to
make edited program clips that would be presented on Facebook to suit audience
interest.
“It has an impact on our work. The highlight for the programs comes
from the comments and discussions during the live broadcast. We choose the content
that is discussed and popular or funny. In addition, we monitor all of this and promote
the content accordingly. For instance, when people talk about a particular person, we
would edit that clip and promote it more.” (Pattranit Chaisuwankeeree, personal
communication, September 27, 2019)
In addition, it is found that comments on live broadcast show emotions
through emoticons more than use of text or messages.

Figure 6.16 Comments using Emoticons on the WorkpointTV Channel 23 Official
Facebook Page.
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019ah)
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For example, on February 20, 2019 at 7:16 PM, WorkpointTV posted
the live broadcast of Thunder Quiz. Audiences came in to watch and expressed their
feelings through emoticons instead of using texts or messages about the program
content.
2) Program Genre
Table 6.38 Comment Statistics based on Program Genre on Online Social Media,
WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page during Regular Broadcast.
Program Genre

Mean

Standard Deviation

(SD)
News
Live Broadcasts
Talk Show
Game Show/Contest
Talk Show
Drams
Documentaries
Online
Advertising
Movie
Station Public Relations

971.94
800.50
560.25
548.51
197.79
53.67
37.33
36.85
10.70
5.00
3.20

5,505.62
1,130.66
1,026.89
2,311.54
457.73
113.26
14.08
51.56
14.67
0.00
1.64

Users of the WorkpointTV official Facebook page during regular
broadcast have comment based on program genre, which are discussed from most to
least – news, live broadcast, talk show, game show, variety show, drama,
documentaries, online, advertising, movies, and station public relations.
Comment in genre of News Mean Equals 971.94 Standard Deviation
Equals 5,505.62 Comment in genre of Live Broadcasts Mean Equals 800.50 Standard
Deviation Equals 1,130.66 Comment in genre of Talk Show Mean Equals 560.25
Standard Deviation Equals 1,026.89 Comment in genre of Game Show/Contest Mean
Equals 548.51Standard Deviation Equals 2,311.54 Comment in genre of Variety Show
Mean Equals 197.79 Standard Deviation Equals 457.73 Comment in genre of Drama
Mean Equals 53.67 Standard Deviation Equals 113.26 Comment in genre of Online
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Mean Equals 36.85 Standard Deviation Equals 51.56 Comment in genre of
Documentaries Mean Equals 37.33 Standard Deviation Equals 14.08 Comment in genre
of Advertising Mean Equals 10.70 Standard Deviation Equals 14.67 Comment in genre
of Movie Mean Equals 5.00 Standard Deviation Equals 0.00 Comment in genre of
Station Public Relations Mean Equals 3.20 Standard Deviation Equals 1.64.

Figure 6.17 Post about Poor Air Quality in Chiang Mai Ranked #1 Globally on the
WorkpointTV Channel 23 Official Facebook Page.
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019aw)

There are some examples of posts in the form of comments on news
content. On February 28, 2019 at 4:34PM, there were comments regarding the news
about the Poor Air Quality in Chiang Mai Ranked #1 globally shared from Workpoint
News.
User A: “I say it every time people say they envy me for being a Chiang
Mai resident. I would ask if they have ever been to Chiang Mai. They would say they
have visited the province in winter. I would then tell them try coming in the beginning
of the year before Songkran.”
User B: “User A: I used to live there 25 years ago. But I don’t know.”
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User A: “User B: I must have lived there for 35 years since I was born.
I just came to Bangkok 5 years ago.”
User C: “User XX: Part of it is forest fires but fire started by people.”
User D: “I live in Chiang Mai. My whole family is ill now.”
User E: “User YY: Take care.”
User F: “What you said today.” User ZZ”
User G: “I thought Bangkok is worse.”
3) Program Content
Table 6.39 Comment Statistics based on Program Content on Online Social Media,
WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page during Regular Broadcast.
Program Content

Mean

Standard Deviation

(SD)
Ghost/Beliefs
Current Affairs
Music
Politics
Movie
Children
Elderly
Business
Humor
Sport
Food
Games
Family
Culture
Quote
Advertising
Station Public Relations

1,230.50
971.94
799.51
723.67
535.33
134.86
134.00
114.00
108.27
70.00
50.56
49.89
45.38
44.50
26.00
10.70
3.20

1,371.08
5,505.62
2,852.19
1,192.28
922.03
139.54
169.08
45.25
170.73
0.00
69.64
77.72
96.95
36.06
15.56
14.67
1.64

Users of the WorkpointTV official Facebook page during regular
broadcast have comment based on program content, which are discussed from most to
least – ghost, current affairs, music, politics, movies, children, elderly, business, humor,
sports, food, game, family, culture, inspirational quotes, advertising, and station public
relations.
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Comment in content of Ghost/Beliefs Mean Equals 1,230.50 Standard
Deviation Equals 1,371.08 Comment in content of Current Affairs Mean Equals
971.94Standard Deviation Equals 5,505.62 Comment in content of Music Mean Equals
799.51Standard Deviation Equals 2,852.19 Comment in content of Politics Mean
Equals 723.67Standard Deviation Equals 1,192.28 Comment in content of Movie Mean
Equals 535.33 Standard Deviation Equals 922.03 Comment in content of Children
Mean Equals 134.86 Standard Deviation Equals 139.54 Comment in content of Elderly
Mean Equals 134.00Standard Deviation Equals 169.08 Comment in content of
Business Mean Equals 114.00 Standard Deviation Equals 45.25 Comment in content
of Humor Mean Equals 108.27 Standard Deviation Equals 170.73 Comment in content
of Sport Mean Equals 70.00 Standard Deviation Equals 0.00 Comment in content of
Food Mean Equals 50.56 Standard Deviation Equals 69.64 Comment in content of
Games Mean Equals 49.89 Standard Deviation Equals 77.72 Comment in content of
Family Mean Equals 45.38 Standard Deviation Equals 96.95 Comment in content of
Culture Mean Equals 44.50 Standard Deviation Equals 36.06 Comment in content of
Quote จำนวน 104 ครั้ง Mean Equals 26.00 Standard Deviation Equals 15.56 Comment in
content of Advertising Mean Equals 10.70 Standard Deviation Equals 14.67 Comment
in content of Station Public Relations Mean Equals 3.20 Standard Deviation Equals
1.64.
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Figure 6.18 Post from The Mask Line Thai on WorkpointTV Channel 23 Official
Facebook Page.
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019aj)

The post from The Mask Line Thai on the WorkpointTV Official
Facebook Page on February 28, 2019 at 8:05PM had 15,000 comments.
User A: 33:44 “I see TukTuk come in many tapes. It is same old, same
old. I am annoyed sometimes.”
User B: 35:23 “It is style. If they change style, they won’t be Manorah.
They won’t be TukTuk.”
User C: 35:24 “I am not bored of TukTuk. Manorah is more boring.
They always sing in southern dialect.”
User D: 38:45 “I wasted my money voting for The Crow before, so why
not vote for TukTuk again ❤️ ”
User E: 57:16 “How can you change the style? This is the Thai way”
User F: 1:26:44 “Manorah is the champ in my mind. TukTuk won the
votes. I applaud them both.”
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6.2.1.4 Audience Engagement through Shares on the WorkpointTV
Official Facebook Page during Regular Broadcast
Audiences on WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page during regular
broadcast shared 32,955 posts, average of 128.73 times, and standard deviation of
389.03.
1) Presentation Format
Table 6.40 Share Statistics based on Presentation Format on Online Social Media,
WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page during Regular Broadcast.
Presentation Format

Mean
1,162.70
338.80
226.98
0.00
0.00
0.00

Clip
Live
Picture
Text
Gift
Share

Standard Deviation
(SD)
3,411.58
1,556.41
463.74
0.00
0.00
0.00

Users of the WorkpointTV official Facebook page during regular
broadcast have shares based on presentation format, which are discussed from most to
least – video clip, live, and picture.
Share in format of Clip Mean Equals 1,162.70 Standard Deviation
Equals 3,411.58 Share in format of Live Mean Equals 338.80 Standard Deviation
Equals 1,556.41 Share in format of Picture Mean Equals 226.98 Standard Deviation
Equals 463.74.
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2) Genre
Table 6.41 Share Statistics based on Genre on Online Social Media, WorkpointTV
Official Facebook Page during Regular Broadcast.
Genre

Mean

Standard Deviation

(SD)
Game Show/Contest
Online
Live Broadcasts
Talk Show
Variety
Drama
News
Advertising
Documentaries
Movie
Station Public Relations

1,142.84
576.23
400.50
307.50
190.83
107.17
106.48
70.85
59.17
8.00
4.80

3,395.87
699.51
543.77
317.13
255.58
179.59
379.25
122.86
16.92
0.00
2.49

Users of the WorkpointTV official Facebook page during regular
broadcast have shares
based on genre, which are discussed from most to least – game show, online, live
broadcast, talk show, variety show, series, news, advertising, documentaries, movies,
and station public relations.
Share in genre of Game Show/Contest Mean Equals 1,142.84 Standard
Deviation Equals 3,395.87 Share in genre of Online Mean Equals 576.23 Standard
Deviation Equals 699.51 Share in genre of Live Broadcasts Mean Equals 400.50
Standard Deviation Equals 543.77 Share in genre of Talk Show Mean Equals 307.50
Standard Deviation Equals 317.13 Share in genre of Variety Mean Equals 190.83
Standard Deviation Equals 255.58 Share in genre of Drama Mean Equals 107.17
Standard Deviation Equals 179.59 Share in genre of News Mean Equals 106.48
Standard Deviation Equals 379.25 Share in genre of Advertising Mean Equals 70.85
Standard Deviation Equals 122.86 Share in genre of Documentaries Mean Equals 59.17
Standard Deviation Equals 16.92 Share in genre of Movie Mean Equals 8.00 Standard
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Deviation Equals 0.00 และShare in genre of Station Public Relations Mean Equals 4.80
Standard Deviation Equals 2.49.
3) Program Content
Table 6.42 Share Statistics based on Content Program on Online Social Media,
WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page during Regular Broadcast.
Program Content

Mean

Standard Deviation

(SD)
Elderly
Music
Children
Quote
Sport
Ghost/Beliefs
Business
Humor
Movie
Politics
Current Affairs
Food
Family
Advertising
Games
Culture
Station Public Relations

1,933.67
1,510.06
985.57
834.25
626.00
523.50
513.00
306.91
269.67
201.33
106.48
85.22
81.88
70.85
22.84
15.50
4.80

1,858.17
4,119.11
1,465.37
663.63
0.00
511.24
642.05
472.96
446.31
288.49
379.25
123.04
158.86
122.86
20.25
6.36
2.49

Users of the WorkpointTV official Facebook page during regular
broadcast have shares based on program content, which are discussed from most to least
– elderly, music, children, inspirational quotes, contest, ghost, business, humor, movies,
politics, current affairs, food, family, advertising, game, culture, and station public
relations.
Share in content of Elderly Mean Equals 1,933.67 Standard Deviation
Equals 1,858.17 Share in content of Music Mean Equals 1,510.06 Standard Deviation
Equals 1,465.37 Share in content of Children Mean Equals 985.57 Standard Deviation
Equals 1,465.37 Share in content of Quote Mean Equals 834.25 Standard Deviation
Equals 663.63 Share in content of Sport Mean Equals 626 Standard Deviation Equals
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0.00 Share in content of Ghost/Beliefs Mean Equals 523.50 Standard Deviation Equals
511.24 Share in content of Business Mean Equals 513.00 Standard Deviation Equals
642.05 Share in content of Humor Mean Equals 306.91 Standard Deviation Equals
472.96 Share in content of Movie Mean Equals 269.67 Standard Deviation Equals
446.31 Share in content of Politics Mean Equals 201.33 Standard Deviation Equals
288.49 Share in content of Current Affairs Mean Equals 106.48 Standard Deviation
Equals 379.25 Share in content of Food Mean Equals 85.22 Standard Deviation Equals
123.04 Share in content of Family Mean Equals 81.88 Standard Deviation Equals
158.86 Share in content of Advertising Mean Equals 70.85 Standard Deviation Equals
122.86 Share in content of Games Mean Equals 22.84 Standard Deviation Equals 20.25
Share in content of Culture Mean Equals 15.50 Standard Deviation Equals 6.36 Share
in content of Station Public Relations Mean Equals 4.80 Standard Deviation Equals
2.49.

Figure 6.19 Posts from Super 100 on WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page during
Regular Broadcast.
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019l)
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Examination of post content in programs about the elderly found that the
post from Super 100 on the Official Facebook Page on February 24, 2019 at 6:00PM
had 530,000 views. It had the largest number of shares, which is 3,726 times.

6.2.2

Audience Engagement WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page during
Election.

During election the WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page had 129 posts. The
engagement with the content of the posts is discussed in the following section.
Table 6.43 Engagement Statistics based on WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page
during Election.
Engagament

Mean

Standard Deviation

(SD)
View
Emoticon
Comment
Share

72,230.67
3,634.71
285.01
272.31

143,349.41
7,064.94
1,120.95
739.59

Users of the WorkpointTV official Facebook page during election have
engagement, which are discussed from most to least – read and view, emoticon,
comment, and share.
View Mean Equals 72,230.67 Standard Deviation Equals 143,349.41 Emotional
Expression (emoticon) Mean Equals 3,634.71 Standard Deviation Equals 7,064.94
Comment Mean Equals 285.01 Standard Deviation Equals 1,120.95 Share Mean Equals
272.31 Standard Deviation Equals 739.59.
6.2.2.1 Audience Engagement through Read and View on WorkpointTV
Official Facebook Page during Election.
Examination of the audience engagement on the WorkpointTV official
Facebook page during election is based on read and view of content.
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1) Presentation Format
Table 6.44 Read and View Statistics based on Presentation Format on WorkpointTV
Official Facebook Page during Election.
Presentation Format
Clip
Live
Picture
Text

Mean
127,137.85
124,520.09
22.21
0.00

Standard Deviation
(SD)
136,452.90
204,557.45
132.55
0.00

Users of the WorkpointTV official Facebook page during election have
engagement through read and view based on presentation format, which are discussed
from most to least – clip, live, picture, and text.
View in format of Clip Mean Equals 127,137.85 Standard Deviation
Equals 136,452.90 View in format of Live Mean Equals 124,520.09 Standard Deviation
Equals 204,557.45 View in format of Picture Mean Equals 22.21 Standard Deviation
Equals 132.55 View in format of Text not found.

Figure 6.20 News and Entertainment Posts that have the Most Views on WorkpointTV
Official Facebook Page.
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019q), Workpoint Entertainment (2019i)
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Examination of the posts from programs that have the most views, it is
found that entertainment has the highest views. In particular, edited video clips from
the cooking show, who is my Chief and Book This Table. On March 25, 2019 at
4:00PM the post of the video clip had 540,000 views. The news clip about the 4 major
political parties on March 23, 2019 at 3:24PM had 481,865 views.
2) Genre
Table 6.45 Read and View Statistics based on Genre on WorkpointTV Official
Facebook Page during Election.
Genre

Mean

Standard Deviation

(SD)
Game Show/Contest
Variety
Online
News
Live Broadcasts
Drama
Documentaries
Advertising
Station Public Relations

135,467.65
74,583.33
73,652.38
48,653.17
40,000.00
35,500.00
31,400.00
4,550.00
0.00

135,842.69
52,688.55
102,580.09
170,848.53
69,282.03
20,506.10
16,318.70
6,434.67
0.00

Users of the WorkpointTV official Facebook page during election have
engagement through read and view based on genre, which are discussed from most to
least – game show/contest, variety, online, news, live broadcast, drama, documentaries,
advertising, and station public relations.
View in content of Game Show/Contest Mean Equals 135,467.65
Standard Deviation Equals 135,842.69 View in content of Variety Mean Equals
74,583.33 Standard Deviation Equals 52,688.55 View in content of Online Mean
Equals 73,652.38 Standard Deviation Equals 102,580.09 View in content of News
Mean Equals 48,653.17 Standard Deviation Equals 170,848.53 View in content of Live
Broadcasts Mean Equals 40,000.00 Standard Deviation Equals 69,282.03 View in
content of Drama Mean Equals 35,500.00 Standard Deviation Equals 20,506.10 View
in content of Documentaries Mean Equals 31,400.00 Standard Deviation Equals
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16,318.70 and View in content of Advertising Mean Equals 4,550.00 Standard
Deviation Equals 6,434.67
Station public relations genre has 3 posts on the WorkpointTV official
Facebook page. However, there are no audiences engaging with this content through
reading and viewing.

3) Program Content
Table 6.46 Read and View Statistics based on Genre on WorkpointTV Official
Facebook Page during Election.
Program Content
Food
Children
Music
Games
Elderly
Humor
Politics
Current Affairs
Business
Family
Culture
Advertising
Quote
Station Public Relations

Mean

Standard Deviation
(SD)

212,250.00
150,475.00
141,368.42
111,174.14
88,333.33
79,600.00
60,000.00
55,917.23
52,000.00
29,666.67
27,600.00
4,550.00
0.00
0.00

234,125.86
178,632.12
125,036.09
85,774.19
37,527.77
55,648.10
84,852.81
78,130.01
41,012.19
17,672.95
20,695.41
6,434.67
0.00
0.00

Users of the WorkpointTV official Facebook page during election have
engagement through read and view based on program content, which are discussed from
most to least – food, children, music, game, elderly, humor, politics, news, business,
family, culture, advertising, inspirational quotes, and station public relations.
View in content of Food Mean Equals 2212,250.00 Standard Deviation
Equals 234,125.86 View in content of Children Mean Equals 150,475.00 Standard
Deviation Equals 178,632.12 View in content of Music Mean Equals 141,368.42
Standard Deviation Equals 125,036.09 View in content of Games Mean Equals
111,174.14 Standard Deviation Equals 85,774.19 View in content of Elderly Mean
Equals 88,333.33 Standard Deviation Equals 37,527.77 View in content of Humor
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Mean Equals 79,600.00 Standard Deviation Equals 55,648.10 View in content of
Politics Mean Equals 60,000.00 Standard Deviation Equals 84,852.81 View in content
of Current Affairs Mean Equals 55,917.23 Standard Deviation Equals 78,130.01 View
in content of Business Mean Equals 52,000.00 Standard Deviation Equals 41,012.19
View in content of Family Mean Equals 29,666.67 Standard Deviation Equals
17,672.95 View in content of Culture Mean Equals 27,600.00 Standard Deviation
Equals 20,695.41 View in content of Advertising Mean Equals 4,550.00 Standard
Deviation Equals 6,434.67.
Station public relations and inspirational quotes genre has 3 posts and 1
post respectively on the WorkpointTV official Facebook page during election.
However, there are no audiences engaging with these contents through reading and
viewing.
6.2.2.2 Audience Engagement through use of Emoticons on
WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page during Election.
Audience engagement through the use of emoticons on the
WorkpointTV official Facebook page during election is examined in the following
section.
Table 6.47 Emoticon Use Statistics on WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page during
Election.
Emotiocon
Like
Love
HaHa
Angry
Wow
Sad

Mean

Standard Deviation
(SD)

3,328.00
116.84
101.65
37.89
31.66
19.51

6,656.41
357.03
251.11
190.74
90.43
97.37

Users of the WorkpointTV official Facebook page during election have
engagement through emoticon use with content on the page, which are discussed from
most to least – Like, Love, HaHa, Angry, Wow, and Sad.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
3,328.00 Standard Deviation Equals 6,656.41 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the
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form of Love Mean Equals 116.84 Standard Deviation Equals 357.03 Emotional
Expression (emoticon) in the form of HaHa Mean Equals 101.65 Standard Deviation
Equals 251.11 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Angry Mean Equals
37.89 Standard Deviation Equals 190.74 Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form
of Wow Mean Equals 31.66 Standard Deviation Equals 90.43 และEmotional Expression
(emoticon) in the form of Sad Mean Equals 19.51 Standard Deviation Equals 97.37
1) Presentation Format
Table 6.48 Emoticon Use Statistics based on Presentation Format WorkpointTV
Official Facebook Page during Election.
Presentation Format
Picture
Mean
SD
Text
Mean
SD
Clip
Mean
SD
Live
Mean
SD

All
6,198.47
10,057.37
3,673.00
898.03
2,165.03
3,310.18
1,387.91
1,737.26

Like
5,786.96
9,546.79
3,450.00
777.82
2,000.46
2,941.38
1,076.71
1,030.10

Love
123.30
369.28
32.50
23.33
53.08
125.79
182.94
493.94

Wow
57.23
133.24
14.00
0.00
14.92
28.23
13.31
36.58

HaHa
138.23
285.83
102.00
46.67
95.00
292.24
53.66
111.41

Sad
38.38
147.95
70.00
97.58
1.26
3.19
8.40
26.70

Angry
55.49
199.73
4.50
0.71
1.23
3.50
54.47
273.31

Users of the WorkpointTV official Facebook page during election have
engagement through emoticon use with 3 types presentation format, which are
discussed from most to least – picture, text, clip, and live.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of pictures
from most to least, which are Like, HaHa, Love, Wow, Angry, and Sad.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
5,786.96 Standard Deviation Equals 9,546.79 HaHa Mean Equals 138.23 Standard
Deviation Equals 285.83 Love Mean Equals 123.30 Standard Deviation Equals 369.28
Wow Mean Equals 57.23 Standard Deviation Equals 133.24 Angry Mean Equals 55.49
Standard Deviation Equals 199.73 Sad Mean Equals 38.38 Standard Deviation Equals
147.95.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of text from
most to least, which are Like, HaHa, Sad, Love, Wow, and Angry.
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Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
3,450.00Standard Deviation Equals 777.82 HaHa Mean Equals 102.00 Standard
Deviation Equals 46.67 Sad Mean Equals 70.00 Standard Deviation Equals 97.58 Love
Mean Equals 32.50 Standard Deviation Equals 23.33 Wow Mean Equals 14.00
Standard Deviation Equals 0.00 Angry Mean Equals 4.50 Standard Deviation Equals
0.71.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of clips from
most to least, which are Like, HaHa, Love, Wow, Sad, and Angry.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
2,000.46Standard Deviation Equals 2,941.38 HaHa Mean Equals 95.00Standard
Deviation Equals 292.24 Love Mean Equals 53.08 Standard Deviation Equals 125.79
Wow Mean Equals 14.92 Standard Deviation Equals 28.23 Sad Mean Equals 1.26
Standard Deviation Equals 3.19 Angry Mean Equals 1.23 Standard Deviation Equals
3.50.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of live
broadcast from most to least, which are Like, Love, Angry, HaHa, Wow, and Sad.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
1,076.71 Standard Deviation Equals 1,030.10 Love Mean Equals 182.94 Standard
Deviation Equals 493.94 Angry Mean Equals 54.47 Standard Deviation Equals 273.31
HaHa Mean Equals 53.66 Standard Deviation Equals 111.41 Wow Mean Equals 13.31
Standard Deviation Equals 36.58 Sad Mean Equals 8.40 Standard Deviation Equals
26.70.
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2) Genre
Table 6.49 Emoticon Use Statistics based on Program Type WorkpointTV Official
Facebook Page during Election.
Genre
News
Game Show/Contest
Variety
Online
Scoop
Live Broadcasts
Drama
Station Public Relations
Documentaries
Advertising

Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD

All

Like

Love

Wow

HaHa

Sad

Angry

5,743.83
9,630.53
2,707.62
3,545.00
1,523.58
1,275.13
1,364.75
2,255.51
1,326.00
0.00
859.67
513.65
561.00
420.02
531.00
348.53
338.80
91.07
209.00
50.91

5,329.49
9,139.89
2,365.59
3,037.57
1,348.92
1,165.27
1,270.88
2,032.53
1,100.00
0.00
798.33
435.78
488.50
328.80
526.00
344.83
325.20
85.54
206.00
49.50

130.19
363.38
192.12
498.66
52.92
66.78
11.38
16.55
6.00
0.00
40.33
69.00
39.50
54.45
0.67
1.15
10.00
8.09
3.00
1.41

51.57
127.17
25.62
44.83
8.42
7.62
3.63
3.42
4.00
0.00
9.00
7.81
3.50
0.71
3.00
2.00
2.60
1.95
0.00
0.00

117.88
266.95
118.88
318.03
108.75
117.98
78.38
215.22
216.00
0.00
8.67
1.73
26.50
31.82
1.00
1.00
0.80
0.84
0.00
0.00

41.14
142.87
2.85
4.24
2.17
3.61
0.13
0.35
0.00
0.00
1.00
9.02
1.50
2.12
0.33
0.58
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

79.39
276.38
3.62
5.93
2.64
3.26
0.38
0.74
0.00
0.00
2.33
4.04
1.50
2.12
0.00
0.00
0.20
0.45
0.00
0.00

Users of the WorkpointTV official Facebook page during election have
engagement through emoticon use with program type, which are discussed from most
to least – news, game show/contest, variety show, online, scoop, live broadcast, series,
station public relations, documentaries, and advertising.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in news presentation from most
to least, which are Like, Love, HaHa, Angry, Wow, and Sad.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
5,329.49 Standard Deviation Equals 9,139.89 Love Mean Equals 130.19 Standard
Deviation Equals 363.38 HaHa Mean Equals 117.88 Standard Deviation Equals 266.95
Angry Mean Equals 79.39 Standard Deviation Equals 276.38 Wow Mean Equals 51.57
Standard Deviation Equals 127.17 Sad Mean Equals 41.14 Standard Deviation Equals
142.87.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of game
show/contest from most to least, which are Like, Love, HaHa, Wow, Angry, and Sad.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
2,365.59 Standard Deviation Equals 3,037.57 Love Mean Equals 192.12 Standard
Deviation Equals 498.66 HaHa Mean Equals 118.88 Standard Deviation Equals 318.03
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Wow Mean Equals 25.62 Standard Deviation Equals 44.83 Angry Mean Equals 3.62
Standard Deviation Equals 5.93 Sad Mean Equals 2.85 Standard Deviation Equals 4.24.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of variety
shows from most to least, which are Like, HaHa, Love, Wow, Angry, and Sad.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
1,348.92 Standard Deviation Equals 1,165.27 HaHa Mean Equals 108.75 Standard
Deviation Equals 117.98 Love Mean Equals 52.92 Standard Deviation Equals 66.78
Wow Mean Equals 8.42 Standard Deviation Equals 7.62 Angry Mean Equals 2.64
Standard Deviation Equals 3.26 Sad Mean Equals 2.17 Standard Deviation Equals 3.61.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of online
content from most to least, which are Like, HaHa, Love, Wow, Angry, and Sad.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
1,270.88 Standard Deviation Equals 2,032.53 HaHa Mean Equals 78.38 Standard
Deviation Equals 215.22 Love Mean Equals 11.38 Standard Deviation Equals 16.55
Wow Mean Equals 3.63 Standard Deviation Equals 3.42 Angry Mean Equals 0.38
Standard Deviation Equals 0.74 Sad Mean Equals 0.13 Standard Deviation Equals 0.35.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of scoops
from most to least, which are Like, HaHa, Love, Wow, Sad, and Angry.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
1,100.00Standard Deviation Equals 0.00 HaHa Mean Equals 216.00 Standard
Deviation Equals 0.00 Love Mean Equals 6.00 Standard Deviation Equals 0.00 Wow
Mean Equals 4.00 Standard Deviation Equals 0.00 Sad Mean Equals 0.00 Standard
Deviation Equals 0.00 Angry Mean Equals 0.00 Standard Deviation Equals 0.00.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of live
broadcast from most to least, which are Like, Love, Wow, HaHa, Angry, and Sad.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
798.33 Standard Deviation Equals 435.78 Love Mean Equals 40.33 Standard Deviation
Equals 69.00 Wow Mean Equals 9.00 Standard Deviation Equals 7.81 HaHa Mean
Equals 8.67 Standard Deviation Equals 1.73 Angry Mean Equals 2.33 Standard
Deviation Equals 4.04 Sad Mean Equals 1.00 Standard Deviation Equals 9.02.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of drama from
most to least, which are Like, Love, HaHa, Wow, Sad, and Angry.
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Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
488.50 Standard Deviation Equals 328.80 Love Mean Equals 39.50 Standard Deviation
Equals 54.45 HaHa Mean Equals 26.50 Standard Deviation Equals 31.82 Wow Mean
Equals 3.50 Standard Deviation Equals 0.71 Sad Mean Equals 1.50 Standard Deviation
Equals 2.12 Angry Mean Equals 1.50 Standard Deviation Equals 2.12.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of station
public relations from most to least, which are Like, Wow, HaHa, Love, Sad, and Angry.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
526.00 Standard Deviation Equals 344.83 Wow Mean Equals 3.00 Standard Deviation
Equals 2.00 HaHa Mean Equals 1.00 Standard Deviation Equals 1.00 Love Mean
Equals 0.67Standard Deviation Equals 1.15 Sad Mean Equals 0.33 Standard Deviation
Equals 0.58 Angry Mean Equals 0.00 Standard Deviation Equals 0.00.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of
documentaries from most to least, which are Like, Love, Wow, HaHa, Angry, and Sad.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
325.20 Standard Deviation Equals 85.54 Love Mean Equals 10.00 Standard Deviation
Equals 8.09 Wow Mean Equals 2.60 Standard Deviation Equals 1.95 HaHa Mean
Equals 0.80 Standard Deviation Equals 0.84 Angry Mean Equals 0.20 Standard
Deviation Equals 0.45 Sad Mean Equals 0.00 Standard Deviation Equals 0.00.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of advertising
from most to least, which are Like, Love, Wow, HaHa, Sad, and Angry.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in the form of Like Mean Equals
206.00Standard Deviation Equals 49.50 Love Mean Equals 3.00 Standard Deviation
Equals 1.41 Wow Mean Equals 0.00 Standard Deviation Equals 0.00 HaHa Mean
Equals 0.00 Standard Deviation Equals 0.00 Sad Mean Equals 0.00 Standard Deviation
Equals 0.00 Angry Mean Equals 0.00 Standard Deviation Equals 0.00.
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Figure 6.21 News Posts that have the Most Emoticon Comments on the WorkpointTV
Official Facebook Page during Election.
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019au); Workpoint Entertainment (2019x);
Workpoint Entertainment (2019be)
Examination of the posts on news content show the most use of
emoticons. The three most popular news content about election is the news about
Thanathorn going to the polls from Election Battle 2019 on March 24, 2019 at 9:02AM
(53,598 emoticons). The second most popular post is Uncertain Political Situation on
March 25, 2019 at 12:39PM (41,847 emoticons). The third is most popular is Report of
Top 5 Political Parties from Election Battle 2019 on March 24, 2019 at 00:03AM
(25,666 emoticons).
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3) Program Content
Table 6.50 Emoticon Use Statistics based on Program Content WorkpointTV Official
Facebook Page during Election.
Program Content
Current Affairs
Politics
Children
Food
Advertising
Music
Humor
Elderly
Sport
Travel
Games
Culture
Station Public
Relations
Family

Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD

All

Like

Love

Wow

HaHa

Sad

Angry

6,122.77
11,257.99
5,249.48
8,970.11
4,850.25
3,529.06
3,151.00
4,158.78
2,696.63
4,012.69
2,696.63
4,012.69
2,406.60
1,959.86
1,610.67
433.59
852.50
726.20
598.00
32.53
579.43
547.23
558.80
443.68
531.00
348.53
480.67
327.98

5,827.38
10,764.56
4,835.74
8,478.79
4,550.00
3,378.86
2,858.25
3,877.23
2,261.00
3,268.43
2,261.00
3,268.43
2,134.20
1,808.34
1,533.33
461.88
767.50
611.65
570.00
49.50
484.00
393.84
497.00
351.83
526.00
344.83
425.67
256.71

77.92
127.08
134.33
391.44
210.50
165.80
86.50
114.87
245.95
659.37
245.95
659.37
65.70
68.93
44.00
25.36
60.00
84.85
17.50
12.02
68.86
136.84
11.60
8.38
0.67
1.15
30.67
41.43

74.92
170.91
41.59
108.77
66.75
56.62
6.75
12.20
24.84
50.90
24.84
50.90
9.30
8.04
25.67
0.58
11.00
9.90
8.00
1.41
3.86
3.80
3.00
2.00
3.00
2.00
4.00
1.00

111.85
259.43
107.96
260.10
12.25
12.04
191.50
253.97
161.58
406.50
161.58
406.50
191.90
182.65
5.33
3.79
9.00
12.73
0.50
0.71
17.86
24.92
46.80
94.82
1.00
1.00
26.50
31.82

19.46
38.44
42.66
153.07
6.75
6.65
0.25
0.50
2.84
4.23
2.84
4.23
2.30
3.97
0.67
0.58
1.50
2.12
1.00
1.41
1.57
3.05
0.50
1.00
0.33
0.58
1.33
1.53

11.31
16.28
90.76
299.17
4.00
4.32
7.75
14.20
2.32
3.51
2.32
3.51
3.56
3.24
1.67
1.53
3.50
4.95
1.00
1.41
3.29
5.96
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.33
1.53

Users of the WorkpointTV official Facebook page during election have
engagement through emoticon use with program content, which are discussed from
most to least – news, politics, children, food, advertising, music, humor, elderly, sports,
travel, game, culture, station public relations, and family.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of current
affairs from most to least, which are Like, HaHa, Love, Wow, Sad, and Angry.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in content of Like Mean Equals
5,827.38 Standard Deviation Equals 10,764.56 HaHa Mean Equals 111.85 Standard
Deviation Equals 259.43 Love Mean Equals 77.92 Standard Deviation Equals 127.08
Wow Mean Equals 74.92 Standard Deviation Equals 170.9 Sad Mean Equals 19.46
Standard Deviation Equals 38.44 Angry Mean Equals 11.31 Standard Deviation Equals
16.28.
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Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of political
content from most to least, which are Like, Love, HaHa, Angry, Sad, and Wow.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in content of Like Mean Equals
4,835.74 Standard Deviation Equals 8,478.79 Love Mean Equals 134.33 Standard
Deviation Equals 391.44 HaHa Mean Equals 107.96 Standard Deviation Equals 260.10
Angry Mean Equals 90.76 Standard Deviation Equals 299.17 Sad Mean Equals 42.66
Standard Deviation Equals 153.07 Wow Mean Equals 41.59 Standard Deviation Equals
108.77.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of children
content from most to least, which are Like, Love, Wow, HaHa, Sad, and Angry.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in content of Like Mean Equals
4,550.00Standard Deviation Equals 3,378.86 Love Mean Equals 210.50 Standard
Deviation Equals 165.80 Wow Mean Equals 66.75 Standard Deviation Equals 56.62
HaHa Mean Equals 12.25 Standard Deviation Equals 12.04 Sad Mean Equals 6.75
Standard Deviation Equals 6.65 Angry Mean Equals 4.00 Standard Deviation Equals
4.32.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of food
content from most to least, which are Like, Love, HaHa, Angry, Wow, and Sad.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in content of Like Mean Equals
2,858.25 Standard Deviation Equals 3,877.23 Love Mean Equals 86.50 Standard
Deviation Equals 114.87 HaHa Mean Equals 191.50 Standard Deviation Equals 253.97
Angry Mean Equals 7.75 Standard Deviation Equals 14.20 Wow Mean Equals 6.75
Standard Deviation Equals 12.20 Sad Mean Equals 0.25 Standard Deviation Equals
0.50.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of advertising
content from most to least, which are Like, Love, HaHa, Wow, Sad, and Angry.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in content of Like Mean Equals
2,261.00 Standard Deviation Equals 3,268.43 Love Mean Equals 245.95 Standard
Deviation Equals 659.37 HaHa Mean Equals 161.58 Standard Deviation Equals 406.50
Wow Mean Equals 24.84 Standard Deviation Equals 50.90 Sad Mean Equals 2.84
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Standard Deviation Equals 4.23 Angry Mean Equals 2.32 Standard Deviation Equals
3.51.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of music from
most to least, which are Like, Love, HaHa, Wow, Sad, and Angry.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in content of Like Mean Equals
2,261.00 Standard Deviation Equals 3,268.43 Love Mean Equals 245.95 Standard
Deviation Equals 659.37 HaHa Mean Equals 161.58 Standard Deviation Equals 406.50
Wow Mean Equals 24.84 Standard Deviation Equals 50.90 Sad Mean Equals 2.84
Standard Deviation Equals 4.23 Angry Mean Equals 2.32 Standard Deviation Equals
3.51.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of humor
content from most to least, which are Like, HaHa, Love, Wow, Angry, and Sad.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in content of Like Mean Equals
2,134.20 Standard Deviation Equals 1,808.34 HaHa Mean Equals 191.90 Standard
Deviation Equals 182.65 Love Mean Equals 65.70 Standard Deviation Equals 68.93
Wow Mean Equals 9.30 Standard Deviation Equals 8.04 Angry Mean Equals 3.56
Standard Deviation Equals 3.24 Sad Mean Equals 2.30 Standard Deviation Equals 3.97.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of content for
the elderly from most to least, which are Like, Love, Wow, HaHa, Angry, and Sad.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in content of Like Mean Equals
1,533.33 Standard Deviation Equals 461.88 Love Mean Equals 44.00 Standard
Deviation Equals 25.36 Wow Mean Equals 25.67 Standard Deviation Equals 0.58
HaHa Mean Equals 5.33 Standard Deviation Equals 3.79 Angry Mean Equals 1.67
Standard Deviation Equals 1.53 Sad Mean Equals 0.67 Standard Deviation Equals 0.58.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of sports
events from most to least, which are Like, Love, Wow, HaHa, Angry, and Sad.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in content of Like Mean Equals
767.50 Standard Deviation Equals 611.65 Love Mean Equals 60.00 Standard Deviation
Equals 84.85 Wow Mean Equals 11.00 Standard Deviation Equals 9.90 HaHa Mean
Equals 9.00 Standard Deviation Equals 12.73 Angry Mean Equals 3.50 Standard
Deviation Equals 4.95 Sad Mean Equals 1.50 Standard Deviation Equals 2.12.
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Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of travel
content from most to least, which are Like, Love, Wow, Sad, Angry, and HaHa.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in content of Like Mean Equals
570.00 Standard Deviation Equals 49.50 Love Mean Equals 17.50 Standard Deviation
Equals 12.02 Wow Mean Equals 8.00 Standard Deviation Equals 1.41 Sad Mean Equals
1.00 Standard Deviation Equals 1.41 Angry Mean Equals 1.00 Standard Deviation
Equals 1.41 HaHa Mean Equals 0.50 Standard Deviation Equals 0.71.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of game
content from most to least, which are Like, Love, HaHa, Wow, Angry, and Sad.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in content of Like Mean Equals
484.00 Standard Deviation Equals 393.84 Love Mean Equals 68.86 Standard Deviation
Equals 136.84 HaHa Mean Equals 17.86 Standard Deviation Equals 24.92 Wow Mean
Equals 3.86 Standard Deviation Equals 3.80 Angry Mean Equals 3.29 Standard
Deviation Equals 5.96 Sad Mean Equals 1.57 Standard Deviation Equals 3.05.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of culture
content from most to least, which are Like, HaHa, Love, Wow, Sad, and Angry.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in content of Like Mean Equals
497.00 Standard Deviation Equals 351.83 HaHa Mean Equals 46.80 Standard
Deviation Equals 94.82 Love Mean Equals 11.60 Standard Deviation Equals 8.38 Wow
Mean Equals 3.00Standard Deviation Equals 2.00 Sad Mean Equals 0.50 Standard
Deviation Equals 1.00 Angry Mean Equals 0.00 Standard Deviation Equals 0.00.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of station
public relations from most to least, which are Like, Wow, HaHa, Love, Sad, and Angry.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in content of Like Mean Equals
526.00 Standard Deviation Equals 344.83 Wow Mean Equals 3.00 Standard Deviation
Equals 2.00 HaHa Mean Equals 1.00 Standard Deviation Equals 1.00 Love Mean
Equals 0.67 Standard Deviation Equals 1.15 Sad Mean Equals 0.33 Standard Deviation
Equals 0.58 Angry Mean Equals 0.00 Standard Deviation Equals 0.00.
Emotional expression (emoticon) used in the presentation of family
content from most to least, which are Like, Love, HaHa, Wow, Sad, and Angry.
Emotional Expression (emoticon) in content of Like Mean Equals
425.67 Standard Deviation Equals 256.71 Love Mean Equals 30.67 Standard Deviation
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Equals 41.43 HaHa Mean Equals 26.50 Standard Deviation Equals 31.82 Wow Mean
Equals 4.00 Standard Deviation Equals 1.00 Sad Mean Equals 1.33 Standard Deviation
Equals 1.53 Angry Mean Equals 1.33 Standard Deviation Equals 1.53.

6.2.2.3 Audience Engagement through Emoticon Use on WorkpointTV
Official Facebook Page during Election.
Examination of the audience engagement on the WorkpointTV official
Facebook page during election is based on use of emoticons.
1) Presentation Format
Table 6.51 Comment Statistics based on Presentation Format WorkpointTV Official
Facebook Page during Election.
Presentation Format

Mean

Standard Deviation

(SD)
646.46
239.53
156.00
29.05

Live
Picture
Text
Clip

2,067.31
394.29
29.70
67.14

Users of the WorkpointTV official Facebook page during election have
engagement through comment with presentation format, which are discussed from most
to least – live, picture, text, and clip.
Comment in presentation of Live Mean Equals 646.46 Standard
Deviation Equals 2,067.31 Comment in presentation of Picture Mean Equals 239.53
Standard Deviation Equals 394.29 Comment in presentation of Text Mean Equals
156.00 Standard Deviation Equals 29.70 Comment in presentation of Clip Mean Equals
29.05 Standard Deviation Equals 67.14.
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Figure 6.22 Posting Content with the Most Number of Emoticons on WorkpointTV
Official Facebook Page during Election.
Source: Workpoint Entertainment (2019ap), Workpoint Entertainment (2019au)

Examination of the posts revealed that the most popular posts are live
broadcasts. The post with the most emoticons is the live broadcast from The Rapper 2,
Battle Round on March 25, 2019 at 8:14PM. There were 9,300 emoticons. In addition,
it was found that posts on WorkpointTV official Facebook page during the election
picture with text posts have the most emoticons. These contents explained the news
such as Thanathorn Jungrungruangkit going to the polls in the Election Battle 2019.
This content with 53,598 emoticons was posted on March 24, 2019 at 9:02AM.
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2) Genre
Table 6.52 Comment Statistics based on Program Type on Online Social Media,
WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page during Election.
Genre
News
Game Show/Contest
Live Broadcasts
Variety
Drama
Online
Documentaries
Station Public Relations
Advertising

Mean
374.36
367.88
204.67
97.75
46.00
25.63
4.20
2.00
0.50

Standard Deviation
(SD)
1,190.32
1,512.77
331.35
151.11
65.05
51.64
7.73
2.65
0.71

Users of the WorkpointTV official Facebook page during election
express their opinions through comment with program type, which are discussed from
most to least –news, game show/contest, live broadcast, variety show, series, online,
documentaries, station public relations, and advertising.
Comment in genre of News Mean Equals 374.36 Standard Deviation
Equals 1,190.32 Comment in genre of Game Show/ContestMean Equals 367.88
Standard Deviation Equals 1,512.77 Comment in genre of Live Broadcasts Mean
Equals 204.67 Standard Deviation Equals 331.35 Comment in genre of Variety Mean
Equals 97.75 Standard Deviation Equals 151.11 Comment in genre of Drama Mean
Equals 46.00 Standard Deviation Equals 65.05 Comment in genre of Online Mean
Equals 25.63 Standard Deviation Equals 51.64 Comment in genre of Documentaries
Mean Equals 4.20 Standard Deviation Equals 7.73 Comment in genre of Station Public
Relations Mean Equals 2.00 Standard Deviation Equals 2.65 และComment in genre of
Advertising Mean Equals 0.50 Standard Deviation Equals 0.71.
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3) Program Content
Table 6.53 Comment Statistics based on Program Content on Online Social Media,
WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page during Election.
Program Content

Mean

Music
Sport
Politics
Current Affairs
Children
Humor
Food
Games
Elderly
Family
Business
Culture
Quote
Station Public Relations
Advertising

555.42
294.00
267.92
224.54
156.25
135.60
104.25
91.86
54.00
33.00
19.50
18.20
5.00
2.00
0.71

Standard Deviation
(SD)
2,023.76
414.36
607.69
426.55
154.45
154.29
176.85
153.32
73.65
51.22
19.09
26.11
0.00
2.65
0.50

Users of the WorkpointTV official Facebook page during election
express their opinions through comment with program content, which are discussed
from most to least – music, sports, politics, current affairs, children, humor, food, game,
elderly, family, business, culture, inspirational quote, station public relations, and
advertising.
Comment in content of Music Mean Equals 555.42 Standard Deviation
Equals 2,023.76 Comment in content of Sport Mean Equals 294.00 Standard Deviation
Equals 414.36 Comment in content of Politics Mean Equals 267.92 Standard Deviation
Equals 607.69 Comment in content of Current Affairs Mean Equals 224.54 Standard
Deviation Equals 426.55 Comment in content of Children Mean Equals 156.25
Standard Deviation Equals 154.45 Comment in content of Humor Mean Equals 135.60
Standard Deviation Equals 154.29 Comment in content of Food Mean Equals 104.25
Standard Deviation Equals 176.85 Comment in content of Games Mean Equals 91.86
Standard Deviation Equals เท่ำกับ 153.32 Comment in content of Elderly Mean Equals
33.00 Standard Deviation Equals 51.22 Comment in content of Family Mean Equals
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294.00 Standard Deviation Equals 414.36 Comment in content of Business Mean
Equals 19.50 Standard Deviation Equals 19.09 Comment in content of Culture Mean
Equals 18.20 Standard Deviation Equals 26.11 Comment in content of Quote Mean
Equals 5.00 Standard Deviation Equals 0.00 Comment in content of Station Public
Relations Mean Equals 2.00 Standard Deviation Equals 2.65 Comment in content of
Advertising Mean Equals 0.71 Standard Deviation Equals 0.50.
6.2.2.4 Audience Engagement through Shares on WorkpointTV Official
Facebook Page during Election.
Examination of the audience engagement on the WorkpointTV official
Facebook page during election had 35,128 shares with average of 272.31 shares and
standard deviation of 739.59.
1) Presentation Format
Table 6.54 Share Statistics based on Presentation Format on Online Social Media,
WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page during Election.
Presentation Format
Picture
Live
Clip
Text

Mean
336.11
275.69
191.95
89.50

Standard Deviation
(SD)
719.64
876.90
657.06
9.19

Users of the WorkpointTV official Facebook page during election
shared content based on presentation format, which are discussed from most to least –
picture, live, clip, and text.
Share in format of Picture Mean Equals 336.11 Standard Deviation
Equals 719.64 Share in format of Live Mean Equals 275.69 Standard Deviation Equals
876.90 Share in format of Clip Mean Equals 191.95 Standard Deviation Equals 657.06
Share in format of Text Mean Equals 89.50 Standard Deviation Equals 9.19.
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2) Genre
Table 6.55 Share Statistics based on Program Type on Online Social Media,
WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page during Election.
Genre
Game Show/Contest
News
Online
Live Broadcasts
Variety
Drama
Documentaries
Advertising
Station Public Relations

Mean
396.24
306.29
233.13
137.00
85.92
51.00
19.40
7.50
5.67

Standard Deviation
(SD)
1,082.10
701.57
325.16
213.04
92.67
63.64
11.67
9.19
0.58

Users of the WorkpointTV official Facebook page during election
shared content based on program type, which are discussed from most to least – game
show/contest, news, online, live broadcast, variety show, documentaries, advertising,
and station public relations.
Share in genre of Game Show/Contest Mean Equals 396.24 Standard
Deviation Equals 1,082.10 Share in genre of News Mean Equals 306.29 Standard
Deviation Equals 701.57 Share in genre of Online Mean Equals 233.13 Standard
Deviation Equals 325.16 Share in genre of Live Broadcasts Mean Equals 137.00
Standard Deviation Equals 213.04 Share in genre of Variety Mean Equals 85.92
Standard Deviation Equals 92.67 Share in genre of Drama Mean Equals 51.00 Standard
Deviation Equals 63.64 Share in genre of Documentaries Mean Equals 19.40 Standard
Deviation Equals 11.67 Share in genre of Advertising Mean Equals 7.50 Standard
Deviation Equals 9.19 และShare in genre of Station Public Relations Mean Equals 5.67
Standard Deviation Equals 0.58.
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3) Program Content
Table 6.56 Share Statistics based on Program Content on Online Social Media,
WorkpointTV Official Facebook Page during Election.
Program Content
Music
Children
Current Affairs
Politics
Sports
Humor
Food
Elderly
Games
Business
Family
Culture
Advertising
Station Public Relations

Mean
547.84
462.50
427.00
267.92
198.00
181.10
119.00
88.00
69.00
41.50
37.00
28.00
7.50
5.67

Standard Deviation
(SD)
1,430.26
340.26
933.55
607.69
261.63
254.25
116.85
18.52
126.70
13.44
51.12
12.88
9.19
0.58

Users of the WorkpointTV official Facebook page during election
shared content based on program content, which are discussed from most to least –
music, children, current affairs, politics, sports, humor, food, elderly, game, business,
family, culture, advertising, and station public relations.
Share in content of Music Mean Equals 1,430.26 Standard Deviation
Equals 18.52 Share in content of Children Mean Equals 462.50 Standard Deviation
Equals 340.26 Share in content of Current Affairs Mean Equals 427.00 Standard
Deviation Equals 933.55 Share in content of Politics Mean Equals 267.92 Standard
Deviation Equals 607.69 Share in content of Sports Mean Equals 198.00 Standard
Deviation Equals 261.63 Share in content of Humor Mean Equals 181.10 Standard
Deviation Equals 254.25 Share in content of Food Mean Equals 119.00 Standard
Deviation Equals 116.85 Share in content of Elderly Mean Equals 88.00 Standard
Deviation Equals 18.52 Share in content of Games Mean Equals 69.00 Standard
Deviation Equals 126.70 Share in content of Business Mean Equals 41.50 Standard
Deviation Equals 13.44 Share in content of Family Mean Equals 37.00 Standard
Deviation Equals 51.12 Share in content of Culture Mean Equals 28.00 Standard
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Deviation Equals 12.88 Share in content of Advertising Mean Equals 7.50 Standard
Deviation Equals 9.19 Share in content of Station Public Relations Mean Equals 5.67
Standard Deviation Equals 0.58.
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CHAPTER 7

Conclusions and Recommendations

7.1 Summary of Research Findings.
7.1.1

Digital Television (Thairath TV and Workpoint TV) and Social
Media.

The two digital television stations, which are Thairath TV and Workpoint TV,
were created at the same during the digital television era. Each has its own distinctive
positioning. Thairath TV is a news station that has a proportion of 15 hours of news
that is aired throughout its daily programming schedule. The focus is one news and
current affairs programs that are aired during prime time from 6 – 10 PM.
Thairath has three channels to produce and disseminate content which are Thai
Rath Newspaper, Thairath TV, and Thai Rath Online. The data is stored in a common
digital storage called the Media Asset Management (M.A.M.). All teams could choose
the suitable content for use in their respective platform at anytime.
Thai Rath Online is comprised of the Thai Rath website and the various social
media platforms including Facebook, Youtube, Twitter, Instagram, and Line Official.
The Thai Rath has many different Facebook accounts including Thairath, Thairath TV,
and the pages of each respective program. All of the content is disseminated to a large
audience base and the most successful is ThairathTV Facebook page.
Workpoint TV emphasizes on gameshow and variety. The program scheduling
includes gameshows, quiz shows, and reality shows. The strength of the broadcast is
the continuous primetime programs that run from 6 – 10 PM.
Workpoint TV platform is disseminated online by the presentation of rerun clips,
that are re-edits of programs that have been aired, live streaming, simulcast, and clips
publicizing the programs and the station. There are three major channels: 1) There are
70 Facebook pages that have been created by each program including the station’s,
Official Facebook Page, “Workpoint Entertainment”; 2) Youtube under the name,
“WorkpointOfficial”; and 3) Other channels including website/application such as
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Twitter, Instagram, and Line Official. These platforms provided more communication
channels to disseminate the content to the audience and publicize content as well as to
gain additional income for the organization.
These two television stations have their own social media unit in charge of
increasing audience reach. The social media becomes the second screen to promote
news about programs, station, and activities, while providing an additional source of
income for the organization.

7.1.2

Selection of Content for Thairath TV and Workpoint 23 Facebook
Pages.

Thairath TV and Workpoint TV select content from the television broadcast to air
on Facebook and Youtube, Twitter and Instagram, and Line Official. Facebook and
Youtube is the main channel for live simulcast. It becomes a channel to present the full
program re-run or part of the edited program. These audiences are the same as the
television audience and are aged 35 years and above. Twitter and Instagram present
video clips of program highlights and teasers promoting the program targeted to those
aged between 18 – 35 years. The Line Official provides information to promote
programs and station activities.
Digital Television presents information on the Official Facebook Page from two
sources. The first is the television program that have been edited for length and content.
It could be broadcasted as live simulcast or on demand. The second is the content
website that presents image, text, and video. This would be shared through the form of
links from the website to invite audiences to read and follow-up on the content.
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Content from
TV station

News
Entertainment

TV Station’s website

Content from another
sources

Other TV Station’s page

Social media team
Sponsors and Business partners

Figure 7.1 Source of Information for Presentation on Social Media Particularly
Facebook.
Social media such as Facebook would select content from the television station
and other information sources. These contents include news and entertainment in the
form of live broadcasts and video clips that have been edited from programs to create
new pieces of that would be used in different social media platforms. Information
sources such as organization website and other Facebook pages from the station provide
content about news and current affairs in the forms of images, text, and video clips that
could be shared by users. They could access the content on the website and Facebook
directly. This would include content created by the social media team as well as
sponsors and business partners. The content might not have appeared previously on
television. The sponsors could purchase advertising specifically for a certain social
media channel.
The social media team selects content to produce and post based on the genre as
presented in the following section.
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7.1.2.1 Selection of Content Based on Genre

Figure 7.2 Selection of Content Based on Genre on the Thairath TV and Workpoint
Entertainment Facebook Pages.
These two digital television stations have selected content based on the
genre in a similar fashion. The content would be selected based on the genre to reflect
the station positioning. The ThairathTV Facebook selected news programs the most
(60.94%) while the

Workpoint

Entertainment

Facebook presented mostly

gameshows/singing contest the most (82 posts or 41.84%).
During the election, program content would be selected based on the
current affairs on the Thairath TV and Workpoint Entertainment Facebook. Both pages
presented news content the most with 103 posts (72.028%) and 60 posts (46.511%)
respectively.
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7.1.2.2 Selection of Program Content based on Content Type.

Figure 7.3 Selection of Program Content based on Content Type on Thairath TV and
Workpoint Entertainment Facebook Pages.
Selection of program content based on the content type on Thairath TV
and Workpoint Entertainment are similar since they are based on the channel’s
positioning. The Thairath TV Facebook page selected content based on current affairs
the most (149 posts or 58.20%). The emphasis would be on soft news, crime news,
community, and entertainment news from Thairath TV and Thai Rath website. On the
Workpoint Entertainment page, content would be selected primarily based on songs
from singing contests the most (53 posts or 27.041%).
During the election, the content is based on society’s interests. The
Thairath TV Facebook Page during the election would select current affairs the most
(99 posts or 69.231%). The majority of these content would be politics the most (85
posts). This is followed by crime, entertainment, and others. The Workpoint
Entertainment Facebook Page selected politics news the most (50 posts or 38.76%)
followed by music. The content about current affairs and reports about the election that
were selected from the website and Facebook Page Workpoint News, which is the news
and current affairs content creator for Workpoint.
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7.1.2.3 Selection of Program Content based on Presentation Format.

Figure 7.4 Selection of Content based on Presentation format on Thairath TV and
Workpoint Entertainment Facebook Pages.
The Thairath TV Facebook Page selected content in the form of video
clips the most both during regular and election broadcast time frames. These clips
would be created from programs that have been broadcasted during regular
programming and edited to make them shorter. These contents would be more concise
and straight to the point. These short clips usually present only one topic. For instance,
the clip might focus only on one issue in the news. This is in line with the behavior of
Facebook users, who only spend a short time watching video clips.
The Workpoint Entertainment Facebook Page during regular broadcast
chooses to use Live or Live Streaming, which is live simulcast the most. The two types
of content presented include 1) live situations such as breaking news that have an
impact on a large audience and 2) serving as the second screen so that audiences can
access the content anywhere and anytime with the capability to interact and post their
comments from the smartphone. During the election the social media team would
choose to pose pictures/images about the election as the news team visits each of the
polling stations. The picture/images provide the fastest means to present the news.
Live broadcasts on the Official Facebook Page usually present content
that represent the channel’s positioning. Workpoint TV chooses to present
entertainment during the primetime. The news content is usually shared from the live
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broadcast from Workpoint News. Thairath TV on the other hand chooses to post live
broadcasts from all of the news programs and sporting events.

7.1.3

Selection of Content to Present on Thairath TV and Workpoint
Channel 23 via Other Social Media Platforms.

Thairath and Workpoint have the policity to set up social media platforms to
project the desired image and channel content to a wider audience. This allows
maximum penetration and serves as an additional income means for the organization.
The social media team of the television channels select different content to serve
the needs and behavior of the target group on the various platforms as explained in the
following section.
Youtube is a on online platform that collects video clips from the television
channels. It serves as a video collection that enables audiences to search and follow
rerun content in the form of video on demand and live simulcasts. Thairath primarily
chooses news and sports content with some entertainment content. Meanwhile,
Workpoint emphasizes on all type of entertainment content, which is in line with the
channel’s positioning.
Twitter is a platform that allows no more than 280 characters, images, and short
video clips. Both stations agree that most of the Twitter users are teen agers, who are
not the target of the content presented. The ThairathTV Twitter account, thus, selects
only images and short video clips that have been edited from news, talk show,
gameshow, and public relations content. While content on Workpoint 23 selected
content including images and short clips that are taken from television broadcasts
during the primetime. There are two type of contents created by the team. It is also
found that followers retweeted content from the program that is being broadcasted. The
two Twitter accounts utilize text including hashtags and links to take the audiences to
the various platforms owned by the stations to maintain audiences in the station’s media
ecology.
Instagram is a social network platform that the social media teams use to present
more entertainment content based on the interest of the target. On this platform the
audience prefer content about celebrities and soft news that are more entertaining in
nature and have teenage lifestyle information based on the target’s interest. Workpoint
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selects product advertising content to present on the Instagram channel as another
source of income.
Line Official is a platform emphasizing on communications with the target
through providing information about the program and the television channel including
marketing activities. The content would be in the form of messages and images
including links so that audiences could access the website and social media that is the
source of that particular content. Audiences could gain more detailed information
regarding the content of their interest. The social media teams would post between 10
– 25 contents per month so as not to bother the audiences too often. In addition, the
Line Official Account of Thairath TV would select information from the database that
are continuously being updated such as gold and oil prices, currency exchange, weather
forecast, and government lottery. There is also a chat feature in the form of chatbots or
automatic responses that provide information to the users.

7.1.4

Production Process and Presentation of Content on Thairath TV
and Workpoint TV Social Media.

The production process and presentation of content of the two digital television
stations, which are Thairath TV and Workpoint TV, are created by the social media,
production, news, and marketing teams.
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Figure 7.5 Production and Presentation of Content on Digital Television Station Social
Media.
There are two types of program content, which are presented in the program and
station social media. These contents are managed and created by personnel in charge,
which have different work processes as explained in the following section.
Content presented in the program social media were developed by the social
media team that assigned the production team to select the content for dissemination.
This includes the planning, production, and dissemination of content on the program’s
social media because the production team is the most knowledgeable and has a good
understanding of the content. The social media team is in charge of the overall
presentation.
Content presented in the official television social media is developed by the social
media team. The production by the social media team of each station have different
levels of intensity based on the channel’s positioning. The Workpoint TV social media
team emphasize on entertainment with no official meeting with the news team. They
present news through sharing from the Workpoint News application both during regular
and election broadcasts.
On the contrary, the Thairath social media team gives a lot of importance to news.
There are meetings with the station’s news team and the Thairath Online team in order
to be briefed on the news issues. They use input from these meetings to create content
in order to present the news in the same direction. The production of content that is
interesting online has to be created from content that is more than just the ones available
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on the television station. In addition, during the election, there is a meeting to divide
the production of content in order to put together the debate and report the poll results.
Creating public relations content is developed by the social media with the
cooperation of the marketing and news teams. The marketing team would plan the
content to publicize the programs and activities such as new programs, sports live
broadcasts, election results, station activities, concerts, and travelling activities to visit
the audiences. The social media team creates content that are disseminated on station’s
social media. The news team led by the news editor plans the public relations in order
to choose the news that would be sent to the social media team to publicize.
Advertising content is not found on the Thairath social media. Workpoint, on the
other hand, had meetings with the social media and marketing team to examine the
client’s needs to develop creative and extended content. The design, filming, and
editing of the content would be done to create content for social media.
Production of online content by the social media team is based on creativity,
program format, design, filming, and editing for dissemination.
The social media team presents the selected content on the Official Facebook Page
of each respective station based on the following schedule.

Figure 7.6 Content Dissemination based on Presentation Format on Thairath TV and
Workpoint Entertainment Facebook Pages.
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Content could be posted in two categories, which are on-air and timeline. Analysis
of the two digital television stations revealed that Thairath posts content on the official
Facebook page, after the content has been broadcasted the most during both regular and
election periods. This is followed by before and during broadcast along with content
that have not been broadcasted at all respectively.
Workpoint TV Channel 23 post content that are live simulcast the most. This is
followed by content that have never been aired, after the broadcast, and before the
broadcast respectively. During the election period, the posts are content from after the
broadcast the most. This is followed by simulcast, never been broadcasted, and before
airing, respectively.
The presentation of content before airing on the station would be done in the form
of still image or video clip in order to promote the program based on the schedule both
during regular and special election periods.
Live simulcast is a method of presentation that is chosen based on the positioning
of each station. This is particularly true during primetime, daily news programs, and
live broadcasts of sports or election.
The presentation of live simulcast on Facebook page, would require the social
media team to create content that builds upon the television programming. This is
critical to have content during the commercial breaks in order to keep audiences
following the live broadcast. In addition, after the live broadcast, the video clip that is
full or partial might be uploaded for audiences to watch at their convenience.
The presentation of content after the broadcast on the television station usually is
in the form of edited video clips that feature the program highlights.
Content that are not related or have never been broadcasted are posts from
business partners, advertising, social media selling space, and station promotion such
as channel ID, programming schedule, and new online exclusive content.

7.1.5

Audience Engagement on the Thairath TV and Workpoint Channel
23 Official Facebook Pages.

Audience engagement on Facebook or social media can be classified in four types,
which are view, showing emotion through the use of emoticon, sharing comment, and
sharing content. The social media team have used these actions as means to measure
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the effectiveness of the posts to determine the content strategy to be presented on
Facebook. The goal is to enhance effectiveness of the communications to the target
group.

Figure 7.7 Audience Engagement on Thairath TV and Workpoint Entertainment
Facebook Pages.
Official Facebook Page users of the two digital television stations, engage with
the content by viewing the most. This is because most of the content is video content
that is suitable for reading and viewing. This is followed by the use of emoticons,
comment, and sharing respectively.
7.1.5.1 Engagement through reading and view.
Users of the Thairath TV and Workpoint Entertainment Facebook Pages
choose to read and view content in the form of live broadcasts and clips. These are
ranked the two highest during the regular and election periods. Audiences choose to
read and view content that are live broadcasts of the programs during the prime time.
These include news and sports events as well as election results. In addition, the
audiences choose to read and view content in the form of clips on social media that
have been edited from the broadcasted program. These shorter clips focus on topics that
are suitable for dissemination on social media, which are easier to understand within a
limited time.
Users of the Thairath TV and Workpoint Entertainment Facebook Pages
during regular periods engage through reading and views of the entertainment content,
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which include gameshows/contests and variety shows. During the election, Thairath
TV presents current affairs content that could be read and viewed, which includes
election news the most. On Workpoint Entertainment Facebook Page, the engagement
is made through reading and viewing the content in the form on gameshows/contests
and variety shows in the same way as during regular broadcasts.
Facebook users of the Workpoint Entertainment page during the regular
and election periods engage through reading and viewing. The content about children,
elderly, and music are presented in the form of gameshows/contests and variety shows
such as the Golden Microphone, Super 10, and Super 100. Most of the Thairath TV
Facebook users during the regular period read and view content about food, children,
and music. During the election users engage through reading and viewing current affairs
regarding the election, the most.
7.1.5.2 Engagement with the use of Emoticon

Figure 7.8 Engagement with the use of Emoticon of the Thairath TV and Workpoint
Entertainment Facebook Pages.
Users of the Thairath TV and Workpoint Entertainment Facebook Pages
during the regular and election periods engage through the use of emoticons by using
the Like button the most.
This is followed by Thairath TV Facebook users, who choose to express
“Angry”. These are expressions towards individuals and situations in political and
crime news. Users on the Workpoint Entertainment pages choose to use Like and Love
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to express their feelings towards the programs and guests in the gameshow/contests and
variety shows.
Thairath TV Facebook page users express their feelings using emoticons
for news and news content the most.
Workpoint Entertainment Facebook page users choose to present their
feelings towards the type of gameshows and variety shows that have content about the
elderly, children, and comedy the most during regular period. This is followed by news
and news content the most during election period.
7.1.5.3 Expressing Opinions as Comment

Figure 7.9 Audience Engagement through Comments based on Genre in Thairath TV
and Workpoint Entertainment Facebook Pages.
Thairath TV Facebook page users during regular and election periods
express their opinions on talk show and news that present content about crime, beliefs,
and politics that are easy to understand and are of interest to the audience. In addition,
there are expression of comments by users about politics. There are also exchanges
between people, who hold opposing views.
Workpoint Entertainment Facebook page users during regular and
election periods express the comments about news and talk show about politics, sports
broadcast, and politics as well as game show regarding content about music, children,
and the elderly.
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Audiences express comments through the use of text, image, and
emoticon on social media. The analysis of the social media shows no difference.
Thairath TV uses engagement strategy through audience comments on
the Live broadcasts on Facebook. The news reporters and anchors present their views
on Facebook on the television screen in real time. This allows audiences to express their
feelings on screen thus becoming regular loyal fans of the program.
7.1.5.4 Share

Figure 7.10 Audiences engage through sharing content based on presentation format on
Thairath TV and Workpoint Entertainment Facebook Pages.
Thairath TV Facebook page users during regular period share clips,
pictures/images, live broadcasts, and texts. Audiences share live broadcasts the most
during the election period.
Workpoint Entertainment Facebook page users during regular period
share clips the most. During the election they would share pictures/images, live
broadcast, and clips.

Thairath TV Facebook users during regular and election periods share
news and poll results.
Workpoint Entertainment Facebook page users during regular periods
share gameshow/contest content about music, children, and live sports broadcast.
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During the election audiences share gameshow/contest that have content about music,
children, and news about the polls.

7.2 Discussion of Findings
The study titled, “Social TV: Communication from Television to Facebook
(Workpoint TV and Thairath TV” revealed that the two digital television stations,
which are Workpoint Channel 23 and Thairath TV Channel 31, expand their limits in
terms of time and distance. This is based on the concept of media ecology explained by
McLuhan (1968), which posits the expansion of the human experience (extension of
experience) transcending the limits of time and space. New media creates a new social
interaction space, where people engage in two-way communication through
conversation, discussion, and exchanges of opinions on various issues effectively.
The two digital television stations establish social media teams to be in charge
of the various social media channels. Audiences could better access this content, which
is congruent to the research finding, “Marketing Communication in the Early Stage of
Digital Television in Thailand” by Prakaikawin Srijinda (2015). It is found that digital
television stations have to adapt to the innovation in new media to create the media
ecology for the digital television stations. Audience behaviors use online marketing
tools that are different. There is dissemination of content that could be viewed on the
second screen to reach audiences. It becomes the public relations space to attract
audiences to follow television stations regularly and get new audiences.
Social media platforms such as the Facebook page select content from the
television stations and other sources of information. Program content both in the form
of news and entertainment are presented as video clips in the original form or edited to
create new clips. Other sources include station websites, other station Facebook pages,
and news content. These are in the form of pictures/images, text, and video clips that
have been created by the social media team. This also includes content from sponsors
and business partners, which are content that have not appeared on the television.
Content from traditional media are presented on the new media in two forms, which are
in line with Nopporn Prachakul (2009). Comparative analysis between the original
content and the one that appears in the destination include reduction of content and
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modification thus changes the content from its original form. However, there is no
evidence of extension or increase of content at the destination, when the original content
is not clear.
The social media team would choose to present the content from the television
to create and post on social media based on genre under the classification proposed by
Ubonrat Siriyuvasak (2004) . There are four types of genre. The first include news and
reality program/non-fiction, which include news and current affairs as well as
documentaries, talk shows, and live. The second include imaginative/fiction
program/entertainment program, which include series, comedies, movies, and contests.
The third include commercial program, which include product advertising, public
announcements, and social campaigns. The two television stations select content based
on similar genres. During the regular broadcasts content are selected based on genre in
line with the positioning of each television station. This is in line with research findings
of content connecting television programs and social media of Channel 4 in the UK in
the article, “Development of Content Innovation with Cross-media Content Strategy
for Television” (Sakulsri Srisarakham, 2018). Importance is given to the positioning
that is expressed through policy, slogan, strategies, and target groups. This results in
the changes to the content and subsequent construction of content that would suit each
respective platform, which vary based on the needs of the users. Thairath TV Facebook
Page presents news in different formats and documentaries. Workpoint Entertainment
Facebook Page presents entertainment programs in the form of gameshow and contests
the most. Most of the content during election would be news and documentaries the
most, which are in line with society’s interests. The target’s interest might include
particular attention to the election.
Selection and presentation of content on Thairath TV and Workpoint
Entertainment Facebook pages are similar in terms of genre during regular broadcast
periods. Thairath presents news content the most followed by soft news that are related
to crime, social news, and entertainment news. This is in line with the research titled,
“Social Media with Changes to the News Reporting Process” (Sakulsri Srisarakham,
2012). Some part of the analysis involves the presentation of news through online social
media of reporters or the editorial team. They need to consider feedback in order to
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keep the content relevant and connected to the audiences. In the production of news
content, the news team would select information from social media to communicate
through online platforms to create more engagement. Users take part in the production
of news content, which is known as participatory journalism.
Thairath TV and Workpoint Entertainment select content to create smart quotes,
in a thesis. The role of communications using these quotes was analyzed in the study,
“Cutto Quotes and Complaints on Facebook Social Media (Preeyanuch Songsorn,
2015). These quotes need to be adapted for posting on Facebook to make it interesting,
easy to read, and simple to understand. It is an indirect experience that audiences can
use to learn about life, feelings, and be entertained.
Selection of content based on the presentation format on Thairath TV and
Workpoint Entertainment Facebook pages are in line with the findings in the study
titled, “Analysis of Types, Patterns, Content, and Usage of Social Media in Thailand”,
(Jiraporn Srinak & Kwuanfah Sriprapun, 2014). It if found that content on Facebook
could be done in many formats including text, graphics, image/picture, video, mixed
media, and hyperlink.
Thairath TV select and present content in the form of clips the most. Content
from television programs that have been broadcasted would be edited and cut to create
shorter, concise, and precise. Shorter clips would be focused on a particular issue, which
is in line with the Facebook user behavior. Audiences do not spend a lot of time on the
posts, which is congruent to the concept of transmedia in the book titled, “Convergence
Culture: Where Old and New Media Collide” (Jenkins, 2008). The storytelling has to
be modified and segmented, which should suit the variety of channels that have
different characteristics, to serve the daily life use of audiences. The concept of
continuity vs. multiplicity means a modified storytelling. Stories have to be modified
into different versions, creating seriality. Each episode is complete in and of itself.
Thus, it could be disseminated in the channel in the corresponding form so that
audiences can choose to consume the content with no need to be concerned about the
order.
Facebook pages present the content in the form of Live broadcast of Live
Streaming, which is a live simulcast with the television broadcast. The social media
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team has to build on this content to maintain continuity especially during the
commercial breaks to attract audiences to keep watching the program. This is in line
with the second screen strategy presented by Nudee Noopairoj (2014) in the dissertation
titled, “Managing Innovation: Second Screen Experience for Television Industry”. The
creation of experience on the second screen creates added value by providing trivia
related to the content during the broadcast. This should be relevant content or the
creation of special content that cannot be viewed on any other channel. For instance,
this includes behind the scenes, interview of those on camera, and information about
participation opportunities. In the live broadcasts of The Mask Singer, during the
advertising break, the singers would open their masks on the Workpoint Entertainment
Facebook page. Thairath TV Facebook page continues to show Chuwit continue talking
behind the scenes during the commercial break in the program, “Chuwit Tee Seak Na”.
After the live broadcast, the Workpoint Entertainment social media team would
edit the short clips based on the audience comments as feedback on their interest during
the program segments. These comments become from the audience became the tool to
evaluate the popularity, which is in line with the workings of the social media team
from the Kantana Group (Plc.) on the “Ruang Jing Pan Jor” in the study titled,
“Strategic Communication Management on “Ruang Jing Pan Jor” Facebook Fan Page”
(Usana Chantrasakaowong & Sasipun Bilmanoch, 2017) and the article, “Online
Marketing Strategy for Television Program” (Boonnut Chatchavaphan & Warat
Karuchit, 2017). These two studies agree that the social media team collaborated with
the program producers to adapt the content to present on the Facebook page. In addition,
they listen to the comments of the audiences to adapt their presentation of content on
Facebook. They have to continuously listen to the audience feedback as well as conduct
statistical analysis from the Facebook analytics to develop and improve their content to
better serve the target’s needs.
Program production and presentation of news on social media of the two digital
television stations. The social media and news teams collaborate strongly despite
differences in operations that are anchored in the common standpoint of each station.
The social media team of the Workpoint TV emphasizes on entertainment content.
There are no designated formal meetings with the news team. Thus, content was shared
from the Workpoint News, where there is a team to create news content. The Thairath
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TV social media emphasizes the importance of news content. There are official
meetings with the news team in order to ensure that the content is presented in the same
direction. Content would be produced based on the issues that are of interest to the
audiences online. In addition, content would be selected from the television programs
for presentation on social media. Thairath TV social media presents news that are
consistent with Thai Rath’s other media. Kemmanij Malave (2018) explained about
online news presentation in the study titled, “The Direction and Adaptation of News
Reporting in Social Media Era”. There are four types of online news presentation. The
first is using the core content for presentation online, breaking news, online exclusive
content, and content from social media.
It is found that advertising on Workpoint social media is based on a
collaboration between the social media and marketing teams to creatively develop
extended content. This is not consistent with the study, “Development of Content
Innovation with Cross-media Content Strategy for Television Program” Sakulsri
Srisarakham (2018). The study posited that the social media personnel needed to create
content that is connected and supportive of television programming content. Creativity,
search of information, program presentation format based on cross-media concept has
to be implemented into the filming and production process so that the content could be
used online. The content has to be created to suit the needs of each respective platform.
The social media team from the Thairath TV station chooses to present select
content on the Official Facebook Page after the program broadcast on television most
during the regular and election periods. On the other hand, Workpoint Channel 23 during
regular periods choose to broadcast live and present clips from programs that are being
broadcasted the most. During the election the content is posted after the broadcast the
most, which is contrary to the study, “Online Marketing Strategy for Television
Program” (Boonnut Chatchavaphan & Warat Karuchit, 2017). The marketing
communications strategy on social media is designed to entice audiences to watch the
program. The social media team needs to plan the presentation of content before,
during, and after the program’s broadcast. This is particularly true for new programs,
which have better acceptance rates than older programs that have been airing for many
years.
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In the examination of audience engagement on the Official Facebook page of
the digital television stations revealed that there are four types of user engagement with
social media, which are read, view, news and entertainment content that are live, and
clips. The two most important types are consistent with the study, “Analysis of Types,
Patterns, Content, and Usage of Social Media in Thailand” (Jiraporn Srinak &
Kwuanfah Sriprapun, 2014). The research indicated that add on content from the main
media such as television might be viewed as re-runs. Facebook live broadcasts serve as
substitution to the main media. Audiences would watch live broadcasts on Facebook,
without watching the main media directly but use social media to serve their needs at
anytime and anyplace.
Users of the Official Facebook Page of the digital television stations show their
feelings using emoticons and comments during both regular and election periods. This
is in line with the book, “Television in Digital Era” (Suwit Sartsanaphichit, Sakulsri
Srisarakham, & Time Shuesatapanasiri, 2014) by the Academic Institution of Public
Media, which expands on the social network concept. It serves the needs of audiences
quickly and allows for engagement. Audiences have changed their behavior in
accessing information. They don’t only watch programs but also actively engage with
the content during the broadcast by expressing their comments and conducting
discussions on the social network.
In addition, audiences comment on the Official Facebook page of the television
stations are in line with the engagement concept of social spider webbing based on the
multi-screen engagement idea explained by Microsoft Advertising (2013). The study of
audience engagement behaviors through multiple devices to access information,
communicate, and engage with others. Users choose to select content through multiscreen that are connected to support engagement providing exchange experiences
through the first screen. For instance, audiences watching programs express their views
in comments on the social media.
Users of the Thairath TV Facebook Page express their views towards the talk
show and news programs that present crime, beliefs, and politics through their
comments. Audiences sometimes refute those who hold opposing political views. This
is in line with the social TV idea presented by Proulx and Shepatin (2012), which posits
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that audiences’ behavior have changed through the use of social TV. Audiences are no
longer watching programs on television and other online platforms in isolation. They
access social media to connect with other people, who are watching the program from
all over the world. They could engage with people in their group and interact in terms
of content/program issue about the television program on social media.
In addition, users of the Official Facebook page of digital television stations
share the content in various forms during the regular and election periods. This is in
line with the study, “Facebook, Media Culture, and Pseudo-reality” (Akkanut
Wattanasombut, 2018). Facebook is a new platform that changes the media ecology that
creates a new culture in accessing information. Users are used to sharing content that
have been created by others instead of creating their own. This is replication on social
media that is disseminated to a wide audience. The engagement is conducted through
sharing of television content. This is in line with the analysis posited by Jenkins (2008)
in the book titled, “Convergence Culture: Where Old and New Media Collide”. Sharing
content from the Official Facebook Page of the television station on the audiences’
social media, in the era of new media has changed the way users interact. They become
empowered to be equal as the source, thus creating user-generated content that is as
intense as the program producers. They express their views through comments and
share the content, but they do not have the authority to post new content on the Official
Facebook Page.
Information technology development is the main driver of change in media.
Traditionally television used to be very popular and made the highest level of income.
New media have continuously stolen audiences from traditional media. Online media
are moving towards convergence, thus continuously affecting the management of
media that needs to adapt to innovation for survival.
The researcher has seen the importance of adapting all of the components in the
communications process. This starts with the sender, wherein the digital television
stations have set up social media teams that have been selected from people who have
knowledge about the channel. These people have knowledge about the various
platforms, which have distinctive characteristics, that could be accessed anyplace and
anytime. They could create a sense of community through the comment and share. The
personnel should be professionals and have the necessary expertise. It is necessary to
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use a significant budget. The social media team needs to integrate the distinctive
characteristics of the platform to create inter-related relationship between on-air and
online. In addition, they should have creativity and storytelling skills in new media to
connect the two target groups, who flow from television and social media.
The social media team needs to collaborate with the production team to plan the
production. This would start with the pre-production process, which is the creative
development of exclusive content on social media. The message has to be add-on or
extension of television program content within the broadcast schedule. For instance,
this includes behind the scenes, special interviews of the producers, celebrities, emcees,
guests, and special program content scoops. These would be used on social media in
conjunction with the television broadcast schedule. The content could be used before
the program broadcast, present content and activities between the program, and re-runs.
Consideration would be made in line with the needs to publicize and create content that
continuously serves the audiences.
The social media team has to analyze receiver engagement on social media
based on its distinctive characteristics to increase audience reach to build strong
communities. The selection of information and program production on television and
social media have to be based on the feedback comments to better serve the audiences.
Comments should be used to assist in the decision and subsequent program production
content. When the program content serves the needs of the audiences, it would be
shared and disseminated to a wider audience. Receivers create the station’s media
ecology online to suit their behavior. This connection between television and social
media promote diversity in the presentation forms. This would increase access and
attract audiences to become loyal fans as well as attracting new audiences. The resulting
learning process combines academic and operational knowledge in the professional
realm that is critical in this highly competitive era. The nature of the receivers has
changed. This explains the way producers and audiences adapt to the changes in
information technology to answer the second main question proposed by McLuhan and
is son. McLuhan and McLuhan (1992) proposed the question what makes old media
obsolete and what would make an old media popular again.
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7.3 Recommendations
Based on the study titled, “Social TV: Communication from Television to
Facebook (Workpoint TV and Thairath TV)”, the researcher would like to make the
following recommendations:
7.3.1 Recommendations for Digital Television Stations
1) Each of the digital television stations should give importance on the
planning in the use of social media as a tool to disseminate information and content in
order to increase the number of audiences, particularly the younger target.
2) The social media team of the television station should emphasize on
cross-media story telling on social media in order to create engagement on the official
Facebook Page. This would create engagement on the station’s media ecosystem to
broaden the audience base and increase loyalty.
7.3.2 Recommendations for Future Research
1) Those working in the media organization should have access to the
storage and analysis of content to create engagement with the social media users. Future
research should study the engagement between the sender and receiver.
2) Interested researchers could examine receivers through in-depth
interviews and focus groups. Future researchers could examine the motivation of the
receivers in engaging with content on television station social media. In addition, the
message promoting engagement on social media could be examined.
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